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“I HAVE BEEN A LOYAL
CUSTOMER FOR OVER 40 YEARS”

“TODAY OUR
CLINIC GROWS
WITH THE
SUPPORT OF A
BANK THAT
TRUSTS ITS
CUSTOMERS”

“WITH CORPBANCA’S SUPPORT WE
WILL BE ABLE TO ACTIVELY
PARTICIPATE IN OUR COUNTRY’S
DEVELOPMENT”

“A RELATIONSHIP BUILT ON TRUST
WILL ACHIEVE SUCCESS”

“CORPBANCA HAS BEEN
A GUIDING FORCE
BEHIND MY COMPANY’S
DEVELOPMENT”

“THE CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THE BANK
HAS PERMITTED US TO MOVE FORWARD
WITH MAJOR COMMITMENTS IN CHILE
AND ABROAD”

“WITH CORPBANCA’S
CONTINUED SUPPORT
WE HAVE OPENED
NEW PATHS GOING
FORWARD”

“I CAN NOW PROUDLY CALL
MYSELF A HOMEOWNER”
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corpbanca continued to make a progress toward its goal of positioning itself as a
leader in the Chilean banking industry, defining service quality as a fundamental
feature in our differentiation strategy.

LETTER FROM
THE CHAIRMAN

DEAR SHAREHOLDERS
In 2008, Corpbanca continued to make progress toward
its goal of positioning itself as a leader in the Chilean
banking industry. We have developed a series of strategic
initiatives for the coming years while maintaining a
strong interest in matters beyond banking. The Bank’s
figures continue to reflect activity levels and results that
keep us at the top of the industry.
In terms of initiatives, in 2008 we defined service quality
as a fundamental feature in our differentiation strategy by
launching the Commitment Campaign. This campaign
consists of eight product-related commitments to our clients
regarding standards of service. In the event of our failure to
deliver on these promises, we are required to compensate
our clients. One of these commitments provides mortgage
refinancing support for those who lose their jobs. The
campaign, initially launched only in Retail Banking, will be
expanded and enhanced year after year. In this way, we hope to
make tangible our commitment to and passion for our clients.
Also, in Retail Banking we continued our policy of offering
first-class differentiated products. We have maintained

benefits such as discounts on gas purchases and the
opportunity to pay with our credit cards in up to 24 noninterest bearing instalments. We led the mortgage market
in innovation by introducing “7 Day Mortgages”, allowing
clients to process mortgage loans within 7 days and, in the
second half of 2008, giving clients the option to “freeze”
their dividends in pesos to decrease the risk of inflation that
at that point was growing at extraordinary rates.
Another initiative, in line with our goal of becoming a
first-rate bank in the retail market, entailed the re-launching
of SME Banking in the second half of the year, leading
us to, among other things, receive awards for “Business
Management” and “Operating Growth” from FOGAPE
(Government SME Guaranty Program).
Our efforts have not been any less in wholesale banking.
We have shown consistent progress in providing “cash
management” services to our clients. Also, our Wholesale
Banking Division has participated in important financing
operations in key industry sectors such as electricity, ports,
utilities, and others. The Real Estate Banking Division

Letter from the Chairman

“wE wANT TO MAkE OuR
COMMITMENT AND pAssION
TANgIbLE FOR OuR CusTOMERs”

Carlos Abumohor Touma
Chairman

has maintained its market leadership, while the Treasury
Division has developed successful derivative products,
expanding its range of products and allowing our customers
to reduce their exchange rate and interest rate risks.
Special mention goes to the authorization we received
from the Office for the Comptroller of Currency (OCC)
and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to open
a branch in New York City. The fact that approval
was granted at the height of the global financial crisis
demonstrates the confidence U.S. authorities place in
CorpBanca’s solvency and management.
As the Bank’s growth rendered its capital insufficient, it
successfully completed an offer of subordinated bonds offer
for 3 million UF. However, we still have an important
margin for issuing subordinated bonds since our degree of
utilization is much lower than that of our competition.
However, the Bank’s initiatives have transcended even
beyond the scope of business. On the cultural aspect, the
core of our corporate social responsibility, we sponsored the

Santiago Film Festival (SANFIC) for the third consecutive
year and the Outdoor Film Festival in Araucano Park for
the second time. CorpBanca also provided support for the
Catholic University’s program, “La Cuidad y Las Palabras”,
an event we plan to sponsor again in 2009.
We have been very clear in our commitment to protect the
environment and, in this regard, the Bank is the first to
take the initiative in the industry. While in 2007 we were
the first Chilean bank to adopt the Equator Principles,
becoming part of an international group of Banks that
defined common guidelines for preventing social and
environmental risk, this year we won the Energy Efficiency
Award, given by the Production and Trade Confederation
to recognize companies for their concern and concrete
efforts in this area.
A quantitative assessment of our performance reveals that the
Bank’s loan portfolio helped us attain 7,04% market share,
which exceeds 2007 figures by 17 basis points. Current
account deposits grew 17.2% during the year, placing us
among the 3 fastest growing banks.

7
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“In 2008, we defined service quality as a fundamental feature in our
differentiation strategy.”

Earnings reached Ch$56,310 million, 1.3% higher than in
2007, and return on equity increased from 11.8% to 12.4%.
With these results, the Bank continues to stand out in
efficiency, with an cost to income ratio of 48.3% for the year,
giving the Bank a 2nd place ranking within the system.
It is important to highlight the notable advances in
workplace life quality that we take pride in. Through joint
efforts across diverse areas, led by our Human Resources
Division, we have carried out numerous social, sporting,
recreational, family, and cultural events for our associates and
their families, demonstrating that our commitment extends
beyond the Bank’s daily operations.

We have also enhanced corporate governance, essential in
any organization for optimal performance and to protect the
interests of minority Shareholders, by doing the following:
securing active participation from the Directors Committee,
Audit Committee and Anti-Money Laundering Committee;
improving the Code of Conduct and creating a Market
Information Manual.
Our associates were a key factor in our progress during the
year and we could not have done it without such a strong
commitment from them. To each and every one of them, I
offer our sincerest gratitude.
Carlos Abumohor Touma

Chairman

01
“In the event of unjustified
charges, we will return twice
the amount charged”
If we charge unjustified commission or interest to your current account
or credit card, we will return twice the amount charged (up to a limit
of Ch$100,000).

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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THE BANK, ESTABLISHED IN 1871 AS BANCO DE CONCEPCIÓN, WAS A PIONEER IN A FINANCIAL
SYSTEM THAT WAS NOT YET FULLY DEFINED. FINALLY IN 1997, THE BANK CHANGED ITS NAME TO
CORPBANCA, A BANK WICH TODAY PREPARES TO LAUNCH OPERATIONS ABROAD.

HISTORY

HISTORY
The Bank’s history dates back to the second half of the
nineteenth century, also the beginning of the Chilean
financial system, with the creation of Banco de Concepción
by a group of prominent individuals that included the Mayor
of Concepción and future President of Chile, Mr. Aníbal
Pinto Garmendia. The Bank began operating on October 6,
1871 and has continued uninterrupted since then, making
CorpBanca Chile’s oldest currently operating private bank.

Interestingly enough, in 1871 regulators gave the Bank
authorization to issue its own bills.

We are proud to say that since its inception the Bank has been
both a witness to the evolution of Chilean financial history and
an active participant in the country’s economic development,
beginning as an exclusively regional entity and over time
becoming a major figure in the national banking market.

Banco de Concepción granted its first loans to mining
and textile companies, municipal public works, urban
railways and the fire department. Towards the end of the
nineteenth century, more than thirty years since its founding,
with contributions from no more than a small group of
neighbours, Banco de Concepción remained faithful to one
of its founding principles: to form a regional bank that
provided loans to industry, commerce, agriculture and
other activities within the surrounding area, so that these
businesses did not have to depend exclusively on banks from
outside their region.

The first annual report issued by Banco de Concepción,
dated December 31, 1871, presented paid-in capital of
$240,000; loans of $373,807; deposits of $276,221 and
assets of $525,299 in historical pesos. In those days, the
Bank handled approximately twenty checks per day and had
eight employees.

In 1917, Banco Concepción played a key role in a very
important development for higher education in Chile:
Universidad de Concepción was founded and made history as
the first institution of higher learning established outside of
Santiago. Banco de Concepción donated $20,000 (historical
pesos) to the cause; it was the largest single contribution the

History
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“CORpbANCA HAs bEEN
A guIDINg FORCE
bEHIND My
COMpANy´s
DEvELOpMENT”
Alfonso Ureta
Ureta Matte Impresores

university received when it was founded, covering more than
50% of its initial budget.
By 1921, on its fiftieth anniversary, the Bank handled
300-400 checks each day and its capital was 5 million pesos.
In 1932, in the midst of the Great Depression, the Bank’s
annual report stated that “because of the current economic
crisis and the resulting depreciation of collateral, the Council
has deemed it prudent to record write-offs and extraordinary
provisions”.
In celebrating 100 years in business, the Bank’s chairman
at that time proudly announced a new line of short-term
loans for small and medium enterprises. The total amount
was 10 million escudos, aimed at financing working capital
and purchases of small tools, paying taxes and expanding
industrial projects.
One important dimension throughout the Bank’s history
is the relationship it has always maintained between
management and personnel. At that time, it provided benefit

packages for its employees as well as cultural, sporting and
recreational activities similar to those CorpBanca offers today
through its “Plan for a Healthy Life”.
In 1971, control of the Bank was transferred to the state
owned Chilean Development Corporation (Corporación de
Fomento de la Producción or CORFO). That very same year,
Banco Concepción acquired Banco Francés e Italiano in Chile,
which provided for the expansion of Banco Concepción into
Santiago. In 1972 and 1975, the Bank acquired Banco de
Chillán and Banco de Valdivia, respectively. In November
1975, CORFO sold its shares of the Bank to private investors,
who took control of the Bank in 1976.
As a result of its growth thus far, Banco de Concepción came to
be considered a national bank. It changed its corporate name to
Banco Concepción and moved its head offices and management
from Concepción to Santiago. Its new headquarters were affected
by a fire in 1981 that nearly destroyed the entire building.
Bank personnel, in a strong show of solidarity and fondness for
the institution, suspended client service for merely a day while
emergency offices were secured.
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CorpBanca is now preparing to expand its operations abroad. To
this effect, on October 22 and 24, 2008, the Federal Reserve Board
and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) granted the
Bank authorization to establish a branch in the city of New York.

In 1986 the Bank was acquired by the Chilean National
Mining Society (Sociedad Nacional de Minería or SONAMI).
After that acquisition, the Bank developed a special interest
in financing small and medium-sized mining interests,
increased capital and sold its high-risk portfolio to the
Chilean Central Bank (Banco Central).
By the end of 1995, SONAMI sold a majority interest in
the Bank to a group of investors led by Mr. Alvaro Saieh
Bendeck. Since its acquisition, the Bank’s controllers
have defined growth-focused strategies, repositioning
and reorganizing operations to place it among the most
important players within the national financial system.
During the first quarter of 1997, the Shareholders of Banco
Concepción reached an agreement with the Central Bank to
extinguish the subordinated debt it had held since the mid
1980s. Also in 1997, as part of a re-positioning strategy, the
Bank changed its name to CorpBanca.
In 1998, the Bank acquired the loan portfolio of Corfinsa,
the consumer loan division of Banco Sudamericano, and

subsequently that of Financiera Condell, both of which
presently form Banco Condell, marking the Bank’s entry into
the low-to-middle income segment in Chile.
In November 2002, CorpBanca issued shares in the local
market for a total of US$250 million, which were registered
in the “emerging companies” market, becoming the first
issuer to trade securities in this market.
Subsequently, in November 2004, CorpBanca took an
innovative and important step in its aim to become more
international when it completed the listing process, allowing
it to trade American Depositary Receipts (ADR’s) on the
New York Stock Exchange.
CorpBanca is now preparing to expand its operations abroad.
To this effect, on October 22 and 24, 2008, the Federal
Reserve Board and the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) granted the Bank authorization to establish
a branch in the city of New York in the United States.
This is, without a doubt, one of the Bank’s most important
milestones in 2008.

History
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Alfonso Ureta
Ureta Matte Impresores

“CORpbANCA HAs bEEN A guIDINg
FORCE bEHIND My COMpANy´s
DEvELOpMENT”
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2008 HIgHLIgHTs
01

02

03

04

NEw yORk
bRANCH
AuTHORIzATION

EquATOR
pRINCIpLEs

pLACEMENT OF
subORDINATED
bONDs

Re-launch of
sME bANkINg

At the end of 2008 CorpBanca was
granted authorization by U.S. authorities
to open a branch in New York City. With
this branch, CorpBanca will be able
to more efficiently channel the foreign
trade operations and investments that
its clients require abroad. The decision
demonstrates the confidence that U.S.
authorities place in the Bank and the
oversight capacity of Chilean authorities.
This branch will help increase the Bank’s
activities abroad, responding to the needs
of clients doing business in today’s global
environment.

2007

Since July 2007 when CorpBanca
adopted the Equator Principles, we
continue to strengthen our commitment
by taking all necessary precautions to
avoid financing projects that imply any
social or environmental risk. We have
forged important bonds with other
international financial institutions
that adhere to the Equator Principles.
Currently, more than 60 banks
participate. In 2008, CorpBanca made a
notable contribution by proposing that
Spanish version of the Equator Principles
be made available so that these principles
could be recognized and adopted by
financial institutions in Latin America.

In July 2008 the Bank issued 25-year
Series V subordinated bonds totalling 3
million UF. The annual placement rate
was 4.76%, with a spread of 98 basis
points over the benchmark. These bonds
will provide long-term resources to
finance mainly mortgage loans.
In the beginning of December 2008,
SME banking was re-launched with a
new value proposal aimed at delivering
comprehensive service and first-class
products to current and potential
customers in small and medium-sized
companies in Chile.

05

06

07

LAuNCH OF wHOLEsALE bANk

ENERgy
EFFICIENCy
AwARD

RECyCLINg
ELECTRONIC
EquIpMENT

CorpBanca was awarded the 2008 Energy
Efficiency Award by the National Energy
Commission (CNE) and the Production
and Trade Confederation (CPC), under
the government initiative known as the
“Energy Efficient Country Program”,
which recognizes companies affiliated
with branches of the CPC that make
a significant contribution to energy
efficiency in Chile. CorpBanca’s energy
efficiency project is applied at both its
corporate headquarters as well as its
branches.

The Bank recently finalized an
agreement with the company Recicla,
as part of its environmental protection
initiatives, to recycle all discarded
electronic equipment stored in our
warehouse, including computers,
printers, telephones and ATMs.

In 2008, CorpBanca took the first steps
in establishing an innovative business
model called Wholesale Banking, whose
objective is creating integrated, high
value-added financial solutions for its
corporate clients. A multidisciplinary team
was formed by joining management from
the Large Companies, Corporate and Real
Estate Banking Division with the Finance
and International Division as well as the
three CorpCapital companies, which offer

securities brokerage, asset management and
financial consulting services.
In turn, this business model takes advantage
of synergies with other areas of the Bank
such as the Retail and Companies Divisions,
creating a range of “derivative products”,
segmented by client group profile, that
mitigate financial risk associated with
exchange rates, interest rates and inflation.

08

09

10

11

sHARE
REpuRCHAsE
pROgRAM

INTERACTION
wITH sMu

FLIgHT TO
2011

NEw sTRuCTuRE
FOR bANCO
CONDELL

In 2008, CorpBanca signed important
agreements with the SMU group, a retail
market leader. Among the most notable
is an agreement making CorpBanca the
only bank with ATMs present in all
of SMU’s supermarkets, including the
brands Unimarc, Deca, Bryc and Korlaet.
In addition, SMU and the Bank entered
into a contract by which CorpBanca is
authorized to acquire SMU’s accounts
payable to its suppliers.

CorpBanca’s emblematic new project,
begun in May 2008, is to embark on a
journey whose final destination is to be the
best bank. Three important elements are at
the core of this program: Service Quality,
Talent, and Culture. This journey entails
a cultural change in Service Quality and
Commitment from each of its associates
and on an organizational level, to comply
with all of the values that define and
guide their actions towards clients: to
act with energy and enthusiasm; provide
service through which client satisfaction
is Bank satisfaction; develop creativity
and innovation; and work with a spirit of
collaboration, discipline and perseverance.
In addition, CorpBanca should recognize
that its success comes from its human
capital and, therefore, it must discover,
retain and enhance talent.

In an Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting, Shareholders approved a
program to repurchase the Bank’s own
shares in the local market through one or
more public tender offers (OPA) in order
to profit from fluctuations in the share
price experienced between the respective
share repurchase and subsequent resale
dates. The offer process was successful
and the Bank received acceptances for
more shares than the number offered
to purchase. As a result, the Bank
repurchased all of the shares offered,
which represent 2.5% of issued and paid
shares.

In 2008, Banco Condell was separated
from Retail Banking and began to report
directly to the CEO. Banco Condell is a
specialized consumer loan division, with
high quality service standards, a diverse
client portfolio, controlled risk and
leadership in efficiency.

2008

“A RELATIONsHIp buILT ON TRusT
wILL ACHIEvE suCCEss”

Gisela Escobar
Head of Investor
Relations and Research,
LAN
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OUR COMPANY VALUES GUIDE THE CONDUCT AND PERFORMANCE OF EACH EMPLOYEE AND THE
ORGANIZATION AS A WHOLE.

COMPANY VALUES

The values that guide the conduct and performance of each
Bank associate as well as the Bank itself are fundamental
to its development. These values define and direct how the
organization and its members behave in the workplace,
with clients, and within society.
This involves learning with humility; always being willing
to collaborate so as to promote team achievement over
individual achievement; acting with honesty, transparency,
discipline and, as previously mentioned, with energy
and enthusiasm, developing creativity, innovation and
perseverance.The Bank’s core values are.
Passion
CorpBanca associates are synonymous with passion. It is
what motivates us to act with energy and enthusiasm,
involving ourselves completely, in order to be, not only the
first, but the best, to serve as role models and to achieve,
not only success, but excellence.

SERVICE
Bank associates have a vocation for customer service.
Customer satisfaction is what drives our associates. This
means leading the market, fulfilling commitments and
resolving issues in a timely manner and in this way, making
the client feel like part of the organization, part of a family.

CREATIVITY
A creative attitude stands out in our associates, along
with innovation, perseverance and a humble openness to
continuously learn. An associate focused on change will
develop and take on challenges with flexibility, innovation,
and persistence in constant search of growth opportunities
and best practices.
COLLABORATION
Bank members have a spirit of collaboration. They think of
team success before personal success. We will progress in
the same direction if everyone works together and acts with
honesty and transparency.

Company Values
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DIsCIpLINE
CorpBanca associates are characterized by their
responsibility, effort and perseverance. Their conduct is
methodical, systematic and in compliance with internal and
legal standards. They serve as an example and motivation
to others and gain the trust of internal and external clients,
Shareholders, and the community.

TALENT
CorpBanca is its people. The success of the Bank depends
on its human capital and is sustained by recognizing and
developing its associates’ capabilities and competencies,
identifying and retaining talent and developing leaders.

“I HAvE bEEN A LOyAL
CusTOMER FOR OvER
40 yEARs”
Fernando Lolas
Director of Bioethics Program
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OUR COMMITMENTS UNDERSCORE OUR BELIEF THAT EXCELLENT SERVICE QUALITY IS PARAMOUNT,
AND WILL HELP GUIDE OUR ORGANIZATION TOWARDS IMPROVING ITS SERVICES.

COMMITMENTS

An important milestone in 2008 was establishing our
“Commitments” to clients, to which we “respond if we do
not meet them”. The goal in adopting these commitments
is to be identified as a bank with excellent Service Quality,
an aim also at the core of our Flight to the Future Program.
Service Quality is critical since it directly impacts the
Bank’s growth: It attracts and maintains clients, increases
cross sales and use of products and allows us to charge an
appropriate price.
The Commitments we have adopted have various
advantages: They accelerate the process of optimizing
Service Quality, push our organization to improve how
we offer services, help us prevent compensation payments
for errors made, and make the concept of Service Quality
tangible.
The Commitments adopted by the Bank in 2008 are as
follows:

comMITMENT 01
“In the event of unjustified charges, we will return twice
the amount charged”. If we charge unjustified commission
or interest to your current account or credit card, we
will return twice the amount charged (up to a limit of
Ch$100,000).

comMITMENT 02
“If you lose your job, we will make your mortgage
payments for 6 months”. If we fail to do so, we will
compensate you by covering an additional month.
comMITMENT 03
“If we do not respond to your complaint in a reasonable
amount of time, we will compensate you”. For delays in
responding to any complaint not addressed by the other
commitments, we will compensate you Ch$5,000.

Commitments
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comMITMENT 04

comMITMENT 07

“For any delay in delivering our products, we will compensate
you.” If we do not meet the delivery date set for your current
account, credit card or consumer loan, we will pay you
Ch$5,000.

“We will clearly inform our customers of our product costs and
answer frequent questions.” Upon opening a current account
or credit card, you will receive a detailed list of the costs of
these products and information on frequently asked questions.

comMITMENT 05

comMITMENT 08

“We will give you 15 days to change your mind after signing
a product agreement”. If you open a current account or
credit card you have 15 days to return the product at no cost
(excluding taxes). If we do not comply, we will return double
the amount charged for commission and expenses.

“We will publish a biannual report detailing our fulfilment of
these commitments on our Webpage.”

comMITMENT 06
“For credit cards, we credit first, and then investigate”. We
will temporarily credit all contested credit card transactions
within 4 business days upon signing and delivering required
documents. If we do not comply, we will pay you Ch$5,000.

CorpBanca 2008 Annual Report
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WITHIN CORPBANCA, CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IS ONE OF THE PILLARS OF GROWTH,
UNDERLINING A FRESH OUTLOOK WHICH ENCOMPASSES ISSUES AFFECTING THE ENVIRONMENT,
WORK CLIMATE, ETHICS AS WELL AS OUR CORPORATE SURROUNDINGS.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSABILITY

The concepts “corporate social responsibility”, “sustainable
development” and “sustainable financing” are all closely
related and have become very important both internationally
and at CorpBanca.
“Corporate social responsibility”, considered the new
business vision, includes aspects such as quality of work life,
corporate ethics, responsible marketing, protection of the
environment and our national heritage, energy efficiency
and an overall respect for our surroundings in line with
the current demands of our stakeholders, which include
Shareholders, clients, suppliers, the community and the
media.
In terms of workplace life quality, our Plan for a Healthy
Life program was a focal point in 2008. Developed jointly by
associates and the Bank, the program includes sporting, art,
family, recreational, cultural and volunteer activities, among
others.

In the area of corporate ethics, the Bank has developed
a series of instruments to put the concept into practice,
updating its General Code of Conduct, and creating its
Market Information Manual, among other initiatives. Ethical
conduct improves the Bank’s performance; benefits our
image and reputation; and reaffirms our associates’ loyalty
and commitment to the Bank and their supervisors.
Meanwhile, in 2008 the Bank carried out many activities to
prevent occupational hazards, aimed to protect the quality of
life of our associates.
During the year, all branches throughout Chile implemented
emergency plans and our Corporate Headquarters carried out
two evacuation drills with the help of organizations trained
in fire-fighting, emergency plans and emergency situation
management.
The “Protected Building” plan was implemented, whose
main objective is providing support for common medical
and/or work-related emergencies that could occur among
associates in the Corporate Building.

Corporate Social Responsability
23

“I FEEL THE sTRENgTH OF
CORpbANCA bEHIND
EACH OF My pROJECTs”

Isaac Avayu
Chairman Sportex-Everlast

Training plays an important role in enabling our associates
to become familiar with and understand the importance
of Corporate Social Responsibility. Creating the Centre for
Development and Leadership, which will provide training
opportunities for many associates, has been one of our
greatest accomplishments this year.
Moreover, Corporate Social Responsibility has an external
component in the Bank’s relationship with the community
and the environment.
In this area, the Bank has carried out several significant
initiatives including adopting the Equator Principles,
receiving the Energy Efficiency Award and participating in
recycling programs.

CorpBanca 2008 Annual Report
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Isaac Avayu
Chairman Sportex-Everlast

“I FEEL THE sTRENgTH OF
CORpbANCA bEHIND
EACH OF My pROJECTs”

Corporate Social Responsability

EQUATor PRINCIPLES
A few years ago, an international association was formed
under the name, “Equator Principles” that has since
then grown to include 64 member banks and established
tenguiding principles defining uniform criteria on social
and environmental risk for financial institutions to use in
financing projects over US$ 10,000,000.
More than a year has passed since CorpBanca joined this
group of banks. The commitment requires the careful and
ongoing task of aligning risk policies, not only to avoid
possible social and environmental risks, but also to provide
clients with first-rate service in every sense, not merely
financial.
In 2008 the Bank conducted an analysis of all projects that
could present a social or environmental risk according to
the Equator Principles and is currently preparing an Annual
Report of the results, as required by the group.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AWARD
CorpBanca’s project “Sustainable Management of Energy
Resources” compiled the best energy savings initiatives
previously developed, recently implemented or to be
implemented by the Bank. The project not only aims to
save energy but is also a real contribution to environmental
conservation. Thus, the project shows the results of each
initiative by reflecting each KWh saved as tons of CO2 not
released into the atmosphere.
The project won the “2008 Energy Efficiency Award”,
given by the Production and Trade Confederation under
the government initiative known as the “Energy Efficient
Country Program”.
The Bank’s innovative approach was precisely what earned
its recognition: Its proposal differentiated itself from other
projects in the financial sector by transforming the topic of
energy savings into an environmental preservation issue, not
only an issue of cost.
This award recognizes the work we have done and allows us
to present ourselves to clients as a company that successfully
embodies corporate social responsibility.

Focused training plays an
important role, enabling
our associates to become
familiar with and understand
the importance of corporate
responsibility.
RECYCLING
The Bank recently finalized an agreement with a specialized
company to develop a recycling program for the Bank’s
discarded electronic equipment, including computers,
printers, telephones, ATMs, etc.
Electronics require special treatment to meet stringent
international standards. In fact, the process involves
transporting discarded electronics to appropriate facilities
where they will be dismantled and all toxic materials
removed. Finally, the whole process is properly certified.
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OUR GOAL IS TO HELP TRANSFORM THE CULTURE WITHIN THE BANK, CREATING NEW CHANNELS
OF COMMUNICATIONS WHICH WILL CREATE AWARENESS WITHIN OUR ASSOCIATES SUCH THAT
THEY MAY IMPROVE THEIR QUALITY OF LIFE.

PLAN FOR A
HEaLTHY LIFE

The main goal of the Plan for a Healthy Life is to produce
a cultural transformation in the Bank; opening up
communication lines between different areas, between
associates and the Bank, developing various activities and
achieving a better quality of life for our associates.

for associates to entertain and play with the children.

The Bank has implemented a series of initiatives aimed at
achieving these goals, which are outlined below.

The Bank also started its Healthy Life Program, arranging
activities to inform and raise awareness among associates
about the risks of inadequate nutrition, a sedentary lifestyle
and smoking. In the area of preventive health, the Bank
organized vaccination campaigns.

The Bank sponsored the children’s home “Quillahua”, providing
contributions of varying nature and coordinating regular visits

The folkloric group “Trinares de Chile”, whose members
are Bank associates, performed a number of times in 2008,
including some performances at the Quillahua Home.

Directorio
Plan for a healthy
life
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In 2008, we organized various sporting tournaments,
including regional Olympics, football games and tennis
matches in which more than 400 associates participated.
The Bank even has a sport fishing group that participated in
these events.
We also developed dance workshops at our Corporate
Headquarters.
CorpBanca families were included in activities such as
painting contests or office visits for children to see their
parents’ place of work.

In 2008, we organized various
sporting events, including
regional olympics, football
tournaments and tennis matches
in which more than 400
associates participated.
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CORPBANCA’S COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY AIMS TO STRENGTHEN AND GIVE MEANING TO OUR
BRAND THROUGH CONSISTENT COMMUNICATION WITH BOTH OUR CLIENTS AND OUR ASSOCIATES.

COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGY

When the bank´s new strategic
focus on service quality
was announced, the entire
organization strongly aligned
itself with this message, which
in turn led to the launching
of Corpbanca´s commitment
campaign.

In 2008, the Bank’s most significant communication efforts
were aimed at strengthening and providing meaning to the
Bank’s brand through consistent communication, offering
attractive products and services to target segments.
Incorporating the famous international model Carolina
Parsons as our brand icon in print ads and commercials gave
continuity to the new image launched in the third quarter of
2007 and consistency to CorpBanca’s message. Both factors
helped strengthen the brand, as reflected by recall indicators.
Supervising the Bank’s image at the branch level also
contributed to brand results, creating message consistency
through client contact and with the general public.
In the same way, CorpBanca’s sponsorship of important
public events that gave us brand presence as well as special
benefits for our clients helped make our brand more
attractive and more present to consumers.
Another important factor in our strategy is internal
communication within our organization, encouraging

Communications Strategy

associates to identify with communication goals and
strategies and allowing for a common message towards
clients and internally.
Through this strategy, we succeeded in increasing the Top of
Mind index (spontaneous brand recall) and total ad recall, as
shown in the chart below.

RECALL INDICATORS

1.9%

Top of Mind

3%
4%

Total ad recall

7.9%

2007

2008

In May, when we announced the Bank’s new strategic focus
on Service Quality, the entire organization aligned itself with
the new brand positioning, which ultimately culminated in
launching the CorpBanca Commitments in October.
With this new vision, the Bank continued to employ its
communication strategy throughout the final months of
2008, creating a base for a clear positioning on Service
Quality and, from this base, making CorpBanca the best
Bank in the country.
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CORpbANCA´s gOAL Is TO bE THE bEsT bANk IN sERvICE quALITy. THus THE bANk HAs COMMENCED
THIs JOuRNEy wHERE quALITy, TALENT AND CuLTuRE ARE kEy ELEMENTs FOR ACHIEvINg THIs
ObJECTIvE.

FLIgHT TO 2011

In May, the Bank began a new project to position itself as a
market leader in Service Quality and Commitment. People
and companies will consider CorpBanca an example for its
customer service models.
In order to implement this great change, we have structured
the program into 3 transformational elements: Service
Quality, Talent, and Culture. These elements are key in the
Bank’s transformation. Without them, the Bank cannot
make the qualitative step forward that it wishes to make.
Building the best bank is not only an issue of financial
investments but also requires qualitative factors that
ultimately make the difference and explain the development
of those companies that today serve as international models
in all industries.

sERvICE quALITy
One of the important milestones of 2008 was the adoption
of the eight “Commitments” to our clients, to which we
“respond if we do not meet”.
The goal is to not only offer a determined level of service,
but rather to respond when something goes wrong.
From this perspective, the eight Commitments we adopted
have various advantages: they allow the Bank to assign a
value to the cost of failures in Service Quality, which makes
the concept tangible, and pushes the organization to improve
how it offers services.
TALENT
The main goal in 2008 was to lay the groundwork for
developing the Talent required for our Flight to the Future.
The ongoing quest for improvement is based on the fact
that caring for human capital entails managing the talents
and leadership skills of its own associates, which requires
fostering and strengthening their development and training.

Flight to 2011
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In this context, one new program worth mentioning is the
“360° Evaluation” for all associates in a supervisory capacity.
To complement these efforts, we created the Centre for
Development and Leadership whose purpose is to integrate,
organize, and gather the Bank’s different training initiatives
to provide and encourage integrated development among our
associates. Associate training is focused on corporate matters,
service quality, human capital development, languages,
products, processes and risk, technological systems and tools,
among others. It is organized into a curriculum similar to
that of a university.
CulturE
This project requires an important transformation, which
in turn entails a cultural change within the organization.
Important steps must be taken to significantly transform
organizational behaviour.
This is a complex task that requires full involvement
from CorpBanca’s associates to make simultaneous diverse
changes: changing our own behaviour, producing a general
change in the Bank, generating change within each division,
and changing ways of working and meeting goals.
These changes include implementing a launch and
communications plan; building a “story” of common change;
developing alignment, leadership, and “role modelling”
sessions for associates that supervise other personnel; creating
a new organizational structure and incentive models for
personal banking in the branch network and preparing a
Resolution Plan for any matters that are inconsistent with
Flight to the Future’s goals.

As for commercial and personal
ethical standards, our policies
reflect the bank´s corporate
values.
An essential aspect that deserves special mention was
the redefining of CorpBanca’s values. Considering that a
company’s values shape and direct how the organization acts
internally, in front of the client, and as a part of society, its
values guide behaviour and the way work is done.
Flight to the Future calls for new behaviour that reflects
CorpBanca’s history and projects its future. These changes
will represent the day-to-day experience and will provide a
reference of how to behave, how to address clients, suppliers,
and society in general. These values will be the driving force
that provides direction and inspires the cultural change that
Flight to the Future requires.
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COMPANY
information

Corporate Name
CorpBanca
Address
Rosario Norte 660, Las Condes
Taxpayer ID N°
97.023.000-9
Type of Company
Joint Stock Corporation
Telephone - Fax
687 80 00 / 672 67 29
P.O. Box
Casilla 80-D
E-mail
corpbanca@corpbanca.cl
Internet Address
www.corpbanca.cl

INCORPORATION
CorpBanca was organized by means of a public deed
dated August 7, 1871, executed before the notary public
of Concepción Mr. Nicolás Peña. The Executive Decree
that authorized its formation, dated September 1871, was
published in the newspaper “El Araucano” on Tuesday,
February 20, 1872 and registered on folio 35, number 8
of the Commerce Registry of the Concepción Real Estate
Registrar corresponding to the year 1871. The most recent
bylaws were established in an Extraordinary General
Shareholders’ Meeting and the minutes were transcribed
into public deed on May 28, 1992, executed before Santiago
notary public Mr. Gonzalo de la Cuadra Fabres.

02
“If you lose your job, we will
make your mortgage payments
for 6 months”
If we fail to do so, we will compensate you by covering an additional month.

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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THE bANk’s bOARD OF DIRECTORs CONsIsTs OF ELEvEN DIRECTORs AND ONE
ALTERNATE, pICTuRED HERE:

bOARD OF
DIRECTORs
Scheduled meetings of CorpBanca’s board of directors are generally held monthly. at these meetings, in addition to reviewing the
bank’s results and comparing them with industry averages, the directors establish general guidelines that the bank must follow
and are informed of any communications received from the Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions. Additionally, the
Board of Directors adopts corporate governance policies and principles. Other responsibilities of the Board of Directors include
making strategic and operational decisions related to credit management, the bank’s network of branches and new businesses as
well as determining policies for asset and liability management and other commercial decisions.

Chairman

First Vice Chairman

Second Vice Chairman

CARLOs AbuMOHOR TOuMA

ÁLvARO sAIEH bENDECk

JORgE ANDRés sAIEH guzMÁN

Taxpayer ID Nº: 1.535.896-3
Financial Investor
Designated in 1996

Taxpayer ID Nº: 5.911.895-1
B.A. in Business | Administration
Ph.D. in Economics University of Chicago.
Designated in 1996

Taxpayer ID Nº: 8.311 .093-7
B.A. in Business | Administration
Master in Economics and MBA
University of Chicago.
Designated in 1998
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Director

Director

Director

JORgE sELuME zAROR

FERNANDO AguAD DAgACH

CARLOs MAssAD AbuD

Taxpayer ID Nº: 6.064.619-8
B.A. in Business Administration |
Master in Economics University of Chicago.
Designated in 2001

Taxpayer ID Nº: 6.867.306-2
Financial Investor
Designated in 1996

Taxpayer ID Nº: 2.639.064-8
B.A. in Business Administration |
Master in Economics University of Chicago.
Designated in 2004

Director

Director

Director

HERNÁN sOMERvILLE sENN

ARTuRO vALENzuELA bOwIE

IgNACIO gONzÁLEz MARTíNEz

Taxpayer ID Nº: 4.132.185-7
Attorney | Master of Comparative Law
New York University.
Designated in 1997

Taxpayer ID Nº: 3.955.249-3
Ph.D. in Political Science |
Columbia University.
Designated in 2007

Taxpayer ID Nº: 7.053.650-1
B.A. in Business Administration |
MBA University of California, Los Angeles.
Designated in 2007

Director

Director

Alternate Director

FRANCIsCO ROsENDE RAMíREz

JuLIO bARRIgA sILvA

JuAN RAFAEL guTIéRREz ÁvILA

Taxpayer ID Nº: 7.024.063-7
B.A. in Business Administration |
Master in Economics University of Chicago.
Designated in 1997

Taxpayer ID Nº: 3.406.164-5
Agricultural Engineer
Designated in 1997

Taxpayer ID Nº: 4.176.092-3
Public Accountant
Designated in 1997
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The twelve principal Shareholders of CorpBanca and their respective percent ownership
of the Bank’s capital as of December 31, 2008, are as follows:

SHAREHOLDERS

Name or Corporate Name
CorpGoup Banking S.A.

N° Equity

% Participation
112,530,207,591

50.86420

CIA Inmobiliaria y de Inversiones SAGA S.A.

20,898,831,865

9.44637

Inversiones Mineras del Cantabrico S.A.

15,120,581,509

6.83458

Inversiones La Punta S.A.

5,686,087,838

2.57014

Manufacturas Interamericana S.A.

5,413,342,266

2.44686

Moneda SA AFI para Pionero Fondo de Inversión

4,134,746,000

1.86893

Banchile Corredores de Bolsa S.A.

3,729,860,748

1.68592

Compañía de Seguros CorpVida S.A.

3,729,820,940

1.68590

Banco de Chile por Cuenta de Terceros C.A.

3,010,369,578

1.36070

CIA de Seguros de Vida Consorcio Nacional de Seguros S.A.

2,884,523,083

1.30382

AFP CUPRUM SA para Fondos de Pensión C

2,792,630,664

1.26228

CELFIN CAPITAL SA Corredores de Bolsa

2,677,863,586

1.21041

As of December 31, 2007, the individual controller of Corp
Group Banking S.A. is Mr. Álvaro Saieh Bendeck, Taxpayer
Identification Number 5,911,895-1, who together with his
family maintains an indirect ownership of 59.1144% of this
company. In addition, Mr. Alvaro Saieh Bendeck and his
spouse are indirect holders of 100% of the ownership rights
of Compañía Inmobiliaria y Inversiones Saga S.A.

Shareholders
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Increases in ownership as of December 31, 2008
Name or Corporate Name
Inversiones Mineras del Cantabrico S.A.

Taxpayer
ID N°

Participation in equity
31/12/2007

%

96.625.340-1

15,572,637

CIA Inmobiliaria y de Inversiones SAGA S.A.

88.202.600-0

Compañía de Seguros CorpVida S.A.

96.571.890-7

Participation in equity
31/12/2008

%

0.01%

15,120,581,509

6.83%

18,032,162,741

7.95%

20,898,831,865

9.45%

1,236,363,171

0.54%

3,729,820,940

1.69%

Bolsa Electrónica de Chile Bolsa de Valores

96.551.730-8

85,099,487

0.04%

1,637,982,448

0.74%

AFP Cuprum SA para Fdo. pensión C

98.001.000-7

1,850,273,119

0.82%

2,792,630,664

1.26%

Inversiones Santa Verónica Ltda.

79.880.230-5

-

0.00%

692,589,495

0.31%

Moneda SA AFI para pionero fondo de inversión

96.684.990-8

3,445,399,000

1.52%

4,134,746,000

1.87%

Banco Itaú por cuenta de inversionistas

76.645.030-k

-

0.00%

528,722,618

0.24%

CIA de Seguros de Vida Consorcio Nacional de Seguros S.A.

99.012.000-5

2,414,050,011

1.06%

2,884,523,083

1.30%

Administración e Inversiones Santa Teresa S.A.

99.576.190-4

-

0.00%

463,744,702

0.21%

Decreases in ownership as of December 31, 2008
Name or Corporate Name

Taxpayer
ID N°

Participation in equity
31/12/2007

%

Participation in equity
31/12/2008

%

Larraín Vial SA Corredora de Bolsa

80.537.000-9

15,800,199,257

6.96%

1,419,895,229

0.64%

Moneda Small CAP Latinoamerica Fondo E

96.684.990-8

3,445,399,000

1.52%

61,870,689

0.03%

Rentas Penablanca LTD

84.177.300-4

2,328,974,347

1.03%

3,464,696

0.00%

TBC Pooled employee Funds/emerging Marketing

47.006.352-1

1,490,125,659

0.66%

-

0.00%

Bolsa de Comercio de Santiago Bolsa de Valores

90.249.000-0

1,388,624,710

0.61%

49,240,994

0.02%

Banco de Chile por cuenta de Terceros C.A.

97.004.000-5

4,108,562,427

1.81%

3,010,369,578

1.36%

Mellon Emerging Markets Fund

47.006.314-9

994,797,168

0.44%

-

0.00%

Inversiones El Alba Tres Limitada

78.723.440-2

765,494,116

0.34%

-

0.00%

AFP Habitat SA Fondo Tipo A

98.000.100-8

1,015,245,750

0.45%

330,574,886

0.15%

AFP Provida SA Fondo Tipo A

98.000.400-7

633,174,636

0.28%

19,699,564

0.01%
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The principal function of the Board of Directors is to monitor, evaluate and guide
SENIOR management to ensure that their actions are in line with best practices.

corporate
governance

In general terms, “Corporate Governance” is a set of
principles, standards and conducts companies employ
to manage and exercise control and oversight in order to
contribute to the organization’s effectiveness, productivity,
transparency and efficiency. At CorpBanca, the Board of
Directors plays a leading role in Corporate Governance. The
principal function of the Board of Directors is to monitor,
evaluate and guide senior management to ensure that their
actions are in line with best practices. To accomplish this,
various Committees, support areas, codes and manuals have
been developed, which lay out behavioural guidelines for the
Bank’s associates.
directors committee
The purpose of the Directors Committee is to strengthen
self-regulation within the Bank, thus improving the
efficiency of the directors’ supervisory activities. This
committee is responsible for, among other functions,
examining accounting and financial reports, transactions
with related parties and compensation of managers and
senior executives.

CorpBanca’s Directors Committee is comprised of the
following three members: Mr. Carlos Massad Abud,
Chairman, Mr. Ignacio González Martínez and Mr. Francisco
Rosende Ramírez.
During 2008, the Directors Committee held eleven regular
monthly meetings and two extraordinary sessions.
The Committee has performed each and every one of the
functions and activities established in numbers one through
five of section 50 bis of Law No. 18,046. Namely, the
Committee has examined the Bank’s balance sheets and
financial statements as well as their corresponding notes
and the independent auditors’ reports and has issued its
opinion on and approved them; inspected and approved the
interim financial statements; familiarized itself with the
Bank’s monthly results; requested presentations from the
various commercial divisions and evaluated the particular
situation of each division; requested a presentation on Banco
Condell’s performance; heard a presentation by the Bank’s
Chief Accountant on IFRS and Compendium of Accounting
Standards; approved the annual report; examined and
approved information on its related companies’ operations.
The Committee also heard presentations from the following

Corporate Govenrnance

The Audit Committee’s objective is to promote efficiency
within the Bank’s internal control systems and compliance
with regulations. In addition, it must reinforce and support
both the function of the Bank’s Office of the Comptroller and
its independence from management and serve, at the same
time, as a bridge between the internal audit department and
the external auditors as well as between these two groups and
the Board of Directors.

During 2008, the Audit Committee performed each and
every one of the functions and activities required by the
Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions and
established in other rules for ADR issuers. In particular,
the Committee reviewed and were informed of internal
audits performed and the state of progress of internal audit
planning and gave directives for this planning; examined the
balance sheets and statement of income, their notes and the
independent auditors’ reports; reviewed and approved the
Bank’s annual report; was informed of Deloitte & Touche’s
independent audit report and agreed to keep this firm as the
Bank’s external auditors; and defined basic guidelines for
managing the Office of the Comptroller. The Committee
was also informed of the results from an inspection by the
Superintendency and approved the Bank’s response letter.
It was informed of and discussed various matters related to
standards from the Sarbanes Oxley Act. The Committee also
analyzed and emphasized the importance of issues related
to the quality and transparency of information; it was
informed of and defined guidance on the treatment of client
complaints filed with the Association of Banks and Financial
Institutions and the process of resolving them within
reasonable deadlines. Management from the Legal Services
Division informed the Committee on Ruling No. 3,429 on
the Quality and Transparency of Public Information. In other
matters, it was informed of and analyzed reports from risk
rating agencies and was informed of operational risks, money
laundering prevention and technological risks.

The Audit Committee is comprised of the following five
directors: Mr. Hernán Somerville Senn, Chairman, Mr. Carlos
Massad Abud, Mr. Ignacio González Martínez, Mr. Francisco
Rosende Ramírez and Mr. Arturo Valenzuela Bowie.

From the Financial Risk Division, the Committee learned
about and discussed issues related to liquidity risk, interest
rate risk on the banking book, trading book risks, standard
margins, etc.

The Audit Committee met 19 times during 2008. It
normally meets twice a month and holds extraordinary
meetings when any of its members consider it necessary.
In one of the two regular monthly meetings, only the
Committee members and the Comptroller participate,
without the Bank’s upper management being present. In
addition, the Bank’s independent audit partner participates
in at least one meeting each year in order to inform the
Committee of the annual balance sheet prior to submitting
it to the Board of Directors. The partner’s participation may
also be requested at other meetings in order to inform the
Committee of facts or situations pertaining to his function as
independent auditor.

It was informed of progress on implementing IFRS and
emphasized the importance of these standards.

parties on the following topics: Retail Banking Division
Management on the credit card business; Corp Capital
Asesorías Financieras S.A., Corp Capitales and Corp Capital
Corredora de Bolsa S.A. on their respective operating
performances; Commercial Risk Division Management on
risks in retail and consumer banking; and Management
from the Large Companies, Corporate and Real Estate
Divisions on matters related to their particular areas. Lastly,
the Committee examined and approved the remuneration
and compensation plans agreed upon with the Bank’s
management and chief executives; requested a report on
the complaints filed before the Association of Banks and
Financial Institutions and was informed of a report presented
by the Legal Services Division related to Ruling No. 3,429
issued by the Superintendency of Banks and Financial
Institutions with respect to the Quality and Transparency of
Public Information.
AUDIT COMMITEE

The Committee reviewed a periodic report from the Bank’s
Compliance Officer, Financial Risk Manager and Operational
Risk Manager, who each addressed matters related to
their particular areas.In terms of IT risks, the Information
Technology Division Management delivered a presentation
on measures adopted and activities planned to strengthen
data security.
The Committee also heard presentations from various
Division Managers on the increase in transactionality
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associated with risk, progress on commitments made with
the Internal Audit Division, the external audit firm and the
Superintendency and assessments on that division’s control
environment, using risk mapping.
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND ANTITERRORISM FINANCE PREVENTION COMMITTEE
This Committee is in charge of preventing money laundering
and terrorism financing. Its main purposes include planning
and coordinating activities to comply with related policies
and procedures, maintaining itself informed of work carried
out by the Compliance Officer and making decisions on
any improvements to control measures proposed by the
Compliance Officer.
This Committee is comprised of one director, the Chief
Executive Officer, the Legal Services Division Manager, one
Area Manager and the Compliance Officer. This Committee
has the authority to request attendance from any executives
or associates that it deems necessary. The Committee has
regular monthly meetings and holds extraordinary sessions
when considered appropriate by any of its members.
During 2008, it held twelve regular monthly meetings and
one extraordinary session.
In the context of preventing money laundering and
terrorism financing, the Committee examined and duly
analyzed numerous “reports of suspicious operations” and,
when necessary, requested a resolutory report from the
Financial Analysis Unit. The Committee agreed to modify
CorpBanca’s statement on its website, incorporating items
related to preventing money laundering and terrorism
financing. It also agreed to update the Anti-Money
Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Finance Manual, by
including things like prohibited correspondent banks and
restrictions on establishing correspondent relationships.
The Committee approved the Compliance Office’s plans for
2008; was informed of the results of an audit performed by
the Office of the Comptroller and also on training carried
out by Colombia’s Financial Intelligence Unit (UIAF) for
Bank employees.

The Committee was also informed of the status of control
visits to branches, which also included training sessions.
Finally, in one particularly outstanding meeting the
Committee met with the Director of the Chilean
Government’s Money-Laundering, Economic Crimes and
Organized Crime Unit and the Public Prosecutor for the
Southern Metropolitan Region.
COMPLIANCE COMMITEE
The purpose of this Committee is to monitor compliance
with the Codes of Conduct and other complementary rules;
establish and develop procedures necessary for compliance
with these codes; interpret, administer and supervise
compliance with these rules; and resolve anyconflicts that
may arise. This Committee is comprised of one director; the
Chief Executive Officer; the Legal Services Division Manager;
the Organizational Development Division Manager and the
Compliance Officer.
During 2008, it held thirteen regular monthly meetings and
two extraordinary sessions. Among the matters it addressed,
one of the most important was training for new associates
on corporate ethics and conduct guidelines. One of the
Committee’s most significant milestones was approving
the new General Code of Conduct. The Committee also
approved a new policy of publishing real cases on its intranet
to illustrate and reinforce the contents of the General Code
of Conduct. In May 2008, it also approved the Market
Information Manual.
The Compliance Officer sits on the Compliance Committee
as well as the Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism
Finance Prevention Committee. Mr. Marco Antonio Bravo
González, an accountant from Universidad Las Américas, has
held this position since August 2003. Previously he was the
Compliance Officer at Banco Santander Chile.
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER
The main function of the Office of the Comptroller is to
support the Board of Directors and senior management to
ensure maintenance, application and proper functioning

Directorio
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of the Bank’s internal control system, which also entails
supervising compliance with rules and procedures.

ethical standards based on principles and values designed to
guide and maintain the highest possible standards.

The Comptroller’s role also includes helping to maintain
efficient control systems and comply with external
regulations. In order to perform these duties, the Office of
the Comptroller is independent and objective, focusing on
operational, risk and management issues.

In response to our clients’ trust and recognition, which are
vital to our success, all associates and directors should strive
to retain this trust, strictly complying with the General Code
of Conduct, approved in 2008 by the Bank’s management
and the Audit Committee.

Mr. José Manuel Mena Valencia was named Comptroller in
March 2008. He holds a degree in industrial engineering
from the Universidad de Chile. Prior to this position, he had
been the Executive General Manager of Banco del Estado de
Chile since 1995.

The guidelines contained in the Code of Conduct are meant
to complement each employee’s contract and all internal and
external standards as well as current legislation. Thus, it is
intended to guide our associates’ behaviour so that ethical
behaviour extends beyond the provisions of the General Code
of Conduct.

CODE OF CONDUCT AND MARKET
INFORMATION MANUAL
CorpBanca’s objective is to continue progressing to become
the best bank and have first-rate human capital. All associates
and directors of CorpBanca and its subsidiaries must adhere to

As we indicated previously, the Bank’s management, Audit
Committee and directors approved the Market Information
Manual, which contains, among other items, standards
on processes for prohibiting certain share transactions by
executives and directors.
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MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND PERSONNEL
The Bank’s management structure is led by its Board of
Directors, which provide guidelines to the organization
through the Chief Executive Officer.
The following chart displays CorpBanca’s management as of
December 31, 2008:

“WE WANT TO STAND OUT
AS QUALITY SERVICE
PROVIDERS, ENCOURAGING
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
WICH IN TURN WILL ALLOW
THE BANK TO GROW AND
BECOME THE BEST BANK IN
CHILE”

Mario Chamorro
Chief Executive Officer

Management
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Chief Executive Officer

MARIO CHAMORRO

COMMERCIAL AREAS

SUPPORT AREAS

SUBSIDIARIES

Retail Banking Division

Operations and Information Technology

CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros S.A.

DIVISION MANAGER | CRISTÓBAL PRADO

DIVISION MANAGER | ARMANDO ARIÑO

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER | ROBERTO VERGARA

Banco Condell Division

Planning and Reporting

CorpCapital Corredores de Bolsa S.A.

DIVISION MANAGER | JULIO HENRÍQUEZ

DIVISION MANAGER | SERGIO BENAVENTE

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER | CRISTIÁN DONOSO

Companies Division

Human Resources and Administration

DIVISION MANAGER | OSCAR CERDA

DIVISION MANAGER | CHRISTIAN GILCHRIST

CorpCapital Administradora Gral. de
Fondos S.A.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER | BENJAMÍN EPSTEIN

Large Companies and Corporate Division

Legal Services

CorpCapital Asesorías Financieras S.A.

DIVISION MANAGER | CHRISTIAN SCHIESSLER

DIVISION MANAGER | CRISTIÁN CANALES

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER | ROBERTO BARAONA

International and Treasury Division

Commercial Credit Risk

CorpLegal S.A.

DIVISION MANAGER | PEDRO SILVA

DIVISION MANAGER | LUIS MORALES

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER | JAIME CÓRDOVA

CorpCapital

Companies Credit Risk

DIVISION MANAGER | PATRICIO LEIGHTON

DIVISION MANAGER | FERNANDO VALDIVIESO

Marketing
MANAGER | JORGE GÓMEZ
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The Bank’s current executive officers are
as follows
Mario Chamorro Carrizo, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad de Chile, a Masters
in Economics from Universidad de Chile and a Masters in
Business Administration from the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA). His Taxpayer Identification Number is
7,893,316–K. Mr. Chamorro has served as Chief Executive
Officer since May 30, 2006. From May 2003 to May 2006,
he served as Chief Executive Officer of CorpBanca Venezuela,
and previously, between 2001 and 2003, he was Chief
Executive Officer of CorpBanca Chile.
Armando Ariño Joiro, has an undergraduate degree in Civil
Engineering from the Universidad INCCA in Colombia and
his Taxpayer Identification Number is 14,726,855–6. Mr.
Ariño has served as the Division Manager of Operations and
Information Technology since December 2008. Previously,
from 2000 to 2008, he was the Bank’s Division Manager of
Information Technology.
Sergio Benavente Riobó, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from Universidad Técnica Federico
Santa María and an MBA from American University. His
Taxpayer Identification Number is 7,579,789-3. He is
currently Chief Financial Officer and previously served as
Financial Risk Manager.
Cristián Canales Palacios, has a law degree from the
Universidad Chile and his Taxpayer Identification Number is
9,866,273–1. Mr. Canales has served as the Division Manager
of Legal Services since April 2003. From 2002 to March 2003,
he served as Legal Services Manager at CorpBanca.
Oscar Cerda Urruti, has a B.A. in Business Administration
from the Universidad de Concepción and his Taxpayer
Identification Number is 6,941,260-2. Mr. Cerda has served
as Division Manager of Companies Banking July 2008.
Previously, beginning in August 2007, he served as Chief
Executive Officer of Banco Ripley.
Christian Gilchrist Correa, has a degree in psychology from
the Universidad Central and a Masters in Administration
and Human Resources from the Universidad Santiago de
Chile. His Taxpayer Identification Number is 8,894,562-K.
Mr. Gilchrist has served as Division Manager of Human
Resources and Development since March 2007. Previously,
he served as Human Resources Director of Tyco Fire &
Security – Latin America.

Jorge Gómez Alemparte, has a B.A. in Advertising from
the Escuela de Comunicaciones. His Taxpayer Identification
Number is 8,229,789-8. Mr. Gómez has served as Marketing
Manager since January 2008. Previously, beginning in
August 2005, he was Assistant Manager of Marketing at
Banco Santander.
Julio Henríquez Banto, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad de Santiago de
Chile and an MBA from the Universidad Adolfo Ibañez.
His Taxpayer Identification Number is 8,943,341-K. Mr.
Henríquez has served as Division Manager of Banco Condell
since September 2008. Previously, beginning in November
2005, he served as Risk Division Manager.
Patricio Leighton Zambelli, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad de Chile and a Masters
in Business Administration from the Kellogg School of
Management at Northwestern University. 8.255.566-8.
His Taxpayer Identification Number is 8,255,566-8. Mr.
Leighton has served as Division Manager of Corp Capital
since October 2006. Previously, he was Money Market
Manager of Bice Chileconsult Asesorías Financieras S.A.
Luis Morales Fernández, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad Católica de Chile and
his Taxpayer Identification Number is 9,476,013-5. Mr.
Morales joined the Bank in May 2007 as Commercial Credit
Risk Division Manager. Between 1995 and 2007, he held
numerous positions at Banco Santander, the last of which was
Corporate Risk Manager.
Cristóbal Prado Fernández, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad Finis Terrae and
an MBA from Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez. His Taxpayer
Identification Number is 8,711,638-7. Mr. Prado has
served as Division Manager of Retail Banking since June
2008. Previously, beginning in March 2005, he served as
CorpBanca’s Client Relations Manager.
Christian Schiessler García, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad Federico Santa
María and a Masters in Business Administration from
the Waterhead School of Management at Case Western
Reserve University. His Taxpayer Identification Number
is 7,277,278–4. Mr. Schiessler has served as Manager
of the Large Companies and Corporate Division since
October 2006. From 1996 to 2006, he was Manager of the
International and Treasury Division.

Management

Pedro Silva Yrarrázaval, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad de Chile and a Masters
of Business Administration from the University of Chicago.
His Taxpayer Identification Number is 7,033,426-7. Mr.
Silva has served as Manager of the International and Treasury
Division since October 2006. Between June 2003 and
October 2006, he was Chief Executive Officer of CorpBanca
Administradora General de Fondos S.A.

COMPENSATION
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As agreed by Shareholders at the Ordinary General
Shareholders’ Meeting in February 2008, the directors of
CorpBanca did not receive any remuneration during 2008.
However, as agreed at the same meeting, the members of the
Directors Committee and the Chairman and Vicechairman
of the Audit Committee were paid total fees of Ch$ 216
million.

Fernando Valdivieso Larraín, has a B.A. in Business
Administration from the Universidad Católica de Chile and
his Taxpayer Identification Number is 6,063,152–2. Mr.
Valdivieso has been the Companies Credit Risk Division
Manager since August 2005. From 2002 to 2005, he was the
Risk Manager of Compañía de Seguros Vida Corp.

The directors of the Bank’s subsidiaries did not receive any
remuneration during 2008.
Total compensation received by the Bank’s managers and
principal executives during 2008 amounted to Ch$ 6,374.5
million.
In addition, based on the bonus policy established by the
Human Resources and Administration Division, together
with the Chief Executive Officer, certain executives received
bonuses for meeting their targets.

As of December 31, 2008, CorpBanca and its subsidiaries had 3,022 employees, distributed as follows:
Company
CorpBanca

Senior Executives

Professionals
and Technicians
187

Other Employees
1,192

Total
1,441

2,820

CorpCapital Adm. Gral. de Fondos S.A.

3

11

8

22

CorpCapital Corredores de Bolsa S.A.

7

47

10

64

CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros S.A.

4

24

20

48

CorpCapital Asesorias Financieras S.A.

3

3

1

7

CorpLegal S.A.

4

30

27

61

208

1,307

1,507

3,022

Total
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FINANCIAL
SUMMARY

The Bank continues to stand
out in efficiency, with a cost to
income ratio of 48.3% for the
year, giving the Bank a 2nd
place ranking within the system.

2004

2005

2006

2007*

2008*

A08-07

CAGR**

196,380

87,908

96,113

74,821

81,326

6,505

(19.8%)

2,404,155

2,636,988

2,941,074

3,461,474

4,088,304

626,830

14.2%

1,639,743

1,791,389

1,984,133

2,425,935

2,890,621

464,686

15.2%

Foreign Trade

221,217

251,509

277,191

305,033

459,305

154,272

20.0%

Leasing contracts

221,647

250,682

265,023

279,452

324,886

45,434

10.0%

74,438

71,647

83,684

99,255

53,168

(46,087)

(8.1%)

243,637

270,520

329,061

351,291

358,832

7,541

10.2%

Assets
Cash and Due from Banks
Commercial Loans
Commercial

Factored receivables
Contingent
Others

3,473

1,241

1,982

508

1,492

984

(19.0%)

572,466

698,566

910,025

1,170,297

1,176,066

5,769

19.7%

Consume

355,135

421,076

509,905

570,943

490,421

(80,522)

8.4%

Mortgage

217,331

277,490

400,120

599,354

685,645

86,291

33.3%

Past Due Loans

24,322

29,851

22,357

25,539

38,645

13,106

12.3%

3,000,943

3,365,405

3,873,456

4,657,310

5,303,015

645,705

15.3%

Retail

Total Loans
Allowance for Loan Losses

(51,522)

(52,944)

(54,414)

(58,598)

(72,308)

(13,710)

8.8%

2,949,421

3,312,461

3,819,042

4,598,712

5,230,707

631,995

15.4%

Financial Investments

634,900

494,909

178,253

211,498

661,583

450,085

1.0%

Others

183,479

232,456

229,174

376,226

576,900

200,629

33.2%

3,964,180

4,127,734

4,322,582

5,261,257

6,550,516

1,289,259

13.4%

2,318,425

2,305,467

2,312,574

2,992,427

3,708,644

716,217

12.5%

1,996,311

2,061,205

1,990,563

2,625,327

3,350,742

725,415

13.8%

Current accounts

161,906

178,222

205,956

220,632

258,664

38,032

12.4%

Other demand or little deposits

160,208

66,040

116,055

146,468

99,238

(47,230)

(11.3%)

57,316

227,363

264,536

380,056

433,584

53,528

65.8%

Borrowing from financial institutions

345,590

350,282

355,460

390,497

492,606

102,109

9.3%

Other Liabilities

776,798

757,976

883,289

970,468

1,432,375

461,907

16.5%

Total Liabilities

3,498,129

3,641,088

3,815,859

4,733,448

6,067,209

1,333,761

14.8%

466,051

486,646

506,723

527,809

483,307

(44,502)

0.9%

3,964,180

4,127,734

4,322,582

5,261,257

6,550,516

1,289,259

13.4%

3.6%

3.4%

2.9%

3.2%

3.1%

-

-

Fees / Operating Expenses

35.0%

39.2%

43.4%

38.9%

37.2%

-

-

Efficiency ratio

Total Loans, net

Total Assets
Liabilities and shareholders´equity
Borrowings and other obligations
Deposits and borrowings

Bonds

Total Shareholders´ Equity
Total Liabilities and Shareholders equity
Ratios
Spread***

41.1%

43.1%

51.5%

52.6%

48.3%

-

-

ROA

1.6%

1.5%

1.1%

1.1%

0.9%

-

-

ROE

15.7%

14.6%

9.9%

11.8%

12.4%

-

-

Basic Capital****

10.2%

10.3%

10.6%

9.1%

7.3%

-

-

Basel Index

14.5%

13.5%

13.6%

11.6%

10.8%

-

-

Loss Index

0.7%

0.5%

0.4%

0.6%

1.0%

-

-

Risk Index

1.7%

1.6%

1.4%

1.3%

1.4%

-

-

Total Loans

0.8%

0.9%

0.6%

0.6%

0.7%

-

-

Coverage Index

212%

177%

243%

243%

189%

-

-

Past - due

(*) In conformity with the transition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), 2007 and 2008 figures contain certain reclassifications that cannot be compared to prior
periods. For presentation purposes, contingent loans have been reclassified to the balance sheet.
(**) CAGR: Compounded annual growth rate between 2004 and 2008.
(***) Net interest margin over interest-bearing assets (total loans + financial investments). Only available-for-sale investments are considered in 2008.
(****) Paid-in capital plus reserves over total assets.

Financial Summary

In millions of pesos
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THE YEAR 2008 WAS CHARACTERIZED BY AN INCREASINGLY VOLATILE GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRISIS
AND AN UNSTABLE DOMESTIC ECONOMY, ALL OF WHICH CREAted UNCERTAINTY IN MOST MARKETS.

ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS

During 2008, the world economy witnessed the impact of
the international financial crisis, which originated in the US
real estate sector.
During the first half of the year, various banks throughout
the world accumulated significant losses on financial
investments in the US real estate market. Towards the second
half of the year, that crisis had already spread to the banking
systems of most major industrialized nations.
In the first half of 2008, the US economy already showed the
first signs of recession and deceleration. Everything led us to
believe that the solution to this problem lied in new capital
contributions that would enable companies to withstand
their losses, without affecting the solvency of global credit
markets.
However, the international scene took a negative turn in mid
September after the investment bank Lehman Brothers went
bankrupt. The ensuing liquidity crisis and fear of more bank
failures unleashed an accelerated reduction in indebtedness
within the global financial system, with massive liquidations
of assets and costly attempts to recapitalize banks, both in
the US and Europe. Financial authorities from the world’s

largest economies began to strengthen liquidity provisions
through a wide range of instruments, together with
coordinated decision making by various central banks on
monetary policy matters.
However, the abrupt contraction of credit supply from
numerous banks throughout the developed world continued,
generating strong deceleration of the principal components
of domestic spending, consumption and investment, which
probably aggravated the recession in larger economies such
as the US, Japan, England and the Eurozone in general.
In that context, emerging countries were not exempt from
the impacts of this crisis. Emerging Asia’s strong dependency
on external demand from industrialized economies gave way,
towards the end of the year, to a recession in its industrial
sector—the principal driving force in these economies. For
Latin America, in turn, the violent drop in raw materials
prices deteriorated its regional economic outlook, as national
income in the region is quite exposed to the value of export
commodities.
In any case, the combination of a recession and a banking crisis
is reminiscent of the great depression in the 1930s and the crises

Economics Conditions

experienced by emerging countries, which, in light of current
global economic data, seems like an exaggerated correlation.
Official figures from the International Monetary Fund assert
that the world economy expanded at an annual rate of 3.4%
during 2008, below the average for the last five years but
still exceeding average growth from 1980 to the present.
Chile began to see the impact of these negative global
conditions towards the end of 2008, principally in writedowns of local assets, a deceleration in the margin of some
activity indicators and a moderation in the strong inflationary
pressure felt during the first three quarters of 2008.
First, the global fall in demand for riskier financial assets
was reflected internally in a decrease in the value of local
assets (more than 20% if measured in local currency) and
the depreciation of the Chilean peso with respect to its US
counterpart (also close to 20%).
On the other hand, during the second half of 2008, the local
economy performed worse overall than in the first half of the
year, driven by deceleration of non-tradable goods sectors
(construction, trade and services), which was not offset by
positive performances in the energy sector, explained by
greater availability of water for generating electricity, and
the telecom sector, because of increases in broad band access.
Although second semester performance was inferior to first
semester figures, during 2008 the Chilean economy grew
at an average rate of 3.5%, which is less than 2007 growth

Official figures from the
International Monetary Fund
assert that the world economy
expanded at an annual rate of
3.4% during 2008, below the
average for the last five years.
of 5.1%, but much higher than figures from industrialized
economies (1% based on estimates from the International
Monetary Fund).
In terms of inflation, it is important to mention that a
substantial part of 2008 was characterized by significant
absorption of external inflation, which caused domestic
prices to rise. This resulted in high local inflation figures
that, as of October 2008, showed a nearly 10% variation over
the prior twelve months, far exceeding the goal of 3% yearly
established by local monetary authorities. In this highly
inflationary environment, Chile’s Central Bank decided to act
by successively increasing the monetary policy rate (TPM)
during the year. Thus, the TPM that began the year at 6%
reached 8.25% by September and closed the year at the same
level. Nevertheless, at year-end the international value of
some energy-related commodities dropped, which lowered
inflation for the last quarter, placing 2008 accumulated
inflation at close to 7.1%, significantly lower than previously
forecasted figures.
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THE CHILEAN BANKING INDUSTRY HAS EXPERIENCED SIGNIFICANT CONCENTRATION YET HAD MANY
NEW PLAYERS ENTERING THE MARKET AS WELL. THIS FACT HAS MEANT THAT BETWEEN 2004 AND
2008, INDUSTRY GROWTH IN LOANS HAS EXCEEDED 10% ANNUALLY.

RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE BANKING
INDUSTRY
In 1998, 32 financial institutions operated in Chile and
the 5 largest banks had a combined market share close to
40%. That year, CorpBanca acquired Financiera Condell
and then the assets of Corfinsa and Citibank Chile acquired
Corporación Financiera Atlas. The market experienced 2
mergers in 2002: Banco de Chile with Banco Edwards and
Banco Santander with Banco Santiago. During this same
year, Banco Ripley began operating. In 2003, Banco del
Desarrollo merged with Sudameris and in 2004 Banco Penta
and Banco Paris commenced operations. Then in 2005 Banco
de Crédito e Inversiones acquired Financiera Conosur and in
2008 Banco de Chile merged with Citibank and Scotiabank
acquired Banco del Desarrollo.

In 1997, GDP grew 6.6%, which was reduced to 3.3% in
1998 as a result of the Asian financial crisis. Growth reached
its lowest point in 1999 of (0.7%). Because of the crisis, the
Chilean banking industry, which recorded 13.2% growth in
1997, saw growth abruptly fall to 4.8% in 1998, reaching its
weakest point in December 2002 with barely 1.6% annual
growth. Between 2004 and 2008, the Chilean banking sector
has grown at annual rates over 10% with average elasticity of
around 2.5.

Thus, by the end of 2008 only 25 financial institutions were
operating, of which one is operated by the State of Chile
and four are branches or subsidiaries of foreign banks. The
5 largest banks boast market share of approximately 68%,
leaving the industry more concentrated, but with increased
competition as recent megamergers have unleashed a price
war that has significantly reduced spreads. In light of these
lower spreads, banks have been forced to improve operating
efficiency to compensate for deteriorating margins.

Slight deceleration in wholesale loans is observed in 2008
with respect to 2007. However, the effect of the peso-dollar
exchange rate, which increased from $495.82 as of December
31, 2007 to $629.11 as of December 31, 2008, should
also be taken into consideration. This rate change caused
portfolios in foreign currencies and those indexed to foreign
currencies, which represents 19.7% of wholesale loans, to
appreciate by 26.9%. Thus, if the exchange rate effect is
eliminated, the industry’s wholesale portfolio only grew by
6.6% with respect to the prior year.

In 2008, loans showed a 9.9% increase over twelve months,
which can be further divided into 11.2% growth in
wholesale loans and 7.4% in retail loans.

Recents Developments
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Since the end of 2007, loan approval conditions have become
more restrictive for both Large Companies and Real Estate
Companies as well as Small and Medium Enterprises.
In fact, surveys conducted by the Central Bank of Chile,
reported quarterly in a publication called “Bank Loan Survey
Results”, also noted that restrictions on loan approvals
increased during 2008. In the first quarter of 2008, 48% of
financial institutions displayed more restrictive loan approval
standards for Large Companies, which had risen to 92%
by third quarter, attributed principally to deteriorating
economic conditions and prospects and a less favourable
perception of client risk. A similar situation was observed for
SME loans.
Both segments experienced increased spreads, rises in the
prices demanded for high risk loans and decreases in the
amounts and duration of lines of credit.

grant loans for shorter terms and decrease the financing
percentage per project.
The retail segment is no exception to loan approval
restrictions; during 2008, limits increased on consumer and
mortgage loans. Both types of loans also experienced higher
spreads and lower approved amounts. These changes in the
retail segment are all a result of deteriorating portfolios as
client income worsened because of high inflation experienced
over the past two years. Consequently, consumer loans grew
a slight 0.4% over last year, which are the lowest levels seen
since the Asian financial crisis. On the other hand, retail
mortgage loans grew 11.5% as compared with the same
period of the previous year.
During 2008, interest-bearing liabilities and demand
deposits net of clearing grew 16.1% as compared with 2007,
which exceeded the 10-year average of 8.4% yearly growth.

By third quarter 2008, 71% of lenders had tightened loan
approval conditions for real estate companies. This has
caused Banks to increase spreads, require more collateral,

Industry Growth in Loans over Last 10 Years(*)

Industry Interest-bearing Liabilities + Demand
Deposits (Net of Clearing) over Last 10 Years (in
billions of pesos)

15.4%
84,945

65,565

58,759

47,947

46,502

45,192

42,635

41,202

52,705

9.9%

73,192

12.8%

14.2%
10.4%
4.6%

4.6%

4.3%

1.6%

2.7%

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) 2008 is consolidated and includes contingent loans
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.
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chart 1
Industry senior and Subordinated Bonds over
Last 10 Years (in billions of pesos)
8,483
7,066
4,623
3,234

2,536

1,973

2,246

2,263

2,107

1,857

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

chart 2
Industry Level Deposits and Other Borrowings
over Last 10 Years (in billions of pesos)
47,607

41,736

38,310

34,358

28,175

24,657

25,690

25,240

24,163

23,609

During 2008, the risk index increased by 25 basis points,
which includes contingent loan provisions and additional
provisions, reflecting deterioration in credit quality,
particularly for retail loans. (Chart 2)

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

chart 3
Industry Risk Index over Last 10 Years

1.83%

1.58%

1.48%

1.61%

1.99%

2.02%

2.20%

2.24%

2.39%

2.42%

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

In financing, time deposits grew by 14.1% as compared to
2007, Likewise, senior and subordinated bonds grew only
20.1% with respect to 2007, which is considerably less than
2007 growth of 52.8%. (Chart 1)

Consequently, the portfolio’s loss level, including expenses
for contingent loan and additional provisions, increased by
41 basis points.
Banks are authorized to establish additional provisions
beyond those calculated by their portfolio evaluation
models, in order to protect themselves from any possible
unforeseeable macroeconomic fluctuations that may affect
a sector, industry or group of debtors. Banks must comply
with the conditions of chapter B-1 of the Compendium
of Accounting Standards to establish these additional
provisions. (Chart 3)
Consequently, the portfolio’s loss level, including expenses
for contingent loan and additional provisions, increased by
41 basis points. (Chart 4)
Similarly, the ratio of past-due to total loans increased by 16
basis points. (Chart 5)

CHART 5
INDUSTRY RATIO OF PAST DUE/TOTAL LOANS OVER
LAST 10 YEARS

1.63 %

1.62 %

1.73 %

1.67 %

0.91%

0.75%

0.75%

0.84%
0.44%

0.52%

0.76%

0.91%

1.20 %

1.25%

1.20%

1.33%

1.41%

1.67%

1.82 %

2.19%
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

Recents Developments

CHART 4
INDUSTRY LOSS INDEx OVER LAST 10 YEARS
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Despite increased risk, the coverage ratio, which measures
the relationship between provisions and the past-due
portfolio, has remained stable at 202%.

In terms of capital adequacy ratios, banks operating in Chile
maintain high levels of capitalization. As of November 2008,
the Basle Index was 12.1%.

Industry Coverage Ratio over Last 10 Years

165%

178%

12.5%

202%

198%

210%

2007

2008
12.1%

124%

121%

138%

138%

146%

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

According to the World Economic Forum, the Chilean
banking industry is the most solid in Latin America and
stronger than many other developed countries.

In terms of results, 2008 earnings fell behind prior year
figures, as the banking industry experienced a return on
equity of 14.3% calculated as results divided by capital and
reserves without considering the provision for minimums.
The decrease is due principally to increased credit risk
provisions and operating expenses, partially offset by
increased revenue from interest and indexation, commissions
and treasury operations.

Strength of Banking Industry by Country*
Canada (1)
Sweden (2)
Luxembourg (3)
Australia (4)
Denmark (5)
Chile (18)
France (19)

Industry Return on Equity over Last 10 Years

Spain (20)
Brazil (24)
Panama (27)
U.S.A (40)

14.3%

16.2%

18.6%

17.9%

16.8%

12.7%

14.4%

16.6%

17.7%

Germany (39)
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United Kingdom (44)
Costa Rica (47)
Puerto Rico (52)

9.4%

Mexico (55)
Colombia (77)
Argentina (29)
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(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.
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Source: World Economic Forum
(*)Banks with a rating of 1 = insolvent and may require government assistance,
7 = solvent with a solid balance sheet.
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“If we do not respond to your
complaint in a reasonable
amount of time, we will
compensate you”
For delays in responding to any complaint not addressed by the other
commitments, we will compensate you Ch$5,000.

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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CorpBanca provides a diversified range of commercial and retail banking services to its
clients. In addition, through its subsidiaries, it provides securities brokerage services,
mutual fund management, insurance brokerage services as well as financial and legal
advisory services. The following chart shows CorpBanca’s principal lines of business.

financial services

LARGE COMPANIES AND
CORPORATE

COMPANIES

RETAIL

FINANCE

SUBSIDIARIES

CORPORATE

COMPANIES

PRIVATE

INSURANCE BROKERAGE

LARGE COMPANIES

SMEs

TRADITIONAL

MUTUAL FUNDS

BANCO CONDELL

SECURITIES BROKERAGE

REAL ESTATE

FINANCIAL ADVISORY

CORPLEGAL

04
“For any delay in delivering
our products, we will
compensate you”
If we do not meet the delivery date set for your current account, credit
card or consumer loan, we will pay you Ch$5,000.

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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IN RECENT YEARS, THE BANK HAS FOCUSED ON EXPANDING ITS PReSENCE IN THE RETAIL AND
SMALL-MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SME) SEGMENTS, OFFERING INNOVATIVE AND PIONEERING
PRODUCTS.

business strategy

Corpbanca’s strategy is principally based on development
of a balanced asset portfolio, strengthening of its liability
structure, industry-leading risk standards, a culture of
efficiency and a marked emphasis on satisfying the needs of
each of its clients.
In the search for a more balanced portfolio, in recent years
the Bank has focused on expanding its presence in the Retail
and Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) segments, as these
segments offer better growth expectations and potential
returns.
This growth has been possible because the Bank offers
innovative, forward-thinking products and has an aggressive
sales force that has enabled it to increase its client base and
improve cross sales of new products to existing clients.
(Chart 1)
This growth has occurred without neglecting the second key
pillar of the Bank’s development—consistently maintaining
industry-leading credit risk standards. These standards are
based on strong credit policies and solid credit evaluation
models. (Chart 2, 3 y 4)
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chart 1
Loan Structure

chart 3
Coverage Ratio (*)
71.6%

70.6%

70.9%

73.9%

76.4%

79.9%

202%

2007

189%

2006

210%

2005
CorpBanca

235%

2008

Retail

198%

243%

2007

178%

2006

177%

2005

28.4%

2004

29.4%

29.1%

26.1%

23.6%

20.1%
2003
Wholesale

2008*

Industry

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions
(*) The coverage ratio represents the relationship between the loan loss allowance and past due loans (loan loss
allowance / past due loans). Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented. It includes contingent and
additional provisions with banks.

chart 2
Past Due Loans / Total Loans

1.83%

2007

1.38%

1.27%

2006

1.58%

1.48%

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions
(*) Beginning in 2008. consolidated information is presented. It includes contingent and interbank loans.

2005
CorpBanca

1.40%

Industry

1.61%

2008*

1.56%

0.91%

2007

0.73%

0.75%

2006

0.54%

0.57%

CorpBanca

0.75%

0.88%

0.91%

2005

chart 4
Risk Index (*)

2008*

Industry

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions
(*) The risk index is the estimated percentage of losses of the loan portfolio. obtained by dividing the loan loss
allowance by total loans. Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented.
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“A RELATIONsHIp buILT ON TRusT
bRINgs AbOuT sOLID
DEvELOpMENT, ENAbLINg us TO
bECOME A suCCEsFuL COMpANy”

Ulrike Behrens
Manager of Finance and planning, Tecsa

The third key component of the Bank’s strategy, an
efficiency-conscious culture, has been incorporated into all
of its operations, which has allowed CorpBanca to sustain
its leading market position in terms of efficiency, even in its
current investment phase. (Chart 5)

CorpBanca
48.3%

Industry
51.9%

Finally, the Bank’s focus on satisfying client needs is a
principle that has inspired its management. This focus
stems from the fact that the Bank not only needs to attract
new clients but realizes it must strengthen bonds with
existing clients, establishing long-term, mutually beneficial
relationships. Thus, the Bank must be aware of its clients’
needs, understanding what they need and how the Bank
can satisfy those needs, measuring their levels of satisfaction
and developing processes and technological solutions that
allow the Bank to evolve to fit those needs. The commitment
campaign mentioned above provides excellent proof of the
Bank’s dedication to this element of its strategy. (Chart 6)

CHART 5
EFFICIENCY RATIO(*)

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions
(*) The efficiency ratio reflects the relationship between operating expenses, net operating results and
price-level restatement expenses. Therefore, a smaller percentage means greater efficiency.

CHART 6
OPERATING ExPENSES / ASSETS

CorpBanca
1.83%

Industry
2.25%

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

05
“We will give you 15 days to
change your mind after signing
a product agreement”
If you open a current account or credit card you have 15 days to return the
product at no cost (excluding taxes), If we do not comply, we will return
double the amount charged for commission and expenses.

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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During the year, the Bank increased loans by 13.9% (including contingent loans),
maintained strong performance in retail mortgage loans, successfully issued
subordinated bonds for UF 3 million and increased return on equity by 12.4%.

management ´s
discussion and
analysis
The Bank’s performance during 2008 was well aligned with
its long-term strategy defined to position it as a leader in
the Chilean banking industry. During the year, the Bank
increased loans by 13.9% (including contingent loans),
maintained strong performance in retail mortgage loans,
successfully issued subordinated bonds for UF 3 million and
increased return on equity by 12.4%.
business line results
Total loans (actual loans plus contingent loans minus
interbank loans) reached $5,303 billion as of December 31,
2008, which translated into growth of 13.9% with respect to
2007 and market share of 6.99%. This growth was produced
by increases in wholesale and mortgage loans of 20.0% and
14.9%, respectively. (Chart 1)
Wholesale loans grew from $3,130 billion to $3,757
billion, increasing the Bank’s market share in this segment
from 8.03% to 8.30%. Wholesale loan portfolio is divided
amongst various economic sectors, including construction
and real estate (19.9% of portfolio); trade (18.7%);
transportation and telecommunications (9.5%), financial
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chart 1
Total Loans* Granted by CorpBanca and
Market Share
5,303
4,657

6.37%

6.33%

6.49%
2004

6.82%

3,001

6.99%

3,873
3,365

2005

2006

Loans CorpBanca

2007

2008

Market Share CorpBanca

(*) Beginning in 2008, consolidated information is presented. It includes contingent loans.
Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.

chart 2
Wholesale Loans Granted by CorpBanca (in
billions of pesos) and Market Share (%)
3,757
3,130

2006

2007

2008

% Wholesale market share

chart 3
Retail Loans Granted by CorpBanca (in billions
of pesos) and Market Share (%)
1,176

1,187

915

4.45%

Retail Loans

4.00%

2004

4.76%

4.88%

704
577

3.87%

As the pace of growth slowed, mortgage and consumer loans
behaved differently. While mortgage loans increased by
$90 billion, an increase of 14.9%, consumer loans decreased
by $79 billion, principally because of Chile’s economic
slowdown stemming from more restrictive credit policies
that began being applied at the end of 2007, motivated by
a perceived increase in risk due to increased indebtedness of
clients. (Chart 3)

8.30%

Wholesale Loans

8.03%

2005

2,631

7.42%

2004

2,394

7.67%

During 2008, growth of retail loans decreased, finishing
the year at $1,187 billion and reducing market share from
4.88% to 4.76%.

2,180
7.82%

services and other (9.2%), investment companies (8.0%),
electricity, gas and water (7.5%), industrial sector (7.2%),
forestry, farming and livestock (6.2%), education (3.4%),
fishing (2.7%) and mining (2.3%). The construction and real
estate portfolio includes financing to purchase land, which
represent 9.4% of this portfolio. In addition, it is important
to point out that the Bank, based on its risk policies, has a
higher participation in loans to finance projects with high
turnaround rate. (Chart 2)

2005

2006

2007

% retail market share

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.
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Chart 4
Interest-bearing Liabilities + Demand Deposits
(Net of Clearing) (in billions of pesos)
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Chart 5
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chart 6
CorpBanca’s Current Account Growth and
Market Share
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2.37%
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% Market Share

Source: Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions.
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In terms of the Bank’s financing structure, its 2008
expansion was mostly financed by time deposits and
subordinated bonds, which grew 27.7% and 127.1%,
respectively. (Chart 4)
The Bank has been characterized for some time by high
capitalization and little use of subordinated bonds. However,
in July 2008, the Bank issued Series V subordinated bonds
for UF 3 million maturing in 25 years with a placement rate
of 4.76% per year and a spread of 98 basis point over the
benchmark. Using subordinated bonds enables the Bank to
efficiently use its capital and reserves, consequently allowing
higher returns on equity.
As of year-end, the Bank maintains two lines of
subordinated bonds pending issuance, series V and U with
25 and 10 year maturities, respectively. These series have
unused volume cap allocations of UF 4 million and UF 3
million, respectively. The Bank only used 37.4% of its total
available margin to place subordinated bonds, giving an
issuance capacity of $151 billion in additional bonds, which
are accounted for as regulatory capital based on current
standards. (Chart 5)
CorpBanca has put significant effort into increasing current
account balances, as its market share in this area is smaller than
for loans. The Bank has achieved balance increases during a time
of strong growth and a very competitive environment. Such
efforts have enabled it to increase its market share of current
account deposits to 2.37% by the end of 2008. (Chart 6)
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FINANCIAL REsuLTs
The Bank’s net income in 2008 was $56.3 billion, slightly
higher than 2007. There was a notable increase in revenue in
2008, which was practically offset by operating expenses and
increased provisions.
NET INCOME

56,310

2006

55,592

62,851
2005

45,736

62,860
2004

2007

2008

The Bank’s improved margin can be explained by various
factors: increased assets, a higher spread supported by higherthan-expected inflation, increased revenues from fees and
increased revenue generated by the treasury division.
The increase in net interest margin of $28.4 billion has
been consistent with growth of average interest-bearing
assets (interest-bearing loans and investments), which were
Ch$1,201 billion greater in 2008 than 2007.
Net fees increased during 2008 by $1.7 billion, which
represents growth of 4.2%. To a great extent, this
increase is a reflection of the Bank’s policy—and that of
its subsidiaries—of offering its clients a broader range of
products with added value, thus strengthening relationships
with clients.
Increases in gains from trading and foreign exchange
transactions are a result of improved performance by the
Treasury Area, which increased its focus on operations with
limited risk during 2008. This reflects the Bank’s strategy
of prioritizing recurring income by creating a profitable
mid-term investment portfolio. Also, the revenues from

“I HAvE bEEN A LOyAL
CusTOMER FOR OvER
40 yEARs”
Fernando Lolas
Director of Bioethics Program

the distribution desk from trading currencies, forwards and
spots was strengthened during the period and the excellent
funding management allowed the Bank to minimize the
impact of the financial crisis by using available liquidity
reserves and minimizing the maturity of financing during
critical days.
Operating expenses increased by $9.5 billion to $113.1
billion. This 9.2% increase is the result of an increase
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of $5.3 billion in payroll and personnel expenses and
of $6.5 billion in administrative expenses. The rise in
administrative expenses is, in turn, the result of increased
outsourcing expenses, operating expenditures, office rental
and maintenance of fixed assets. The increases in personnel
and administrative expenses can be attributed to the Bank’s
strategy to focus on the retail and SME commercial banking
segments, which requires greater investments in branches,
executives, marketing and operations. These increases were
offset by $2.3 billion less in depreciation and amortization
expenses as the goodwill recorded in 1998 on the purchase
of the Corfinsa portfolio and Financiera Condell was fully
amortized in March of this year.

Solvency
During 2008, the Bank maintained its leading position
in terms of solid solvency indicators. Paid-in capital plus
reserves over risk weighted assets was 7.3%, which was by
far the highest among CorpBanca’s principal competitors,
while its Basle index was 10.8%.
In terms of risk and despite increased provisions, the Bank
maintained an active risk management policy, whose risk
index, including contingent loan provisions and additional
provisions, is 45 basis points below the industry’s 1.83%.
Likewise, the allowance for loan losses as a percentage of past
due loans is 189% as of year-end 2008.

Net credit risk provisions increased by $26.7 billion to
$54.6 billion. This increase is attributable to at least two
factors: increased credit risk within retail and wholesale
banking throughout the Chilean financial system and the
fact that any growth requires increased provisions.
The Bank’s return on equity as of December 31, 2008 was
12.4%, 62 percentage points higher than 2007.

In millions of pesos
Net interest revenue (*)

2007

2008

07-08 ($)

07-08 (%)

150,941

179,331

28,390

18.8%

Net fees and income from services

40,355

42,052

1,697

4.2%

Net trading and forex activities (**)

7,508

12,110

4,602

61.3%

(1,896)

970

2,866

(151.2%)

196,908

234,463

37,555

19.1%

Operating expenses (***)

(103,654)

(113,143)

(9,489)

9.2%

Credit risk provisions, net

(27,894)

(54,561)

(26,667)

95.6%

393

418

25

6.4%

65,754

67,177

1,423

2.2%

Income taxes

(10,161)

(10,867)

(706)

6.9%

Net income for the year

55,592

56,310

718

1.3%

Other operating income, net
Gross Margin

Investments in other companies
Income before income taxes

(*) Net interest revenue includes price-level restatement expenses.
(**) Net income from financial operations + net income from trade.
(***) Other operating income and expenses + impairment.
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Rodrigo Santa María
Finance Manager SalfaCorp

“wITH CORpbANCA´s suppORT
wE wILL bE AbLE TO ACTIvELy
pARTICIpATE IN OuR COuTRy´s
DEvELOpMENT”
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During 2008, the Bank strengthened the division’s structure by incorporating
specialized risk management professionals for its International and Treasury
businesses as well as its Subsidiaries.

risk management

For CorpBanca’s management, appropriately managing all
types of risk is fundamental to ensuring consistent results
over time that add value for Shareholders and provide
clients with a sense of security in the Bank’s ability to
manage their deposits.
Through the years, the Bank has strengthened its risk
structure, beginning with a traditional Risk Division
that established policies, approved credits, monitored
and supervised process of collections for assets such
as loans and investments, and evolving to its present,
more specialized structure that allows each Division
to independently handle credit as well as financial and
operational risks, with the depth and professionalism
called for in the Bank’s strategic plan.
In 2007, the Bank created the commercial Risk Division
in order to align its risk management structure with its
diverse lines of business. The Bank currently participates in
all Chilean banking segments including Large Corporations,
SMEs, and Retail Banking. The Commercial Risk Division’s
responsibility is to manage risk related to all retail banking
clients and those individuals with business accounts.

The Companies Risk Division manages credit risk for
the Large Corporations and Real Estate Division and the
Companies Division. This risk division also manages
counterparty risk for the International and Treasury Division.
Both of these divisions play a fundamental role in
consolidating the use of best practices used to manage
credit risk throughout each of the Bank’s business lines.
This has allowed the Bank to manage risk with a long-term
outlook and ample capacity to predict potential threats to
its portfolio.

Companies Credit Risk
The objective of the Companies Credit Risk Division is
to maintain an adequate ratio of risk to return for the
loan portfolios of the Companies, Private Banking, Large
Companies and Corporate, Real Estate and Construction
and International and Treasury divisions; provide a balance
between commercial business goals, and to maintain sound
acceptance criteria. These objectives are all in accordance
with the Bank’s strategic objectives.
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To accomplish this goal, this division combines the following
elements: personnel with significant experience from various
divisions; a sound, risk-conscious culture aligned with the
Bank’s strategy; a well defined wholesale credit process, in
terms of approval, monitoring and collection procedures;
a regulatory and preventive outlook on risk; active
participation in the loan approval process, complete with a
market-segmented structure; supervision of the loan approval
process via Monitoring, Default and Ex-post Review
Committees; dissemination of a risk-conscious culture
throughout the Bank; continuous training for executives
in the commercial and risk areas; and direct participation
through the Risk Division in managing and collecting on
deteriorated loans.
During 2008, the Bank strengthened the division’s structure
by incorporating specialized risk management professionals
for its International and Treasury businesses as well as its
Subsidiaries.
The Bank has a number of Credit Committees with the
ability to approve loans within certain amounts and
terms depending on the credit risk rating of the potential
borrower. Various Risk Managers with different levels of
seniority participate in the credit approval process when
certain predefined credit levels are surpassed. All loans
greater than a certain amount are escalated to the Superior
Committee. This committee includes two directors and
meets three times a week. All transactions in excess of the
Superior Committee’s review limits must be approved by the
Bank’s Executive Committee. The Executive Committee is
comprised of at least three directors and meets once a week.
This year has been especially dynamic for this division, given
its role in taking proactive measures for certain sectors. The
global financial crisis and other circumstances particular to
certain sectors have created the need for adjustments, more
frequent follow-up and concrete preventative measures.
Therefore, the Companies Credit Risk Division, in
collaboration with other business units, has implemented
diverse strategies aimed at the most vulnerable sectors,
reinforcing admission and follow-up criteria.

Commercial Risk
Retail risk (i.e. the SME and Retail Divisions and Banco
Condell) is managed by a specialized area: the Commercial
Credit Risk Division.
The model used to manage commercial credit risk is based
on a comprehensive picture of risk and return, aimed at
complying with projected indices and figures, combining
both portfolio and client-focused strategies, supported by
scenario metrics, forecasts and systematized models.
Since the end of 2007 and throughout 2008, CorpBanca has
continued to modernize and develop its commercial risk
management practices. This process is taking place on three
fronts: intensifying the systematization of risk strategies
and processes; expanding decision-making, forecasting and
valuation models; and further developing collections models.
And it has meant significant investments in technology,
strategic alliances, and software and models purchased from
global suppliers.
Thus, at the beginning of 2008, the Bank purchased
Transact 5.0 software licenses from the company Experian;
towards the end of 2008, after an exhaustive analysis carried
out together with Instacob, the Bank’s principal supplier
of collections services, the Bank decided to purchase a new
collections system known as “Debt Manager” from the
company Fair Isaac; and lastly, the Bank is now receiving the
first score models as part of its decision-making and forecast
intelligence modelling plan being developed with Fair
Isaac, which entails installing a set of comprehensive models
for admission and follow-up process maps for the Retail
Banking Division and Banco Condell.
All of these developments have placed CorpBanca at the
cutting edge of collections technology.
This division’s accomplishments in 2008 can be classified
into six areas: 1. Establishing new analysis, follow-up and
metric methodologies to manage, forecast and control risks
within each line of business by applying risk and collections
intelligence models and developing new segmentation and
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These divisions play
a fundamental role in
consolidating the use of best
practices used to manage credit
risk throughout each of the
Bank’s business lines. This has
allowed the Bank to manage risk
with a long-term outlook.

The Assets and Liabilities (A&L) Committee, comprised
of two directors, the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief
Financial Officer, the Risk Division Manager, the Finance
Manager and the Financial Risk Manager, analyzes the
Bank’s financial decisions. This Committee is responsible
for establishing policies for financial risk management, in
accordance with current regulations and guidelines defined
by the Board of Directors, as well as reviewing financial
market conditions, risks taken by the Company and the
results it obtains.

forecasting models as well as automated decision-making
strategies.

To identify, measure and control both types of risk, the
Bank has developed a set of tools, both statistical and
non-statistical in nature. Its statistical tools include the
VaR (Value-at-Risk) model, a statistical methodology that
quantifies the potential losses that the Bank may experience
in one day at a confidence level of 95%, and financial
sensitivity and economic value models. Its non-statistical
tools include sensitivity analyses; stress tests to determine
the impact of extreme fluctuations in market prices; scenario
simulations based on historical events; and maximum
volume limits for certain instruments. Lastly, these risk tools
are complemented with a trading loss measure (“stop loss”),
a measurement that aims to minimize losses accumulated
during a given period of time.

2. Implementing a series of action plans to adjust forecasts or
deviations based on both changes in portfolio composition and the
effects of economic developments, especially modifications made
to strategies in the retail banking and credit card businesses.
3. Carrying out a plan to develop a new credit evaluation
system by reengineering current processes.
4. Reengineering collections processes, making substantial
changes to the tools and practices used, seeking to
systematize collections management.
5. Implementing an intensive training plan throughout the
Bank’s branches and business units as well as in the Risk
Division to refocus and update risk approaches and carry out
developmental coaching.
6. Preparing to transform risk processes and provision
models for IFRS adoption.

Market Risk
Market risk is subdivided into price risk, which includes
price and interest rate risk, and refinancing and inflation risk,
which affects the results obtained from accrued interest and
indexation adjustments.

The Bank manages its exposure to exchange rate risks by
setting an absolute maximum for currency mismatches
and also using the VaR model. During 2008, the average
monthly VaR for its foreign currency position was US$ 81
million, reaching a maximum of US$ 408 million.

Financial Risk

In terms of interest rate risk and its effect on the Balance
Sheet Portfolio, it is important to remember that the Bank’s
balance sheet contains assets and liabilities with varying
maturities.

The Bank has developed an organizational structure,
measurement tools and control mechanisms that create an
appropriate environment for managing financial risks, thus
safeguarding the institution’s financial stability.

Depending on whether the Bank has a net asset or net
liability position, variations in interest rate structure
could negatively impact the Bank’s gross margin and its
economic value.

Risk Management

To manage these risks, the Bank controls the sensitivity
of its net interest margin and equity value to interest rate
changes by analyzing its asset-liability gap.

71
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The sensitivity of its net interest margin is a short-term
measurement that determines the change in expected
interest accrued over a 12 month period in response to a
given variation in interest rates. Likewise, the sensitivity of
its equity value is a long-term measurement that determines
the economic risk of equity, or, in other words, the change in
present value in response to variations in interest rates. For
both national and foreign currency, the Assets and Liabilities
(A&L) Committee has established sensitivity limits for net
interest margin and economic value. The following graphs
show the differences between assets and liabilities for the
temporary bands 0-1 year, 1-3 years and more than 3 years,
in local and foreign currency.

Interest rate sensitivity (Local Currency)

> 3 Years

Interest rate sensitivity (Foreign Currency)

% Assets
10%

3%

87%

% Liabilities

1 - 3 Years

> 3 Years

0.1%
0.3%

99.6%

0 -1 Year
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For the Investment Portfolio, the Bank uses models to
quantify interest rate risk depending on whether the
instrument is classified as for trade or available for sale. Until
September 2008, the Bank maintained considerable risk
exposure only on instruments classified as available for sale.
For instruments classified as available for sale, the risk limit
is expressed as a percentage of the Bank’s equity. During
2008, the average monthly risk percentage was 3.0% with a
maximum and minimum of 4.6% and 1.9%, respectively.
For instruments classified for trade, however, the risk limit
is calculated using the VaR model. During the last quarter
of 2008, the average monthly VaR was 271 million, with a
maximum of 393 million and a minimum of 101 million.
Regulatory Limits
In turn, the Bank must comply with margins established
by regulators with respect to capital requirements and the
sensitivity of its financial margin to market variations. The
following chart details exposure to market risks quantified as
of December 31, 2007 and 2006.
Liquidity Risk
To manage this risk, the Bank estimates its liquidity position
by modelling inflows and outflows of funds based on the
actual behaviour of balance sheet accounts and payment
commitments, in accordance with restrictions imposed by
the Central Bank of Chile and the Superintendency of Banks
and Financial Institutions.
Using this model, the following chart displays the Bank’s
liquidity situation as of December 31, 2008 and 2007.
In addition to the aforementioned regulatory tools, the
Bank has established internal liquidity limits and indicators
to complement efforts to manage liquidity risk. Two
limits have been established: First, a cap on the value of
investments held by institutional investors maturing each
day and second, a policy stating that institutional investors’
liquid financial assets should exceed accumulated amounts
maturing over the next three days. The Bank has also
designed liquidity stress tests that quantify the impact
on the Bank’s cash positions of institutional investors not
renewing investments.

Risk Management

chart 1
Exposure to Market Risk
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Trading to Market Risk

2008

2007

Trading portfolio
Market risk of trading portfolio
8% of risk weighted assets
Limit: Regulatory Capital

7,333

6,887

426,355

351,112

573,390

512,258

111,764

154,259

Market risk of short-term non-trading portfolio

36,218

34,439

Limit: 25% of net interest revenue + net fee income sensitive to interest rates.

58,335

43,328

22,117

8,889

Available Margin
Non-trading portfolio

Available Margin
Long-term non-trading portfolio
Market risk of long-term non-trading portfolio

143,703

89,754

Limit: 27% of regulatory capital

154,815

128,064

3,569

38,310

Available Margin

chart 2
Unconsolidated Liquidity Situation
In accordance to Chapter III B,2 of the rules and regulations of the Chilean Central Bank, Liquidity Management
Adjusted Base (In thousands of pesos)

As of December 31, 2008

Consolidated Currencies

Up to 30 days

Gap

As of December 31, 2007
Up to 90 days

82,212

Up to 30 days
339,395

Up to 90 days
71,379

341,700

Limits
Capital

483,307

472,218

Capital x 2

966,614

Available margin
Foreign Currency
Gap

401,095
Up to 30 days

627,219
Up to 90 days

(43,004)

944,436
400,839
Up to 30 days

602,735
Up to 90 days

5,694

Limits
Una vez el capital

483,307

472,218

Available margin

526,311

466,524

operational risk
The Bank’s management model for operational risk is
based on a specific structure consisting of an Operational
Risk Committee and an Operational Risk Management
Department, which report to the Planning and Reporting
Division. This Division also encompasses the position
of Information Security Officer and functions related to
coordinating the Sarbanes-Oxley certification process in
order to take advantage of synergies in analyzing the risks
and processes within all three areas.

The Operational Risk Committee is an executive level
committee with authority to make any necessary changes
to the processes, procedures, controls and information
systems that support the Bank’s operations and those
of its subsidiaries, in order to mitigate operational and
information security risks, making certain that the different
areas can appropriately manage and control these risks. The
Committee is comprised of managers from the Operations,
Information Technology, Planning and Reporting, Legal
Services and Human Resources divisions.
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“I CAN NOw pROuDLy
CALL MysELF A
HOMEOwNER”

Juan Carlos Catalán
Head of Customer Program
Mangement, DHL

During 2008, the Bank finished implementing a model
for managing operational risks so that its processes and
systems comply with the highest possible risk management
standards, meeting all criteria set forth by the Basle
Committee and rules issued by the Superintendency of Banks
and Financial Institutions in accordance with Basle II.
The main purpose of this model is to effectively manage
operational risk, with an emphasis on preventing and
mitigating risks and improving the Bank’s understanding
of existing and potential risks, thereby allowing it to
continuously optimize its processes and reduce both
on and off-balance sheet operational losses. The model
specifically includes two components: The first is related
to ensuring continuity of all business units and centralized
information technology, by defining, implementing, testing
and continuously updating continuity plans. The second
is related to information security and the creation of the
Information Security Officer, whose purpose is to propose
policies on information security and monitor compliance.
These policies are in line with international best practices
such as ISO17799 and COBIT.

This model’s overall management framework is based
on three pillars: culture, qualitative management and
quantitative management.
Culture: This pillar is related to achieving effective
communication about and awareness among Bank associates
of the implications of proper operational risk management,
which is divided into qualitative management of processes
and appropriate quantification of capital requirements to
cover any operating losses generated, known internally at the
Bank as quantitative management.
For Bank personnel, culture has been created by
understanding the concepts involved in managing
operational risk such as: effectively identifying such risks;
measuring them based on frequency and severity; analyzing
them using qualitative and quantitative measures and
making the decision to assume, transfer, control and manage
or avoid these risks.
Qualitative Management: A Risk Map, a simple tool that
allows users to identify the risks of not complying with the

Directorio
Risk Management

business’ planned objectives and analyze the organization’s
current response to these risks in order to manage them as
efficiently as possible, is provided as a guide for adequate
qualitative management of processes. In order to achieve
proper qualitative management that adds value to the Bank’s
operations, during 2008 the Bank implemented a Process
Policy that has allowed it to establish one sole mechanism
for defining, developing and documenting processes at
both a bank and subsidiary level, in order to ensure quality,
consistent and efficient interactions. Also in 2008, the Bank
developed a process portal that will allow it to establish one
repository with one master copy of process documentation
that will avoid duplication and identify any possible lack of
documentation.
The Bank has also integrated qualitative management
techniques into its relationships with suppliers in order
to identify and mitigate any risks associated with services
provided to the Bank.
Quantitative Management: This pillar consists of recording
and maintaining data for on and off-balance sheet losses,
developing quantification models, calculating capital with
advanced models and integrating qualitative and quantitative
management.
In order to record loss data, escalation chains have been
developed in each of the Bank’s divisions so that someone
is accountable for identifying all losses associated with
operational risks and communicating them to Operational
Risk Management. Since mid-2008, all of these losses are
now being input online in a computer system created to
assist the Operational Risk Division.
To support qualitative and quantitative management of
suppliers, beginning in 2008, with assistance from the
company Worldsys, a web-based computer system was
implemented that allows users to identify and evaluate risks
and establish action plans.
In terms of quantitative management, the system enables
users to input on and off-balance sheet losses resulting
from operational risks, allowing the next person in the
chain of command to approve the entries online and finally
concluding with the entry being recorded in the Bank’s
accounting system, CORE.

An additional system is being used to evaluate suppliers,
performing both standard assessments as well as risk
assessments for those suppliers considered critical to the
Bank’s operations.
During 2008, the Bank has worked on developing interfaces
for the CORE system in order to automate the Key Risk
Indicators (KRI) established together with users.
Lastly, in 2008 the Bank also decided that the certification
processes to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)
required by the US Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) should be addressed in coordination with qualitative
management of processes because, although the yearly
SOX certification is for processes that impact the financial
statements, the methodology for identifying and assessing
risks and controls is analogous to that used for operational
risks. In fact, the Bank has adopted and is fully using the
same standards for documenting both SOX and Operational
Risk processes.
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CorpBanca’s dividend policy, as approved at an Ordinary General Shareholders Meeting
held in February 2008, consists of distributing at least 50% of prior year’s net income.

distribution of
earnings and
dividend policy
At this meeting, the Shareholders agreed to distribute
$51,049 million in dividends, which corresponds to 100% of
2007 net income.

Year

Distributable Earnings
(in millions of Ch$)

Earnings Distributed during
the Year (in millions of Ch$)

Charged to Year

Percent of Earnings
Distributed

Dividend per Share
(Ch$ of each year)

2003

35,553,0

17,776,5

2002

50.0%

0,078342

2004

50,123,5

25,061,7

2003

50.0%

0,110448

2005

50,767,3

25,383,6

2004

50.0%

0,111866

2006

52,632,8

26,316,4

2005

50.0%

0,115978

2007

39,104,5

29,328,4

2006

75.0%

0,129251

2008

51,049,0

51,049,0

2007

100.0%

0,224975

06
“For credit cards, we credit
first, and then investigate”
We will temporarily credit all contested credit card transactions within
4 business days upon signing and delivering required documents, If we
do not comply, we will pay you Ch$5,000.

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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DURING THE YEAR, THE international and treasury DIVISION´S ACHIEVEMENTS INCLUDE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SOPHISTICATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS THAT ALLOWED THE SALE OF COMPLEX
PRODUCTS TO OUR CLIENTS.

investment
and financing
policies
The International and Treasury Division is in charge of
providing funds to the Bank’s various commercial divisions,
maintaining healthy financing and liquidity structures as
well as generating its own revenue.
To fulfil these functions, the Finance area of division is
structured into the following five interrelated units: Balance
Sheet Management, Distribution Desk, Trading, Long-term
Portfolio and Financial Engineering. These units provide
support for the Bank’s commercial areas and at the same time
constitute a separate business unit.
BAlance sheet management
This unit is responsible for the overall structure of the Bank’s
balance sheet. More specifically, it manages the Bank’s
liabilities so it can transfer funds to the various commercial
areas at competitive prices and at a transfer rate in line with
the marginal cost of securing funds in a given currency over
a defined term.

In performing these functions, this unit takes on currency,
interest rate and maturity mismatches that enable it to
generate profits. Therefore, this unit not only supports
other commercial divisions, but also generates revenue from
mismatches.
distribution desk
This unit is in charge of offering financial solutions to the
Bank’s clients that provide added value for the client and
generate profits for the Bank.
This business platform is designed for companies and
segmented just like the Bank into Large Companies and
Companies.
Revenue generated by this unit has two important
characteristics: it is generated from relationships with clients
and is expected to continuously expand over the next few
years. In December 2008, this unit grew considerably and
began to report directly to the Division Manager.

Investment and Financing Policies

financial engineering
This unit was created in 2008 to support the International
and Treasury Division. It is responsible for creating financial
products to distribute to clients and also developing any
financial tools needed by the Division’s other units to
adequately manage risk inherent to the Balance, Trading and
Long-term Portfolio Units.
overall division performance in 2008
During 2008, the International and Treasury Division
has continued to strengthen the areas that produce stable
returns, while focusing on segments that provide innovative
solutions to its clients’ financial needs and represent a
growing revenue base. Therefore, in 2008, innovative tools
were developed for distributing interest rate and currency
derivatives to clients and subsequently managing these
instruments; revenue from these operations increased by
174% with respect to the prior year.

Trading
This unit generates profits by taking positions in currency
and interest rate markets. The majority of these positions
stem from business conducted with the Bank’s clients
(Distribution Desk). Given the nature of this business,
although its profits are uncertain, its function is essential to
the International and Treasury Division because it provides
high sensitivity to what is happening in the market.
long-term portfolio
This unit is responsible for building a long-term investment
portfolio in which profits are generated from the interest
margin obtained from the difference between interest
generated by financial investments and interest paid for
financing. By definition, these profits are more stable than
those obtained by the trading unit.Financial Engineering.

The growing sophistication of financial markets along
with specific requests from clients for derivative products
created the need for a specialized area to be formed in 2008
to structure financial solutions for clients and manage
associated risks. In addition, the Financial Engineering Unit
was formed to develop the products and tools needed to
manage financial products that will subsequently be offered
to clients.
Trading foreign currency and interest rate instruments
continues to be a source of revenue for the Bank. Positions
are traded and maintained in accordance with limits set to
preserve limited risk levels.
Profits from mismatches of indexed currency denominated
in Unidades de Fomento (UF) increased significantly since
the Bank had more assets than liabilities and the country’s
inflation in 2008 was higher than any experienced since the
mid-90s.
The division’s most important milestones in 2008 include:
developing management systems to sell sophisticated
financial structures to clients; launching a program that
allowed mortgage clients to freeze the value of the UF for the
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The Finance area of the division is structured into the following five
interrelated units: Balance Sheet Management, Distribution Desk,
Trading, Long-term Portfolio and Financial Engineering. These units
provide support for the Bank’s commercial areas and at the same time
constitute a separate business unit.

next three years; increasing the Bank’s regulatory capital by
successfully issuing UF 3 million in subordinated bonds in
July 2008; microhedging UF 2 million in previously placed
bonds by modifying its fixed rate to a variable rate in a
different currency; strengthening the distribution desk with
174% revenue growth since 2007; successfully managing
currency and interest rate trading units, which successfully
reached their planed objectives; and finally, solidifying the
area’s new structure that will provide a solid basis for the
upcoming fiscal year.
international area performance
The International Area had a challenging year given 2008
developments in foreign capital markets. Management was
able to overcome many of these obstacles because of the
structure of its external financing and the relationships it had
forged with external banks in the past. Internally, foreign
trade specialists developed a business model for the various
commercial segments, which began to show results in 2008.

Investment and Financing Policies

“TODAy OuR CLINIC gROws wITH
THE suppORT OF A bANk THAT
TRusTs ITs CusTOMERs”

Manuel Cambiaos
Chief Executive Officer,
Clínica Indisa
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In spite of these international conditions, on October 22 and 24, 2008, the Federal
Reserve Board and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) respectively
granted the Bank authorization to establish a branch in the city of New York in the
United States, thus demonstrating their confidence in CorpBanca.

NEW YORK
BRANCH AND
INTERNATIONAL
CONDITIONS
2008 was a year of financial turmoil and although Chile is
beginning to feel the effects, the largest impact has been
seen internationally. No international bank, no matter how
important or strong, has escaped the effects. There have
been liquidations, mergers and absorptions, all of which
have considerably eroded trust. Despite these circumstances,
correspondent banks have expressed interest in continuing
to provide financing to solid economies like that of Chile.
However, given their internal liquidity restraints, in some
cases they were forced to reduce available financing.

brief existence, the Bank has seen considerable increases in
areas where this new unit operates.

In 2008, CorpBanca maintained its international financing
flows and even secured new financing that exceeded traditional
figures. In fact, the Bank’s average renewal of external
financing has been recognized by local authorities as among
the market’s highest levels.

In a highly globalized world, the Bank has increasingly
expanded its participation in the largest and most
sophisticated international markets. In this context, New
York, the largest market for Latin American banks, is a superb
business platform.

During 2008, the Bank created a new unit, the International
Business Division, specialized in developing foreign currency
business. With specialized foreign trade executives available
to assist account executives, clients will receive added support
and quality service for their foreign operations. Despite its

OPERATIONS AND SERVICES MARKET

In spite of these international conditions, on October 22
and 24, 2008, the Federal Reserve Board and the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) respectively granted
the Bank authorization to establish a branch in the city of
New York in the United States, thus demonstrating their
confidence in CorpBanca. This is one of greatest milestones in
the Bank’s growth.

A wide range of credit operations and services can be offered to
large and medium-sized companies. Operating with a foreign
bank or foreign branch of a Chilean bank is especially attractive
to clients as it provides a sense of proximity. It also allows us to

New York Branch and International

“THE CONTINuED suppORT OF THE
bANk HAs pERMITTED us TO
MOvE FORwARD wITH MAJOR
COMMITMENTs IN CHILE AND
AbROAD”
Gregorio Iñiguez
Director Casa de Moneda

accompany our clients as they operate abroad, respond to their
needs and improve our services, which is currently the Bank’s
primary strategy. Our international offerings are available to
both wholesale and retail banking clients.
Our target market consists of individuals with sophisticated
financial needs; medium and large Chilean companies active
in foreign trade; Latin American companies; Chilean banks
without foreign branch offices (correspondent bank) and Latin
American banks, among others.
The range of target products for the wholesale segment can be
classified into products for local companies and foreign-trade
based products. For the retail banking segment, our offerings
include current accounts, credit cards, loans and investments.
The group of companies we are targeting includes medium
and large companies with foreign interests that need to access
external financing or send money abroad.
Our foreign trade strategy is based on confirming letters of
credit and offering international products such as forfaiting
and discount drafts, among others.

LINEs OF busINEss
Our branch office will develop a wide range of services, such as
confirming and financing letters of credit, financing exports, etc.
Another important service it will provide is syndicated project
financing, joining with other international institutions to
finance a variety of investment projects.
From a financial investment perspective, in New York it will
be possible to trade instruments from different issuers with a
wide range of risks and returns.
The branch will also have a private banking unit to provide
current accounts and other associated services throughout
New York.
COMpETITION
As most important international banks presently operating
in Chile have branches or related companies abroad, with
its new branch, CorpBanca will eliminate one of its current
shortcomings. Through this branch, the Bank will be able to
offer financial services abroad, enabling it to provide its clients
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with a wide variety of products and solutions to fit their
particular needs.
Also, major international banks without branches in Chile will
be able to expand business in Chile through the Bank.
Within international wholesale banking, the branch clearly
has an opportunity to be the link between Chilean and
foreign markets.
structure
The New York branch will be managed by a general manager,
who will have maximum authority over the branch, reporting
directly to the Chief Executive Officer in Chile.
The branch’s executives will be organized into six different
divisions. Each division will be run by a vice president that
reports directly to the respective division manager at the Bank
in Chile. These divisions are: Compliance, Financial Reporting,
Operations and Technology, Commercial, Risk and Treasury.
The Bank will periodically analyze and issue reports on the
branch’s performance. It will examine aspects such as internal
control; IT systems for decision-making, risk follow-up,
private classification of risks and contingency scenarios, based
on credit risk and overall credit process management; financial
risk management and treasury operations; operational and

From a financial investment
perspective, in New York it will
be possible to trade instruments
from different issuers with a wide
range of risks and returns.
technological risk management; strategic planning processes
and IT systems for business management.
Supervision and control over these matters will be led by the
Bank’s senior management through its Board of Directors,
requiring from executives constant feedback on compliance
and actions needed to certify compliance.
The branch will also have an internal auditor that reports
directly to the Office of the Comptroller.
commitment and challenge
The New York branch represents a significant commitment for
the Bank and its clients and, therefore, its services should be
in line with those of an international branch and the quality
of its clients. The challenge lies in surpassing competitors that
already offer financial services in New York.

07
“We will clearly inform our
customers of our product
costs and answer frequent
questions”
Upon opening a current account or credit card, you will receive a
detailed list of the costs of these products and information on frequently
asked questions.

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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As of December 31, 2008, CorpBanca’s principal corporate office headquarters are
located at Rosario Norte 660, Las Condes, Santiago. In addition, the Bank maintains a
network of branches throughout the country operating under both the CorpBanca
and Banco Condell names. The Bank has other offices located at Huérfanos 1072,
Bandera 206 and Bandera 341, all in downtown Santiago.

principal
assets
The following tables detail the Bank’s branch network, which
includes offices that are owned as well as leased by the Bank.

Región de arica y parinacota

Región de Antofagasta

CorpBanca

CorpBanca

Arica / 21 de Mayo 115
Telephone (58) 252 323

Antofagasta / Av, San Martín 2668
Telephone (55) 433 001

Banco Condell

Banco Condell

Arica / 21 de Mayo 115
Telephone (58) 252 796 - Fax (58) 232 467

Calama / Almte, Latorre 1925
Telephone (55) 318 024 - Fax (55) 319 458
Antofagasta / Manuel Antonio Matta 2537
Telephone (55) 410 721 - Fax (55) 268 816
Antofagasta Plaza / Arturo Prat 342
Telephone (55) 410 516

Región de tarapacá

Región de atacama

CorpBanca

CorpBanca

Iquique / Av, Ignacio Serrano 280
Telephone (57) 514 017

Copiapó / Calle Chacabuco 481
Telephone (52) 212 053

Iquique (c,aux,) / Recinto Zofri Local 7
Telephone (57) 413 048

Vallenar / Av, Arturo Prat 1070
Telephone (51) 611 358

Banco Condell

Banco Condell

Iquique / Tarapacá 503
Telephone (57) 529 516 - Fax (57) 529 536

Copiapó / Av, Chacabuco 481
Telephone (52) 210 175 - Fax (52) 219 081
Vallenar / Av, Arturo Prat 1084
Telephone (51) 543 227 - Fax (51) 543 224

Carta del Presidente

Región de coquimbo

Región del libertador bernardo
o´higgins

CorpBanca
La Serena / Balmaceda 540
Telephone (51) 554 449
Coquimbo / Av, Aldunate 795
Telephone (51) 328 328
Ovalle / Victoria 271
Telephone (53) 620 975

CorpBanca
Rancagua / Independencia 699
Telephone (72) 228 285 – Fax (72) 227 942
San Fernando / M, Rodríguez 840
Telephone (72) 717 635 – Fax (72) 717 631
Banco Condell

Banco Condell
La Serena / Balmaceda 540
Telephone (51) 554 465 - Fax (51) 219 627
Coquimbo / Av, Aldunate 795
Telephone (51) 327 787 - Fax (51) 328 276

Rancagua / Campos 381
Telephone (72) 230 802, Fax (72) 235 504
San Fernando / Av, Manuel Rodríguez 792
Telephone (72) 583 901 - Fax (72) 583 909

Ovalle / Victoria 271
Telephone (53) 624 165 - Fax (53) 622 078

Región de valparaíso

Región del maule

CorpBanca

CorpBanca

Valparaíso / Av, Arturo Prat 737
Telephone (32) 245 5511 – Fax (32) 225 0333

Curicó / Estado 370
Telephone (75) 322 354 – Fax (75) 320 529

Viña del Mar / Av, Ecuador 104
Telephone (32) 245 5082 – Fax (32) 268 1575

Talca / Uno Sur 1132
Telephone (71) 239 477 – Fax (71) 239 908

Viña del Mar II / Av, Libertad 1075
Telephone (32) 254 0810

Banco Condell

Banco Condell

Curicó / Estado 370
Telephone (75) 316 700 - Fax (75) 320 529

La Calera / José Joaquín Pérez 174
Telephone (33) 333 090, Fax (33) 333 085

Talca / Uno Sur 1132
Telephone (71) 239 477 - Fax (71) 239 908

Los Andes / Esmeralda 286
Telephone (34) 343 273, Fax (34) 343 278

Linares / Independencia 634-A
Telephone (73) 214 808 - Fax (73) 215 648

Quillota / Maipú 352
Telephone (33) 310 957 - Fax (33) 311 750
San Felipe / Arturo Prat 177
Telephone (34) 512 643 - Fax (34) 514 185
Viña del Mar I / Arlegui 176
Telephone (32) 245 5070 - Fax (32) 245 5071
Viña del Mar II / Av, Valparaíso 477
Telephone (32) 246 6230 - Fax (32) 246 6233
Valparaíso / Cochrane 754
Telephone (32) 245 5540, Fax (32) 225 3455
Valparaíso II / Av, Condell 1632
Telephone (32) 245 9270, Fax (32) 245 9275
Villa Alemana / Av, Valparaíso 680 Local A
Telephone (32) 245 0259
Quilpué / Portales 777
Telephone (32) 245 0210, Fax (32) 245 0199
San Antonio / Centenario 127
Telephone (35) 212 916, Fax (35) 212 916
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Región del bío bío

Región de los ríos

CorpBanca

CorpBanca

Chillán / Constitución 550
Telephone (42) 243 4300 – Fax (42) 222 4003

Valdivia / Av, Picarte 370
Telephone (63) 534 660 – Fax (63) 212 448

Concepción / Av, B,O´Higgins 612
Telephone (41) 292 5200 – Fax (41) 225 6965

Banco Condell

Barrio Universitario / Galería El Foro s/n

Valdivia / Av, Picarte 370
Telephone (63) 534 660 - Fax (63) 212 448

Barrio Universitario
Telephone (41) 222 5634 – Fax (41) 225 3732
Talcahuano / Av, Colón 657
Telephone (41) 292 9120 – Fax (41) 254 6177
Base Naval / Av, Jorge Montt 102
Telephone (41) 254 6069 – Fax (41) 242 7293
El Trébol / Autopista Concep, 8671 L-B5
Telephone (41) 248 3294 – Fax (41) 248 3293
Los Ángeles / Colón 398
Telephone (43) 322 303 – Fax (43) 322 141
Banco Condell
Chillán / Constitución 550
Telephone (42) 243 4300 - Fax (42) 222 4003
Concepción I / Barros Arana 428
Telephone (41)292 8200 - Fax (41) 225 4468
Concepción II / Barros Arana 757
Telephone (41) 286 1337 - Fax (41) 286 1334
Talcahuano / Av, Colón 657
Telephone (41) 292 9120 – Fax (41) 254 6177
Los Angeles / Colón 398
Telephone (43) 320 054 - Fax (43) 322 141

Región de la araucanía

Región de los lagos
CorpBanca
Osorno / Manuel A, Matta 624
Telephone (64) 544 700 – Fax (64) 202 600
Puerto Montt / Av, Urmeneta 541
Telephone (65) 354 730 – Fax (65) 354 750
Banco Condell
Osorno / Manuel A, Matta 624
Telephone (64) 544 700 - Fax (64) 202 600
Puerto Montt / Antonio Varas 647
Telephone (65) 351 131, Fax (65) 351 130

región de aysén del general
carlos ibáñez del campo

CorpBanca
Temuco / Arturo Prat 743
Telephone (45) 914 600 – Fax (45) 230 633

Banco Condell
Coyhaique / Fco, Bilbao 208
Telephone (67) 237 011 - Fax (67) 233 841

Banco Condell
Temuco / Arturo Prat 743
Telephone (45) 914 600 - Fax (45) 230 633
Temuco II / Manuel Montt 822
Telephone (45) 911 571 - Fax (45) 911 573
Villarrica / Camilo Henríquez 656
Telephone (45) 911 561

REGIÓN DE MAGALLANES Y LA
ANTÁRTICA CHILENA
CorpBanca
Punta Arenas / Av, Magallanes 944
Telephone (61) 244 740, Fax (61) 227 269
Banco Condell
Punta Arenas / Av, Presidente Roca 845
Telephone (61) 730 124
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“A RELATIONsHIp buILT ON
TRusT bRINgs AbOuT
sOLID DEvELOpMENT,
ENAbLINg us TO bECOME
A suCCEsFuL COMpANy”

Ulrike Behrens
Manager of Finance and planning, Tecsa
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Lo Barnechea

Vitacura

Las Condes
Providencia
La Reina
Ñuñoa
Estación Central

Santiago

Maipú

San Joaquín

La Florida

San Bernardo
Puente Alto

Alameda / Av, B,O´Higgins 2206
Telephone (2) 687 5505 – Fax (2) 671 5836

La Dehesa / Av, José Alcalde Délano 10682 l/2
Telephone (2) 687 5601 – Fax (2) 687 5610

San Bernardo / Arturo Prat 495
Telephone (2) 687 5638 – Fax (2) 687 5633

Apoquindo / Av, Apoquindo 4759
Telephone (2) 687 5215 – Fax (2) 687 5212

La Reina / Av, Príncipe de Gales 7085
Telephone (2) 687 5235 – Fax (2) 687 5242

San Borja / Av, B, O´Higgins 288
Telephone (2) 687 5165 – Fax (2) 687 5182

Bernardo O´Higgins / Av, B,O´Higgins 1228
Telephone (2) 687 5376 – Fax (2) 687 5379

Maipú / Av, Pajaritos 1783
Telephone (2) 687 5321 – Fax (2) 697 5320

San Joaquín / Av, V, Mackenna 4860
Telephone (2) 687 5300 – Fax (2) 512 0911

Casa Matriz / Huérfanos 1072
Telephone (2) 687 8000 – Fax (2) 687 8019

Ñuñoa / Av, Irarrázaval 3333
Telephone (2) 687 5344 – Fax (2) 687 5350

Sta, Elena / Av, Sta, Elena 2340
Telephone (2) 687 5435 – Fax (2) 687 5449

El Bosque / El Bosque Norte 0137
Telephone (2) 687 5259 – Fax (2) 687 5262

Orrego Luco / Av, Providencia 2051
Telephone (2) 687 5950

Santiago 2000 / Huérfanos 770-B
Telephone (2) 687 8401 – Fax (2) 687 8142

El Cortijo / Av, Américo Vespucio Norte 2,700
Telephone (2) 687 5981

Rosario Norte / Av, Rosario Norte 660, local 102
Telephone (2) 687 8000

Suecia / Suecia 024
Telephone (2) 687 5062 – Fax (2) 687 5077

El Golf / Av, Apoquindo 3500
Telephone (2) 687 5467 – Fax (2) 687 5471

Plaza Vespucio / Froilan Roa 7205 L,121 al 124
Telephone (2) 687 5650 – Fax (2) 687 5654

Vitacura / Av, Vitacura 6635
Telephone (2) 687 5138 – Fax (2) 218 2455

Gran Avenida / Av, J, M, Carrera 5120
Telephone (2) 687 5517 – Fax (2) 687 5522

Providencia / Av, Providencia 1422
Telephone (2) 687 5409 – Fax (2) 687 5415

Irarrázabal / Av, Irarrázabal 2615
Telephone (2) 687 5970

Puente Alto / Concha y Toro 1149 L/59
Telephone (2) 687 5673 – Fax (2) 687 5677

Carta del Presidente
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Principal Assets
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Las Condes
Providencia
Santiago

Ñuñoa

Estación Central

Maipú

La Florida

San Bernardo
Puente Alto

Agustinas / Agustinas 799
Telephone (2) 687 5223 - Fax (2) 687 5234

Huérfanos / Huérfanos 1109
Telephone (2) 687 5393 - Fax (2) 469 5062

Plaza Egaña / Irarrázaval 5612
Telephone (2) 687 5095 - Fax (2) 687 5099

Ahumada / Ahumada 252
Telephone (2) 687 5811 - Fax (2) 687 5840

Maipú / Av, Pajaritos 1783
Telephone (2) 687 5324 - Fax (2) 531 4827

Plaza Vespucio / V, Mackenna 7110
Loc, 24-25-26 Boulevard,
Telephone (2) 687 5030 - Fax (2) 586 3056

El Faro / Apoquindo 6069 Loc, 9
Telephone (2) 687 5590

Melipilla / Serrano 287
Telephone (2) 687 5363

Estación Central / Av, B, O´Higgins 3015
Telephone (2) 687 5040 - Fax (2) 479 5048

Moneda / Moneda 893
Telephone (2) 687 5570 - Fax (2) 687 5580

Estado / Estado 350
Telephone (2) 687 5552 - Fax (2) 687 5555

Ñuñoa / Av, Irarrázaval 2440
Telephone (2) 209 5280 - Fax (2) 204 5541

Gran Avenida / Av, José Miguel Carrera 5120
Telephone (2) 687 5530

Paseo Puente / Puente 731
Telephone (2) 687 5691 - Fax (2) 687 5697

Providencia / Av, 11 de Septiembre 2096
Telephone (2) 687 5015 - Fax (2) 231 2258
Puente Alto / Concha y Toro 286 Local 12-17,
Telephone (2) 687 5007 - Fax (2) 687 5008
San Bernardo / Eyzaguirre 670
Telephone (2) 687 5428 - Fax (2) 687 5454
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CorpBanca aims to develop a comprehensive financial services group able to meet the
diverse financial needs its current and potential clients through these wholly-owned
companies.

related
companies
consolidated subsidiaries
CorpBanca has long-term strategic investments in
financial services companies whose lines of business are
complementary to the Bank’s core banking activities.
CorpBanca aims to develop a comprehensive financial
services group able to meet the diverse financial needs its
current and potential clients through these wholly-owned
companies. These subsidiaries are Corp Capital Corredores
de Bolsa S.A., CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros S.A.,
Corp Capital Asesorías Financieras S.A., Corp Capital
Administradora General de Fondos S.A. and Corp Legal S.A.
During 2008, these companies provided CorpBanca with net
income of $8,472 million.

Related Companies
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1. CorpCapital Corredores de Bolsa S.A. This Company is
a member of the Santiago Stock Exchange and is registered
with the Chilean Superintendency of Securities and Insurance
as a securities broker. Its primary activities include providing
third-party broker services as well as managing a portfolio
of fixed income securities and engaging in foreign currency
exchange trading.
For the year ended December 31, 2008, this subsidiary
generated net income of $1,985 million, which translates
into an 8.3% return on equity and reserves. As of December
31, 2008, the capital and reserves of Corp Capital
Corredores de Bolsa S.A. amounted to $23,895 million,
while CorpBanca’s direct and indirect participation in this
company reached 100%, equivalent to 0.386% of the Bank’s
total assets.

Board of Directors
CHAIRMAN
Patricio Leighton Zambelli
Director

Mario Chamorro Carrizo

Director

Cristián Canales Palacios

Director

Héctor Valdés Ruiz

Chief Executive Officer

Cristián Donoso Larraín
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2. CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros S.A. In accordance
with the Bank’s strategy of expanding the breadth of
financial services it offers, CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros
S.A. offers a full line of insurance products. Many of these
products complement the various banking and loan services
the Bank provides, such as unemployment insurance in
connection with personal loans and insurance in connection
with mortgage lending. CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros
S.A. also provides non-credit related insurance to existing
clients and the general public.
For the year ended December 31, 2008, this subsidiary
had net income of $4,338 million. CorpBanca’s direct and
indirect participation in the company reached 100% of its
share capital. This investment is equivalent to 0.003% of the
Bank’s total assets.

Board of Directors
Pablo De La Cerda Merino
CHAIRMAN

3. CorpCapital Administradora General de Fondos S.A.
This subsidiary complements banking services offered to the
Bank’s clients. Its function consists of managing mutual fund
assets for its clients in fixed and variable income instruments
in both the local and foreign markets.
For the year ended December 31, 2008, this company had
net income of $1,323 million, with return on equity and
reserves of 69.5%. As of December 31, 2008, its capital and
reserves amounted to $1,904 million. CorpBanca’s direct
and indirect participation in this company reached 100%,
equivalent to 0.031% of the Bank’s total assets.

Board of Directors
CHAIRMAN

Pablo De La Cerda Merino

Director

Cristóbal Prado Fernández

Director

Guido Silva Escobar

Director

Alberto Selman Hasbun

Director

Jorge Franetovic Yob

Director

Guido Silva Escobar

Director

Claudio Chamorro Carrizo

Chief Executive Officer

Roberto Vergara Kyling

Director

Armando Ariño Joiro

Chief Executive Officer

Benjamín Epstein Numhauser

Related Companies

“WITH CORPBANCA´S CONTINUED
SUPPORT WE HAVE OPENED
NEW PATHS GOING FORWARD”
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Eduardo Escala
Chief Executive Officer, Cintra Chile

4. CorpCapital Asesorías Financieras S.A. Corp Capital
Asesorías Financieras S.A. provides a broad range of financial
advisory services to a variety of corporations and institutions,
including conducting studies and providing services for debt
restructurings, mergers and acquisitions, privatizations and
company valuations.
For the year ended December 31, 2008, Corp Capital
Asesorías Financieras S.A. recorded net income of $625
million, which provided a return on equity and reserves of
335.5%. Capital and reserves amounted to $186 million.
CorpBanca’s direct and indirect participation in this
company reached 100%, which is equivalent to 0.003% of
the Bank’s total assets.

Board of Directors
Patricio Leighton Zambelli
CHAIRMAN

5. CorpLegal S.A. CorpLegal S.A. exclusively provides all
legal advisory services required by Corpbanca, its subsidiaries
and their clients. For the year ended December 31, 2008,
Corplegal S.A. had net income of $201 million, with a
return on equity and reserves of 85.5%. As of December 31,
2008, its capital and reserves amounted to $235 million.
CorpBanca’s direct and indirect participation in this
company reached 100%, which is equivalent to 0.004% of
the Bank’s total assets.

Board of Directors
CHAIRMAN

Miguel Ángel Poduje Sapiain

Director

Héctor Valdés Ruiz

Director

Julio Barriga Silva

Director

Claudio Chamorro Carrizo

Director

Mario Chamorro Carrizo

Chief Executive Officer

Roberto Baraona Undurraga

Director

Cristián Canales Palacios

Chief Executive Officer

Jaime Córdova Fernández
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Transactions of CorpBanca’s shares at the Santiago Stock Exchange during 2005,
2006, 2007 and 2008 are detailed below:

SHARE
TRANSACTIONS
Year 2005

N° Trades

Average Volume (#)

Closing

High

Low

Average Value ($)

P/E

Market Capitalization

First Quarter

3,737

7,095,175,134

3.0

3.2

3.0

21,968,454,844

13.54

687,535,150,448

Second Quarter

3,218

5,719,405,525

3.1

3.1

2.9

17,120,306,404

14.29

691,846,426,969

Third Quarter

3,127

5,314,861,895

3.2

3.2

3.0

16,544,638,023

14.75

722,706,090,488

Fourth Quarter

2,042

3,587,103,889

2.8

3.2

2.8

10,781,665,652

12.07

635,346,013,616

Year 2006

N° Trades

Average Volume (#)

Closing

High

Low

Average Value ($)

P/E

Market Capitalization

First Quarter

2,456

5,791,998,407

2.9

3.0

2.8

16,935,324,009

12.6

660,532,944,870

Second Quarter

2,490

3,752,069,182

2.6

3.0

2.4

10,202,087,626

11.7

580,887,783,877

Third Quarter

1,799

3,646,053,361

2.6

2.8

2.3

9,284,273,141

13.0

594,502,341,312

Fourth Quarter

2,829

5,459,203,768

2.8

3.0

2.6

15,222,756,839

15.2

639,884,199,427

Year 2007

N° Trades

Average Volume (#)

Closing

High

Low

Average Value ($)

P/E

Market Capitalization

First Quarter

3,015

7,737,594,827

2.9

3.3

2.8

22,855,993,403

17.6

667,113,314,296

Second Quarter

3,346

5,473,998,474

3.3

3.5

2.8

16,719,382,159

18.8

748,800,658,904

Third Quarter

3,506

8,250,424,389

3.8

3.9

2.9

27,618,800,089

19.6

859,759,301,996

Fourth Quarter

2,584

8,845,513,736

3.5

3.8

3.3

31,417,558,300

15.3

782,837,052,491

Year 2008

N° Trades

Average Volume (#)

Closing

High

Low

Average Value ($)

P/E

Market Capitalization

First Quarter

2,272

6,493,283,378

3.0

3.5

2.9

20,365,203,873

12.2

689,123,515,482

Second Quarter

1,579

5,099,118,474

2.9

3.1

2.8

15,240,679,619

11.3

646,691,478,144

Third Quarter

1,254

3,431,876,532

2.6

2.9

2.6

9,528,756,488

10.1

583,400,804,271

Fourth Quarter

1,268

1,924,237,675

2.5

2.8

2.3

4,754,148,110

8.5

557,516,126,949

Share Transactions
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During 2008, the following transactions of CorpBanca’s
shares were made by its controlling Shareholders, directors
and senior executives:
Compañía Inmobiliaria y de Inversiones SAGA S,A,, is controlled by Director Alvaro Saieh Bendeck
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

Price

Value of Investment

February 19

642,240,000

3.22

2,068,012,800

June 26

500,000,000

2.8405

1,420,250,000

72,061,580

2.84

204,654,887

July 2

709,000

2.849

2,019,941

July 2

327,229,420

2.85

932,603,847

July 2

1,324,429,124

2.7992

3,707,342,004

July 7 (*)

1,323,585,492

2.801

3,707,362,963

(*)

1,323,585,492

2.841

3,760,306,383

July 2

September 5

(*) Corresponds to repurchase agreements

Inversiones Santa Verónica Limitada, is controlled by Director Hernan Somerville Senn
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

February 5

Price
9,037,774

Value of Investment
3

27,113,322

SIF Inversiones S,A, is controlled by Director Jorge Selume Zaror
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

Price

October 21

8,774,426

October 21
October 22

Value of Investment
2.45

21,497,344

69,234,003

2.5

173,085,008

32,000,000

2.44

78,080,000

October 23

4,702,579

2.44

11,474,293

October 23

3,688,992

2.45

9,038,030
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Inversiones la Punta S,A,, is controlled by Director Ignacio González Martínez
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

March 4

Price
115,000,000

Value of Investment
2.95

339,250,000

Armando Ariño Joiro, Division Manager
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

October 22

Price
12,390,000

Value of Investment
2.42

29,983,800

Asesorías e Inversiones San Francisco Limitada, is controlled by Héctor Valdés Ruiz
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

Price

Value of Investment

-

September 15

2,000,000

2.77

5,540,000

-

September 15

1,700,000

2.77

4,709,000

-

September 22

1,849,613

2.71

5,012,451

-

September 22

387

2.71

1,049

-

September 17

1,850,000

2.73

5,050,500

SIF Investment, is controlled by Director Jorge Selume Zaror
Purchase Date

Sale Date

Amount

Price in US$

Value of Investment in US$

August 20

700

26.68

18,676

August 20

1,800

26.8

48,240

August 20

79

26.8

2,117

August 20

900

26.68

24,012

August 20

900

26.68

24,012

August 20

100

26.68

2,668

August 20

800

26.68

21,344

August 20

600

26.66

15,996

August 13

900

27.55

24,795

August 12

11,021

27.31

300,984

August 12

500

27.28

13,640

08
“We will publish a biannual
report detailing our fulfilment
of these commitments on our
Webpage”

Passion for our customers led us to create CorpBanca Commitments
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material facts

During fiscal year 2008, CorpBanca reported the following
material facts:
1. At the Board of Directors’ Meeting held January 22,
2008, the Board agreed to convene an Ordinary General
Shareholders’ Meeting on February 26, 2008 in order to
conduct routine business, as well as, among other items,
approve the Financial Statements and propose and approve
the distribution of Ch$51,049,009,909 in earnings,
representing 100% of 2007 fiscal year net income, which
translates into a dividend of Ch$0.22497540660054 per
share that, if approved, will be paid once the meeting is
adjourned.
2. In an Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on February
26, 2008, Mr. Arturo Valenzuela Bowie was elected Director
to occupy an existing vacant seat.
3. In a Session of the Board of Directors held on March
11, 2008, the Board of Directors agreed to propose for
shareholder approval, at an Extraordinary Shareholders’

Meeting convened for such purpose, a program to repurchase
the Bank’s own shares in order to profit from fluctuations
in the share price experienced between the respective share
repurchase and subsequent resale dates.
4. On March 12, 2008, the Bank informed as material fact
with respect to its own shares and the program to repurchase
them that it had received communications from Corp Group
Banking S.A. and Compañía Inmobiliaria y de Inversiones
SAGA S.A., CorpBanca’s controlling entities, stating that
these entities would not dispose of their shares during the
share repurchase program.
5. In an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on April
15, 2008, Shareholders approved a program to repurchase
the Bank’s own shares in order to profit from fluctuations
in the share price experienced between the respective share
repurchase and subsequent resale dates.
6. In a Session of the Board of Directors on April 15, 2008,
the Board of Directors approved the following agreements:

Material Facts
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“wITH CORpbANCA´s
suppORT wE wILL bE
AbLE TO ACTIvELy
pARTICIpATE IN OuR
COuNTRy´s
DEvELOpMENT”
Rodrigo Santa María
Chief Executive Officer, SalfaCorp

“Agreement A: To set the repurchase price of the shares
at Ch$3.03 per share. Agreement B: That the number of
shares to be offered in the share repurchase program will
be 5,672,732,264 shares, which represent 2.5% of the
issued and paid shares of CorpBanca. Agreement C: The
share acquisition process will be carried out through one
or more tender offers in accordance with article 198-5 of
the Securities Market Law, and Circular No. 1,514, dated
January 5, 2001, of the Superintendency of Securities and
Insurance and applicable law; in the Securities Exchange of
the Santiago Stock Exchange, through the System of Firm
Offers (Sistema de Ofertas a Firme en Bloque). Agreement
D: Any announcements related to the aforementioned tender
offer will be published on April 29, 2008, in the Chilean
newspapers La Tercera and Diario Financiero. Agreement E:
The offer will commence on April 30, 2008 and will remain
in effect for a term of 30 days. Agreement F: With respect
to the tender offer, all of the laws, standards and regulations
that have been referred to are understood to be an integral
part of these agreements as well as the related agreements
approved at the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting”.

7. On October 22, 2008, the Federal Reserve Board granted
the Bank authorization to establish a Branch in the city
of New York, United States of America. Nonetheless, the
opening of the aforementioned Branch is subject to the
respective license that should be granted by the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).
8. On October 24, 2008, the Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency (OCC) granted the Bank the respective
authorization to open a Branch in the city of New York,
United States of America.
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AUDITOR´S REPORT

Gisela Escobar
Head of Investor Relations and Research, LAN

“A RELATIONSHIP BUILT ON TRUST
WILL ACHIEVE SUCCESS”

Auditor’s Report
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Auditores y Consultores Ltda.
Rut: 80.276.200-3
Av. Providencia 1760 / Pisos 6, 7, 8, 9 y 13
Providencia / Santiago / Chile
Phone: (56-2) 729 7000 / Fax: (56-2) 374 9177
deloittechile@deloitte.com
www.deloitte.cl

To the Shareholders of Corpbanca

We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of Corpbanca and subsidiaries (“Corpbanca” or the “Bank”) as of December 31,
2008 and 2007, and the related consolidated statements of income and of changes in shareholders’ equity and of cash flows for
the years then ended, These consolidated financial statements (including the related notes) are the responsibility of the Bank’s
management, Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits,
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in Chile, Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement,
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by the Bank’s management, as well
as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements, We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinion,
In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Corpbanca
and subsidiaries as at December 31, 2008 and 2007 and the results of its operations, its changes in shareholders’ equity and its
cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in Chile and regulations of the
Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions,
As explained in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements, in 2008 the Bank changed its presentation of the financial
statements and adopted a criterion of provisions for minimum dividends, Further on November 9, 2007, the Superintendency
of Banks and Financial Institutions issued its “Compendium of Accounting Standards”, which contains the new accounting and
reporting standards for Banks that will be applied beginning on January 1, 2009, considering the transitional standards stipulated
for 2009 and 2008 in Chapter E of the compendium,
The translation of the consolidated financial statements into English has been made solely for the convenience of readers outside of
Chile,

January 27, 2009

Juan Carlos Jara M,
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CorpBanca and Subsidiaries

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

Consolidated Balance Sheets
As of December 31, 2008 and 2007 (In millions of Chilean pesos – MCh$)
Assets

Notes

2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Cash and due from banks

4

81,326

74,821

Items in course of collection

4

117,703

58,210

Trading portfolio financial assets

5

85,105

166,450

Investments under agreements to resell

5

50,514

60,372

Derivative financial instruments

7

209,482

37,086

Loans and receivables to banks

10

37,671

90,070

Loans and receivables to customers, net

10

4,871,875

4,247,421

Financial investments available-for-sale

6

576,478

45,048

Financial investments held-to-maturity

6

-

-

Investments in other companies

8

2,213

2,161

2,861

3,479

Intangibles

38,820

34,669

Current income tax provision

Premises and equipment, net
11

6,488

6,050

Deferred income taxes

11

13,468

13,121

Other assets
Total Assets

9

97,680

71,008

6,191,684

4,909,966

Financial Statements

Liabilities

Notes

2008 - MCh$

Current accounts and demand deposits
Items in course of collection

4

Investments under agreements to repurchase
Time deposits and saving accounts
Derivative financial instruments

7

2007 - MCh$

105

357,902

367,101

86,176

25,379

351,471

108,985

3,350,742

2,625,327

195,608

37,285

Borrowings from financial institutions

492,606

390,497

Debt issued

765,172

764,942

Other financial obligations

47,394

32,507

Current income tax provision

11

-

-

Deferred income taxes

11

9,550

7,466

Provisions

10

33,204

5,912

18,552

16,756

5,708,377

4,382,157

Other liabilities
Total Liabilities

Shareholders’ Equity

Notes

2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Atribuible a tenedores patrimoniales del banco
Capital

324,039

342,379

Reserves

2,917

2,917

Valuation gains (losses)

1,018

(2)

155,333

182,515

127,178

126,923

56,310

55,592

Retained earnings
Retained earnings from previous periods
Income for the period
Less: Accrual for mandatory dividends

Minority interest
Total Shareholders’ Equity
Total liabilities and Shareholders’ equity
Notes 1 to 22 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

(28,155)

-

483,307

527,809

-

-

483,307

527,809

6,191,684

4,909,966
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Consolidated Statements of Income
For the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007 (In millions of Chilean pesos – MCh$)
Notes

2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Interest revenue

559,702

415,008

Interest expense

(346,717)

(235,812)

Net interest revenue

212,985

179,196

Fees and income from services

17

54,865

48,785

Expenses from services

17

(12,813)

(8,430)

42,052

40,355

Fees and income from services, net
Trading and investment income, net

18

Foreign exchange gains (losses), net
Other operating revenue

19

Operating revenues
Provisions for loan losses

10

Net operating revenues

54,997

(742)

(42,887)

8,250

7,833

2,465

274,980

229,524

(54,561)

(27,894)

220,419

201,630

Personnel salaries expenses

(57,716)

(52,390)

Administration expenses

(50,511)

(44,067)

(4,916)

(7,197)

-

-

(6,863)

(4,361)

(120,006)

(108,015)

100,413

93,615

418

393

(33,654)

(28,255)

67,177

65,753

(10,867)

(10,161)

56,310

55,592

56,310

55,592

-

-

Basic earnings per share

0,248

0,245

Diluted earnings per share

0,255

0,245

Depreciation and amortization
Impairment
Other operating expenses

20

Total operating expenses
Net operating income
Income attributable to investments in other companies

8

Net loss from price-level restatement
Income before income taxes
Income taxes
Net income for the year

11

Attributable to
Equity holders of the Bank
Minority interest
Earnings per share attributable to equity holders of the Bank

Notes 1 to 22 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Financial Statements

Consolidated Comprehensive income (loss)
For the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007 (In millions of Chilean pesos – MCh$)
2008 - MCh$
Net income for the year

107
2007 - MCh$

56,310

55,592

1,229

(371)

-

-

Other comprehensive income before income taxes

1,229

(371)

Income tax on other comprehensive income

(209)

63

Total other comprehensive income

1,020

63

Comprehensive income for the year

57,330

55,284

57,330

55,284

-

-

Other comprehensive income
Financial instruments available-for-sale
Other comprehensive income

Attributable to
Equity holders of the bank
Minority interests
Notes 1 to 22 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Consolidated Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
For the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007 (In millions of Chilean pesos – MCh$,
exCept for number of shares)
Valuation gains (losses)

Balance at
January 1, 2007
(historic)

Retained earnings

Number of
Shares

Paid-in
Capital

Reserves

Financial
investments
available
for sale

Income tax on
Comprehensive
income

Retained
earnings
from previous
periods

Net income
for the
year

Accrual for
minimum
dividends

Total
attributable
to equity
holders of the
Bank

Minority
interest

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

(Millions)

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

292,736

2,494

339

(58)

98,633

39,105

-

433,249

-

433,249

Net income
prior year

-

-

-

-

39,105

(39,105)

-

-

-

-

Dividends paid

-

-

-

-

(29,328)

-

-

(29,328)

-

(29,328)

Comprehensive
income for the
period

-

-

(341)

58

-

51,049

-

50,766

-

50,766

Accrual for
mandatory
dividends

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Price-level
restatement

21,662

185

-

-

8,140

-

-

29,987

-

29,987

314,398

2,679

(2)

-

116,550

51,049

-

484,674

-

484,674

342,379

2,917

(2)

-

126,923

55,592

-

527,809

-

527,809

Balance at
December 31,
2007
Balance at
December 31,
2007 restated
in constant
Chilean pesos
of December
31, 2008

226,909

226,909
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Balance at
January 1,
2008 (historic)

Retained earnings

Number of
Shares

Paid-in
Capital

Reserves

Financial
investments
available
for sale

Income tax on
Comprehensive
income

Retained
earnings
from previous
periods

Net income
for the
year

Accrual for
minimum
dividends

Total
attributable
to equity
holders of the
Bank

Minority
interest

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

(Millions)

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

314,398

2,679

(2)

-

116,550

51,049

-

484,674

-

484,674

Minimum
dividend
adjustment in
accordance
to circular No,
3,443 (note 2)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(25,524)

(25,524)

-

(25,524)

Net income
prior year

-

-

-

-

51,049

(51,049)

-

-

-

-

Dividends paid

-

-

-

-

(51,049)

-

25,524

(25,525)

-

(25,525)

Comprehensive
income for the
period

-

-

1,229

(209)

-

56,310

-

57,330

-

57,330

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(28,155)

(28,155)

-

(28,155)

(5,673)

(17,188)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(17,188)

-

(17,188)

26,829

238

-

-

10,628

-

-

37,695

-

37,695

324,039

2,917

1,227

(209)

127,178

56,310

(28,155)

483,307

-

483,307

Accrual for
mandatory
dividends
Purchase of
treasury shares

226,909

Price-level
restatement
Balance at
December 31,
2008

221,236

Notes 1 to 22 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Cash flows
For the periods between January 1, and December 31, 2008 and 2007
(In millions of Chilean pesos - MCh$)
Notes

2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$
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Cash flow from operating activities
Net income for the year

56,310

55,592

4,916

7,197

65,596

38,871

Charge (credit) to income not representing cash flow
Depreciation and amortization
Provisions and charge-offs for assets at risk

884

625

Adjustment to market value for financial investments available-for-sale and derivatives

Contingency provisions

(9,221)

(99)

Income taxes

10,867

10,161

Price-level restatement

33,654

28,255

1,344

(8,061)

Other charges (credits) that do not require (generate) cash flows
Net change-interest, indexation adjustment and fees accrued on assets and liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

(51,940)

(18,030)

112,410

114,511

(829,293)

(1,027,007)

Cash flow from investing activities
Net increase loans and receivables to customers and banks
Net (Increase) decrease investments under agreements to repurchase
Net decrease in trading portfolio financial assets
Net increase in financial investments available-for-sale
Purchase of fixed assets
Proceeds from sales of fixed assets
Dividends received from investments in companies
Sale of fixed assets received in lieu of payment or in foreclosure
Net increase in other assets and liabilities
Net cash used in investing activities

534

(5,275)

36,815

19,869

(568,293)

(14,545)

(9,470)

(3,317)

84

-

371

376

776

2,405

(29,693)

(30,872)

(1,398,169)

(1,058,366)

Cash flow from financing activities
21,729

69,324

Net increase in time deposits and borrowings

Net increase in current accounts and other term deposits

911,799

781,649

Net increase (decrease) for investments purchased under agreements to resell

262,576

(701)

94,894

227,455

(86,995)

(115,619)

Increase in issued debt
Redemption of issued debt
Loans obtained abroad

222,070

146,294

(264,986)

(95,310)

150,363

15,573

Other borrowings

12,716

94,872

Repayment of other borrowings

(9,884)

(4,105)

Repayment of foreign borrowings
Net increase of other obligations with banks

Purchase of treasury shares

(17,953)

-

Paid dividends

(55,592)

(34,302)

1,240,737

1,085,130

Net cash provided by financing activities
Net cash flow

(45,022)

141,275

Inflation effect on cash and cash equivalents

(14,374)

3,704

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

(59,396)

144,979

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year
Notes 1 to 22 are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

4

241,092

96,113

181,696

241,092
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AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2008 AND 2007

NOTES TO THE
CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
NOTE 1 Summary of significant accounting
policies
A. Basis of presentation
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared
in accordance with accounting regulations issued by the
Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions
(SBIF). By law, banks must apply the accounting criteria
mandated by the SBIF and for all matters not covered by
the SBIF principles and insofar as they do not contradict its
instructions, banks must use accounting principles generally
accepted in Chile issued by the Chilean Association of
Accountants (“Chilean GAAP”).

For comparative purposes, 2007 amounts were restated
on the basis of the variation in the Consumer Price Index
(8.9%). As stated in Note 2 a), 2007 amounts have been
regrouped and reclassified and therefore differ in presentation
from prior year figures.

B. Basis of consolidation
The consolidated group (“the group”) is composed of
CorpBanca and its subsidiaries listed below.

Financial Statements
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Ownership (direct and indirect)
2008 %

2007 %

Sociedades filiales
CorpCapital Corredores de Bolsa S.A.

100.00

100.00

CorpCapital Administradora General de Fondos S.A.

100.00

100.00

CorpCapital Asesorías Financieras S.A.

100.00

100.00

CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros S.A.

100.00

100.00

CorpLegal S.A. (*)

100.00

100.00

(*) Company incorporated by public deed dated March 9, 2007, in the presence of Santiago notary public Mr. José Musalem Saffie, in which CorpBanca holds 99.99%
participation. The exclusive and sole purpose of this company is to provide all types of professional legal services to CorpBanca, its subsidiaries and/or their clients.

The subsidiaries’ assets and operating income represent 1.0%
and 7.8% of the total consolidated assets and operating
income (1.9% and 5.6% in 2007).

application of price-level restatement has resulted in a net
charge to income of MCh$33,654 as of December 31, 2008
(MCh$28,255 in 2007).

All significant balances and transactions between the Group
have been eliminated during consolidation.

Income statement accounts are not price-level restated.
E. Foreign currency

C. Interest and indexation
The amounts recorded in the balance sheet for loans,
investments and liabilities include accrued interest and
indexation at year end. However, the Bank has applied a
conservative position of discontinuing the recognition of
interest and indexation on high-risk or past-due loans.
D. Price-level restatement
Shareholders’ equity, fixed assets, and other non-monetary
balances have been price-level restated to reflect the
changes in the Chilean Consumer Price Index (CPI). The

Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies have
been translated into Chilean pesos at Ch$637.44 for US$1 as
of December 31, 2008 (Ch$497.87 for US$1 as of December
31, 2007). This does not differ significantly from the rate
used by the Bank’s subsidiaries which are regulated by the
Superintendency of Securities and Insurance.
The net foreign exchange loss of MCh$42,887 presented
in the 2008 consolidated statements of income (net foreign
exchange gain of MCh$8,250 in 2007) includes the effects
of fluctuations on the exchange rates of assets and liabilities
stated in or adjusted by foreign currencies as well as the
results of foreign exchange transactions.
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F. Leasing contracts
Financial leasing operations are leasing contracts which
include a clause granting the lessee an option to purchase the
leased asset at the end of the contract. These operations are
presented in assets, net of unearned interest and taxes at the
end of each year.
G, Trading portfolio financial assets
Trading portfolio financial assets correspond to financial assets
acquired to generate gains from short-term price fluctuations,
brokerage margins, or that are included in a portfolio with a
strategy of gaining profit in the short-term.
Trading portfolio financial assets are valued at fair value
according to the market prices or based on valuation models
prevailing on the closing date of the balance sheet. Gains
or losses from mark-to-market adjustments, as well as
results from trading activities are included in “Trading and
investment income” on the statement of income. Accrued
interest income and adjustments are reported as “Trading and
investment income”.
Management has classified the instruments held by its
subsidiaries as trading portfolio financial assets.
All purchases and sales of trading instruments, to be delivered
within the deadline established by market regulations and
conventions, are recognized on the commitment date, which
is the date the commitment is made to purchase or sell the
asset. Any other purchases or sales of financial instruments are
treated as derivatives (forwards) until they are liquidated.
H. Investment Instruments
Investment instruments are classified in two categories:
Financial Investments held-to-maturity and Financial
Investments available-for-sale. Held-to-maturity investments
include only those instruments which the Bank has the
ability and intent to hold-to-maturity. All other investment
instruments are considered available-for-sale.
Investment instruments are initially recognized at cost, which
includes transaction costs.
Instruments available-for-sale at each subsequent period-end
are valued at their fair value according to market prices or
based on valuation models. Unrealized gains or losses arising
from changes in the fair value are charged or credited to equity

accounts. When these instruments are sold or are considered
other than temporarily impaired, the amount of the related
accumulated fair value adjustments recorded in Shareholders’
equity is reclassified to income and reported under “Trading
and investment income”.
Held-to-maturity investments are recorded at cost plus
accrued interest and adjustments, less impairment provisions
recorded when the book value is higher than its estimated
return.
Interest and adjustments on Held-to-maturity and Availablefor-sale instruments are included under “Interest revenue”.
Financial instruments designated as hedges are accounted
and documented in accordance to current Chilean accounting
standards.
All purchases and sales of investment instruments, to
be delivered within the deadline established by market
regulations and conventions, are recognized on the
commitment date, which is the date the commitment is made
to purchase or sell the asset. Any other purchases or sales of
financial instruments are treated as derivatives (forwards) until
they are liquidated.
Management has evaluated the portfolio classified as “Financial
investments available-for-sale” in order to identify if any
impairment exists. This evaluation takes into consideration
the economic, intention and ability of the Bank to hold
these investments to maturity. Based on this evaluation,
management believes that the investment portfolio does not
present any evidence of impairment.
As of December 31, 2008, the Bank does not maintain a
portfolio classified as held-to-maturity.
I. Financial derivative contracts
Financial derivative contracts including forwards in foreign
currencies and unidades de fomento (inflation index-linked
units of account), interest rate futures, currency and interest
rate swaps, and interest rate options, and other derivative
instruments are initially recognized on the balance sheet at
cost (including transaction fees) and at subsequent period
ends, at their fair value. The fair value is obtained from market
quotes, discounted cash flow models and option valuation
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models, as applicable. Derivatives contracts are presented on
the balance sheet as an asset when their fair value is positive
and as a liability when their fair value is negative under the
balance sheet line item “Derivative financial instruments”.
Certain derivatives embedded in other financial instruments
are treated as separate contracts when their risk and economic
characteristics are not clearly and closely related to those of
the host contract which may require their bifurcation from the
host contract and treatment as a separate derivative subject to
the requirements of Circular No.3,345.
When a derivative contract is signed, it must be designated by
the Bank as a trading contract or hedge accounting.
The changes in the fair value of trading financial derivative
contracts are recorded in income under “Trading and
investment income”.
If the derivative is classified as a hedge, it may be considered
as: (1) a fair value hedge, or (2) a cash flow hedge. To qualify
for hedge accounting, the instrument must comply with
all the following conditions: (a) hedging must be formally
documented at inception; (b) hedging is expected to be highly
effective; (c) the efficiency of the hedge can be measured
reasonably; and (d) hedging is highly effective with regard to
the risk hedged, continuously throughout the period of the
hedge.
Certain derivative transactions that do not qualify as hedge
accounting are treated and reported as trading. These
operations are recorded as trading even if they provide an
effective economic hedge for managing risk positions.

If the hedged item in a fair value hedge is a firm commitment,
the changes in the fair value of the commitment with regard
to the risk hedged are recorded as assets or liabilities with the
offsetting effect recorded in income. The gains or losses from
measuring the fair value of the derivative are also recorded in
income. When an asset or liability is acquired as a result of the
commitment, the initial recognition of the acquired asset or
liability is adjusted to fair value.
When a derivative instrument hedges exposure to changes
in the cash flows of existing assets or liabilities, or expected
transactions, the effective portion of the changes in fair value
with regard to the risk hedged is recorded in shareholders’
equity. Any ineffective portion is recognized directly in
the period’s income. The amounts recorded directly in
shareholders’ equity are recorded in income in the same
periods in which the offsetting changes in assets or liabilities
hedged affect the income statement.
When fair value hedge accounting is used for portfolio hedge
of interest rate risk and the hedged item is designated as
a quantity of currency, the gains or losses from measuring
the fair value of the hedged portfolio and the derivative
instrument are recognized in income but the fair value
adjustment of the hedged portfolio is reported on the balance
sheet under “Other assets” or “Other liabilities”.
J. Bank premises and equipment
Bank premises and equipment are stated at cost plus
price-level restatement and are shown net of accumulated
depreciation. Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line
method over the estimated useful lives of the assets.
K. Investments in other companies

When a derivative instrument hedges the risk exposure to
changes in the fair value of an existing asset or liability, the
asset or liability is recorded at its fair value. Gains or losses
from measuring the fair value of both the item hedged and the
hedging derivative are recognized in income.

Shares or rights in companies in which the Group holds 10%
or more of equity participation or where the Group can elect
or designate at least one member on its board of directors or
administration are accounted for using the equity method.
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L. Goodwill on investments in related companies

R. Minimum dividends

Goodwill arising from investments in related companies
and the premium paid over book value for the acquisition of
assets, rights and contracts of the Consumer Credit Division of
Corfinsa are amortized over a period of ten years.

As of December 31, 2008, the Bank recognizes as a liability,
the portion of net income to be distributed in compliance with
the Corporations Law or pursuant to its dividend policy, which
states that at least 50% of net income will be distributed.

M. Allowances for assets at risk

S. Assets received in lieu of payment

Allowances have been recorded to cover the risk of losses
(Note 10) in accordance with the regulations of the Chilean
Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions. Assets
have been presented net of allowances except for loans where
the provision is recorded on the balance sheet as a contra asset
account.

Assets received in lieu of payment for transactions are
presented at their price-level restated value in accordance
with SBIF standards, less any allowances when their realizable
appraised value is less than their initial value (including any
additions at their price-level restated value).

All subsidiaries have recorded allowances through analysis of
assets at risk in accordance with the applicable regulations.

Assets that have not been sold within one year of the receipt
date are written off immediately.
T. Factored receivables

N. Deferred taxes
The effects of deferred taxes arising from temporary differences
between tax and book balances are recorded on an accrual basis
in accordance with Technical Bulletin No. 60 of the Chilean
Association of Accountants and its supplements.

Factored receivables are valued at the purchase price of the
loan. The price difference between the amounts disbursed and
the actual value of the receivables is earned and recorded as
interest income over the financing period. The transferor is
responsible for payment of the loans if the receivables are not
collected.

O. Vacation expense
The annual cost of employee vacations and benefits are
recorded on an accrual basis.
P. Cash and cash equivalents
In the statement of cash flow, cash and cash equivalents
are defined as cash balances and bank deposits plus the net
balance of transactions pending settlement, as determined by
Chapter C-1 of the Compendium of Accounting Standards.
Balances of cash and cash equivalents and their reconciliation
with the cash flow statement are detailed in Note 4 of these
financial statements.
Q. Use of estimates
The preparation of the financial statements requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the balances reported for assets and liabilities, the disclosure of
asset or liability contingencies as of year-end, as well as income
and expense accounts. Actual results may differ from these
estimates.

NOTE 2 Accounting changes
The SBIF, together with other Chilean Superintendencies
and Regulatory Agencies, agreed on a plan to converge
with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”)
in order to align financial reporting models for public
companies in Chile with international standards. As part of
this strategic plan, on November 9, 2007, the SBIF issued
its “Compendium of Accounting Standards” (Circular No.
3,410), which contains the new accounting and reporting
standards for the finance industry to be applied starting
January 1, 2009, considering the transitional standards
stipulated in Chapter E of the compendium.
The main impacts resulting from the application of these
new accounting standards are described below:
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A. Accounting changes made in 2008
SBIF Circular No. 3,443 amended the transitional provisions
contained in Chapter E of the “Compendium of Accounting
Standards”, requiring new presentation formats to be applied
to financial statements in 2008, which stipulate general
disclosure and presentation criteria applicable to annual
financial statements. For comparative purposes, balances as
of December 31, 2007 have been regrouped and reclassified,
but not adjusted, and therefore the financial statements for
the period differ in presentation from those of the prior year.

Furthermore, the regulations established new criteria
regarding a provision for minimum dividends, applicable
January 1, 2008. These regulations require a provision,
recorded as a current year liability, for the portion of
net income to be distributed in compliance with the
Corporations Law or in accordance with the Bank’s dividend
policy. The offsetting effect, until paid, should be recorded
in Shareholders’ Equity. Until 2007, dividends had been
reflected as liabilities at the date of the respective agreement
by shareholders at the Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting. This
change in criteria had no effect on the Bank’s results.

for year then ended, prepared in accordance with the new
accounting standards, which will differ from those presented
in these financial statements. The implementation of these
new accounting standards will result in adjustments to the
Bank’s equity account balances as of January 1, 2009, as well
as, the determination of net income for future periods.
As a result, the Bank developed an implementation strategy
for the transition to the new accounting standards which
includes, among other things, analyzing differences in
accounting principles, selecting which accounting principles
to apply in cases where alternative treatments are permitted
and evaluating modifications to procedures and IT systems.
As of the date of these consolidated financial statements,
the Bank is in the process of compiling information to
estimate, with reasonable objectivity, to what extent the 2008
balance sheet and statement of income will differ from those
developed with the new accounting principles contained in the
Compendium of Accounting Standards valid as of December
31, 2009 for inclusion in the 2009 financial statements.
NOTE 3 Material Events

B. Standards to apply in 2009

CorpBanca

The Compendium of Accounting Standards also states that,
as of January 1, 2009, banks must implement the new
accounting standards as stipulated by the SBIF. By law,
banks must apply the accounting criteria mandated by the
SBIF and for all matters not covered by the SBIF principles
and insofar as they do not contradict its instructions,
banks must adhere to the technical standards issued by the
Chilean Association of Accountants, which coincide with
international accounting and financial reporting standards
issued by the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB). If discrepancies exist between the accounting
principles, the criteria issued by the SBIF (“Compendium of
Accounting Standards”) will take precedence.

At the Board of Directors’ Meeting held January 22, 2008, the
Board agreed to convene an Ordinary General Shareholders’
Meeting on February 26, 2008 in order to conduct routine
business, as well as, among other items, approve the Financial
Statements and propose and approve the distribution of
Ch$51,049,009,909 in earnings, representing 100% of 2007
fiscal year net income, which translates into a dividend of
Ch$0.22497540660054 per share that, if approved, will be
paid once the meeting is adjourned.

Under the new accounting standards, the Bank’s 2009
consolidated financial statements must include, for
comparative purposes, the consolidated balances as of
December 31, 2008 and a consolidated statement of income

In a Session of the Board of Directors held on March 11,
2008, the Board of Directors agreed to propose for shareholder
approval, at an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting convened
for such purpose, a program to repurchase the Bank’s own

In an Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on February 26,
2008, Mr. Arturo Valenzuela Bowie was elected Director to
occupy an existing vacant seat.
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shares in order to profit from fluctuations in the share price
experienced between the respective share repurchase and
subsequent resale dates.
On March 12, 2008, the Bank received communications from
Corp Group Banking S.A. and Compañía Inmobiliaria y de
Inversiones SAGA S.A., CorpBanca’s controlling entities,
stating that these entities would not dispose of their shares
during the share repurchase program.
In an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on April
15, 2008, shareholders approved a program to repurchase
the Bank’s own shares in order to profit from fluctuations
in the share price experienced between the respective share
repurchase and subsequent resale dates.
In a Session of the Board of Directors on April 15, 2008,
the Board of Directors approved the following agreements:
“Agreement A: To set the repurchase price of the shares
at Ch$3.03 per share. Agreement B: That the number of
shares to be offered in the share repurchase program will
be 5,672,732,264 shares, which represent 2.5% of the
issued and paid shares of CorpBanca. Agreement C: The
share acquisition process will be carried out through one
or more tender offers in accordance with article 198-5 of
the Securities Market Law, and Circular No. 1,514, dated
January 5, 2001, of the Superintendency of Securities and
Insurance and applicable law; in the Securities Exchange of the
Santiago Stock Exchange, through the System of Firm Offers
(Sistema de Ofertas a Firme en Bloque). Agreement D: Any
announcements related to the aforementioned tender offer will
be published on April 29, 2008, in the Chilean newspapers
La Tercera and Diario Financiero. Agreement E: The offer will
commence on April 30, 2008 and will remain in effect for
a term of 30 days. Agreement F: With respect to the tender
offer, all of the laws, standards and regulations that have
been referred to are understood to be an integral part of these
agreements as well as the related agreements approved at the
Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting”.
On October 22, 2008, the Federal Reserve Board granted the
Bank authorization to establish a Branch in the city of New
York, United States of America. Nonetheless, the opening of
the aforementioned Branch is subject to the respective license
that should be granted by the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC).

On October 24, 2008, the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency (OCC) granted the Bank the respective
authorization to open a Branch in the city of New York,
United States of America.

CorpCapital Asesorías Financieras S.A.
No significant events were reported.
CorpCapital Administradora General de Fondos S.A.
In an Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting held February
26, 2008, the Shareholders renewed the Board of Directors,
composed of the following directors: Pablo de la Cerda
Merino, Jorge Franetovic Yob, Armando Ariño Joiro, Guido
Silva Escobar and Claudio Chamorro Carrizo.
A letter dated September 30, 2008, reported that material
differences existed between the valuation rate using the
Internal Rate of Return method (IRR) and the rate from the
valuation model used in SVS Circular No. 1579 (2002) in one
or more debt instruments. This resulted in a variation in the
unit value and return for these mutual funds.
In an Ordinary Session of the Board of Directors held on
November 3, 2008, the Directors accepted the resignation of Ms.
Alejandra Saldías Asun as Chief Executive Officer of Corp Capital
Administradora General de Fondos S.A. Mr. Benjamín Epstein
Numhauser was appointed Chief Executive Officer in her place.
CorpCapital Corredores de Bolsa S.A.
In an Ordinary Session of the Board of Directors held on
March 31, 2008, the Directors decided to convene an Ordinary
General Shareholders’ Meeting on April 17, 2008 in order
to approve the Annual Report, Balance Sheet and Financial
Statements for the year ended December 31, 2007; decide on
the distribution of net income for the year ended December
31, 2007; appoint the Company’s external auditors; reappoint
the Board of Directors; and conduct other business that must
be addressed at the Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting.
On April 17, 2008, in an Ordinary General Shareholders’
Meeting the following new members were appointed to the
Board of Directors: Mario Chamorro Carrizo, Patricio Leighton
Zambelli, Osvaldo Barrientos Valenzuela, Héctor Valdés Ruiz
and Cristian Canalas Palacios.
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On June 11, 2008, Mr. Osvaldo Barrientos Valenzuela
announced his resignation as Director of Corp Capital
Corredores de Bolsa, S.A.
In an Ordinary Session of the Board of Directors held
on September 26, 2008, Mr. Ramiro Fernández Zanetti
announced his resignation as Chief Executive Office, to be
effective as of October 31, 2008.
On November 3, 2008, the Board appointed Mr. Cristián
Donoso Larraín as Chief Executive Officer of Corp Capital
Corredores de Bolsa S.A.
CorpBanca Corredores de Seguros S.A.
No significant events were reported.
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NOTE 4 Cash and cash equivalents
A. The detail of cash and cash equivalents is as follows.
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Cash and deposits in banks
Cash

42,951

22,290

Deposits in the Central Bank of Chile

13,923

27,337

Deposits in national banks
Foreign deposits
Sub-total Cash and cash equivalents in banks

1,656

1,664

22,796

23,530

81,326

74,821

Items in course of collection, net

31,527

32,831

Highly liquid financial instruments(1)

18,678

74,022

Investments under agreements to resell(2)
Total cash and cash equivalents

50,165

59,418

181,696

241,092

(1): Corresponds to those trading portfolio and available-for-sale financial instruments with maturities that do not exceed three months from the date of acquisition.
(2): Corresponds to those investments purchased under agreements to resell with maturities that do not exceed three months from the date of acquisition.

The level of cash and deposits at the Central Bank of Chile meets the monthly average reserve requirements.

B. Items in course of collection
Items in course of collection correspond to those transactions where only the remaining settlement will increase or decrease the
funds at the Central Bank of Chile or in foreign banks, usually within 12 or 24 hours following the close of each fiscal year. Items
in course of collection are detailed as follows.
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Assets
Outstanding notes from other banks

33,651

32,201

Funds receivable

84,052

26,009

Sub-total assets

117,703

58,210

86,176

25,379

Sub-total liabilities

86,176

25,379

Net items in course of collection

31,527

32,831

Liabilities
Funds payable
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NOTE 5 Trading portfolio financial assets
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Trading portfolio financial assets are as follows.
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Chilean Central Bank and Government securities
Chilean Central Bank securities

59,225

124,195

6,264

11,598

2

2

65,491

135,795

13,816

14,179

Chilean mortgage finance bonds

-

3,815

Chilean financial institution bonds

-

1,982

Chilean corporate bonds

-

90

Chilean Treasury Bonds
Other government securities
Sub-total
Other financial instruments
Promissory notes related to deposits in local banks

Investments in mutual funds

5,798

10,589

Foreign government and central bank instruments

-

-

Other foreign securities

-

-

Sub-total

19,614

30,655

Total

85,105

166,450

At December 31, 2008, Chilean Central Bank and Government securities includes investments purchased under agreements to
resell to customers and financial institutions amounting to MCh$ 62,563.
At December 31, 2008, investments purchased under agreement to resell have an average maturity of 6 days as of the fiscal year
end.
At December 31, 2007, there were no investments purchased under agreements to resell to clients or financial institutions.
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NOTE 6 Investment Instruments
The detail of financial investments designated as available-for-sale and held-to-maturity are as follows.
A. Financial investments available-for-sale

As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Chilean Central Bank and Government Securities
Chilean Central Bank securities
Chilean Treasury Bonds
Other government securities
Sub-total

284,498

3,249

34,260

-

-

-

318,758

3,249

Other financial instruments
257,720

41,799

Chilean mortgage finance bonds

Promissory notes related to deposits in local banks

-

-

Chilean financial institution bonds

-

-

Chilean corporate bonds

-

-

Other local investments

-

-

Foreign government and central bank instruments

-

-

-

-

Sub-total

Other foreign investments

257,720

41,799

Total

576,478

45,048

As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, the portfolio of financial investments available-for-sale includes an unrealized gain (loss), net
of deferred taxes, recorded in Shareholders’ Equity of MCh$1,020 and MCh$(2), respectively.
B. Financial investments held-to-maturity
As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, the Bank did not maintain investments designated as held-to-maturity.
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NOTE 7 Derivative financial instruments
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The Group uses the following instruments for hedging and trading purposes.

As of December 31, 2008
Notional amount of contract with maturity
Cash Flow hedge
(F) or Fair Value (FV)

Up to 3
months
MCh$

Fair value
From 3 months to
12 months
MCh$

More than
12 months
MCh$

Assets
MCh$

Liabilities
MCh$

Derivatives held-for-hedging
Foreign currency forwards
Interest rate swaps

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency swaps

-

-

-

-

-

-

(FV)

-

-

42,905

543

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency and interest rate swaps
Foreign currency call options
Interest rate call options

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency put options

-

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate put options

-

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate futures

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total derivatives held-for-hedging

-

-

-

42,905

543

-

1,812,586

983,058

307,939

178,597

163,634

Interest rate swaps

-

115,744

1,143,598

8,922

7,154

Foreign currency swaps

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency and interest rate swaps

-

-

382,998

21,420

24,820

Foreign currency call options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate call options

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency put options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate put options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate futures

-

-

-

-

-

Total derivatives held-for-trading

1,812,586

1,098,802

1,834,535

208,939

195,608

Total derivative financial instruments

1,812,586

1,098,802

1,877,440

209,482

195,608

Derivatives held-for- trading
Foreign currency forwards
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Notional amount of contract with maturity
Cash Flow hedge
(F) or Fair Value (FV)

Up to 3
months
MCh$

Fair value
From 3 months to
12 months
MCh$

More than
12 months
MCh$

Assets
MCh$

Liabilities
MCh$

Derivatives held-for-hedging
Foreign currency forwards
Interest rate swaps

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency swaps

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency and interest rate swaps

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency call options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate call options

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency put options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate put options

-

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate futures

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency forwards

1,076,673

1,076,988

122,061

27,338

28,275

Foreign currency forwards

42,705

32,670

6,891,476

9,117

8,332

Total derivatives held-for-hedging
Derivatives held-for- trading

Foreign currency swaps

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency and interest rate swaps

-

854

387,440

605

627

Foreign currency call options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate call options

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign currency put options

-

-

-

-

-

Interest rate put options

-

-

-

-

-

28,826

-

-

26

51

Total derivatives held-for-trading

Interest rate futures

1,148,204

1,110,512

7,400,977

37,086

37,285

Total Derivative financial instruments

1,148,204

1,110,512

7,400,977

37,086

37,285
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Investments in other companies amounting to MCh$2,213 (MCh$2,161 in 2007) are detailed as follows.
Company

Ownership

2008
%
Transbank S.A.
Nexus S.A.
Combanc S.A.

2007
%

Equity of the Company

Carrying Value

2008
MCh$

2008
MCh$

2007
MCh$

Equity in income (loss)

2007
MCh$

2008
MCh$

2007
MCh$

8.72

8.72

6,794

6,153

592

536

138

83

12.90

12.90

4,915

5,095

634

657

104

128

8.67

8.67

3,727

3,960

324

343

49

40

1,550

1,536

291

251

102

107

11

14

Sub-total

Shares and rights in other companies
Redbanc S.A.
Sociedad Interbancaria de Depósitos de Valores S.A.
Acción Bolsa de Comercio de Santiago

70

52

7

8

391

372

103

116

Acción Bolsa Electrónica de Chile

100

94

6

4

Sub-total

663

625

127

142

2,213

2,161

418

393

Totales

During 2008 and 2007, the bank received dividends from related companies amounting to MCh$271 y MCh$276, respectively.

NOTE 9 oTHER ASSETS
The detail of other assets is as follows.
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Other Assets
Prepaid rent (1)

24,640

-

Employee loans (2)

17,773

14,950

Accounts and notes receivable

15,588

14,406

Prepaid expenses

12,371

15,295

Projects under development (3)

8,818

5,399

Assets for leasing (4)

8,772

9,495

Assets received in lieu of payment

4,631

3,648

972

1,247

Transactions in process (suspense accounts)
Other

4,115

6,568

Total

97,680

71,008

(1) Rent paid in advance for SMU ATMs. (See note 14.b)
(2) Loans for sales employees.
(3) Information system and other projects.
(4) Fixed assets available to be delivered in the form of financial leases.
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NOTE 10 Allowances and provisions for loan losses
As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, the bank and its subsidiaries have accrued the following allowances.
A. Loan loss provisions
The detail of loan loss provisions is as follows.
As of December 31, 2008
Loans and receivables to customers
Due from banks
MCh$

Commercial loans
MCh$

Mortgage loans
MCh$

Consumer loans
MCh$

Contingent loans
MCh$

Total
MCh$

Provisions established
Individual analysis

(20)

Group analysis
Charge to income for provisions

(11,788)

-

-

(342)

(12,150)

0

(10,808)

(3,389)

(48,106)

(71)

(62,374)

(20)

(22,596)

(3,389)

(48,106)

(413)

(74,524)

117

6,700

-

-

711

7,528

Provisions released
Individual analysis
Group analysis
Credit to income for provisions

0

956

20

377

47

1,400

117

7,656

20

377

758

8,928

-

1,607

285

9,143

-

11,035

97

(13,333)

(3,084)

(38,586)

345

(54,561)

Recovered assets previously charged-off
Net charge to income

As of December 31, 2007
Loans and receivables to customers
Due from banks
MCh$

Commercial loans
MCh$

Mortgage loans
MCh$

Consumer loans
MCh$

Contingent loans
MCh$

Total
MCh$

Provisions established
Individual analysis
Group analysis
Charge to income for provisions

(133)

(2,672)

-

-

(191)

(2,996)

-

(7,942)

(1,194)

(32,203)

-

(41,339)

(133)

(10,614)

(1,194)

(32,203)

(191)

(44,335)

Provisions released
Individual analysis

-

5,091

-

-

-

5,091

Group analysis

-

373

-

-

-

373

Credit to income for provisions

-

5,464

-

-

-

5,464

-

4,774

377

5,826

-

10,977

(133)

(376)

(817)

(26,377)

(191)

(27,894)

Recovered assets previously charged-off
Net charge to income
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As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, allowances for loan losses related to contingent loans (see note 16) are as follows:
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As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Sureties and guarantees

12

32

Letters of credit¡

69

159

690

1,029

Other

Performance bonds

4

-

Total

775

1,220

As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, allowances for loan losses are as follows:
As of December 31, 2008
Assets before
allowances
MCh$

As of December 31, 2007

Loan loss
allowances
MCh$

Net Asset
MCh$

Assets before
allowances
MCh$

Loan loss
allowances
MCh$

Net Asset
MCh$

Loans and receivables to customers
Commercial loans

3,756,996

(33,843)

3,723,153

3,129,917

(26,938)

3,102,979

Mortgage loans

691,623

(4,439)

687,184

602,011

(1,998)

600,013

Consumer loans

495,564

(34,026)

461,538

574,091

(29,662)

544,429

4,944,183

(72,308)

4,871,875

4,306,019

(58,598)

4,247,421

37,696

(25)

37,671

90,203

(133)

90,070

Total
Due from banks

B. Other allowances
Other allowances recorded in liabilities are as follows:
As of December 31
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Other provisions
Accrual for benefits and staff salaries
Accrual for minimum dividends (See Note 1,r)

3,902

4,235

28,155

0

Allowances for contingent loans

775

1,220

Allowances for contingencies

372

457

33,204

5,912

Total
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NOTE 11 Current and deferred income taxes
A. Current income tax provision
At each fiscal year end, the Bank has provisioned income taxes in accordance with existing tax laws. This provision in assets is
recorded net of taxes to be recovered amounting to MCh$5,087 in 2008 (MCh$ 4,409 in 2007) and is detailed as follows:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Income taxes, tax rate 17%

9,778

9,432

(13,313)

(13,203)

Tax credit for training costs

(276)

(247)

Tax credit for Donations

(179)

(91)

(1,097)

(960)

Less
Monthly provisional payment

Tax credit for property taxes on leased real estate assets
Other taxes to be recovered(1)

(1,401)

(981)

Total

(6,488)

(6,050)

(1) Related to tax refunds for the years 2007 and 2006 amounting to MCh$1,401 in 2008 and MCh$981 in 2007.

B. Income tax expense
Tax expense recorded in income for the period between January 1, and December 31, 2008 and 2007 is detailed as follows:

As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Income tax expense
Current tax expense

(9,778)

(9,432)

(1,528)

(726)

(11,306)

(10,158)

Deferred taxes
Temporary differences
Sub-total
Other
Net charge to income for income taxes

439

(3)

(10,867)

(10,161)
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C. Reconciliation of effective tax rate
The following is a reconciliation of the effective tax rate applicable for the periods December 31, 2008 and 2007:
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As of December 31,
2008
Concept
Net income before taxes

2007

Tax Rate %

Amount
MCh$
17.0

Tax Rate %
11,420

Amount
MCh$
17,0

11,178

Permanent differences and others

(0.8)

(553)

(1,5)

(1,017)

Income tax effective rate and expenses

16.2

10,867

15,5

10,161

D. Deferred tax effect on Shareholders’ Equity
Deferred taxes recorded as a charge or credit to Shareholders’ Equity during the period January 1 and December 31, 2008 and
2007 is detailed as follows:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Financial assets available-for-sale

(209)

-

Total charge to Shareholders’ Equity

(209)

-

E. Effect of deferred taxes on income
During 2008 and 2007, the Bank recorded the effect of deferred taxes on its balance sheet and income statement in accordance to
Technical Bulletin No. 60 of the School of Public Accounts of Chile.
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The effect of deferred taxes on assets, liabilities and income due to temporary differences is detailed as follows:
As of December 31
2008
Concept
Allowances for loans

2007

Assets
MCh$

Liabilities
MCh$

Net
MCh$

Assets
MCh$

Liabilities
MCh$

Net
MCh$

9,543

-

9,543

9,110

-

9,110

2,311

-

2,311

1,395

-

1,395

Unearned price differences

215

-

215

1,349

-

1,349

Personnel related provisions

813

-

813

665

-

665

Other

586

-

586

602

-

602

-

(232)

(232)

-

(220)

(220)

-

(9,318)

(9,318)

-

(7,246)

(7,246)

13,468

(9,550)

3,918

13,121

(7,466)

5,655

Accrued interest and adjustment related to
past-due loan
portfolio

Depreciation, plant and equipment
Deferred expenses and others
Total net asset (liability)

NOTE 12 Shareholders’ Equity
A. Shareholders’ Equity
Movement in shareholders’ equity accounts is detailed on the Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity.

Subscribed and paid shares
As of December 31, 2008 the Bank’s paid-in capital consists of 226,909,290,577 ordinary shares subscribed and paid, with no par
value.
In May 2008, the Bank implemented a share repurchase program, to purchase 5,672,732,264 shares, equivalent to 2.5% of
CorpBanca’s total subscribed and paid shares, at a price of $3.03 per share (see Note 3).

Distribution of income
In an Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting held on February 25, 2002, Shareholders established a dividend policy to distribute
50% of distributable net income beginning in 2002, and to keep the remaining 50% in the account, “Retained earnings to
distribute”, classified under “Other Reserves”.
In an Ordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting held on February 27, 2007, Shareholders approved a modification to the
income distribution policy, establishing that at least 50% of distributable net income would be distributed while keeping the
undistributed balance in the account “Retained earnings from previous periods”, classified under “Retained earnings”. With
respect to net income for 2007, Shareholders agreed to distribute MCh$51,049 (an historical amount), equal to 100% of net
income.

B. Capital Requirement
Under the General Banking Act, the Bank must maintain a minimum ratio of Effective Equity/Risk-weighted Consolidated
Assets of 8%, net of required allowances, and a minimum ratio of Basic Capital/Total Consolidated Assets of 3%, net of required
allowances. Effective equity is calculated based on Capital and Reserves or Basic Capital with the following adjustments: a) the
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addition of subordinated bonds with a limit of 50% of Basic Capital and b) deduction of the balance of assets corresponding to
goodwill or premiums paid and investments in companies that are not consolidated.
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Assets are weighted based on risk categories, which are assigned a risk percentage in accordance with the amount of capital
necessary to support each of the assets. There are 5 risk categories (0%, 10%, 20%, 60% and 100%). For example, cash, deposits
in other banks and financial instruments issued by the Central Bank have 0% risk, which means that, based on current standards,
no capital is required to support these assets. Fixed assets have 100% risk, which means that the Bank must have minimum
capital equivalent to 8% of the value of these assets.
All derivative instruments traded outside an exchange are considered in determining risk assets with a conversion factor applied
to their notional value, thus obtaining the amount of exposure to credit risk (or “credit equivalent”). Off-balance sheet contingent
loans are also considered “credit equivalents”, for weighting.
Basic Capital and Effective Equity as of each fiscal year end is detailed as follows:
Consolidated Assets
2008 - MCh$

Risk-weighted Assets
2007 - MCh$

2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Assets (net of allowances)
Cash and due from banks

81,326

Items in course of collection
Trading portfolio financial assets
Investments purchased under agreements to resell

74,821

0

0

117,703

58,210

45,532

15,273

85,105

166,450

9,188

15,835

50,514

60,372

17,501

29,499

Derivative financial instruments

256,402

96,024

186,575

46,870

Loans and receivables to banks

37,671

90,070

17,666

65,664

4,871,875

4,247,421

4,603,387

4,014,398

576,478

45,048

54,969

8,360

0

0

0

0

Investments in other companies

2,213

2,161

2,213

2,161

Intangibles

2,861

3,479

2,861

3,479

Premises and equipment, net

38,820

34,669

38,820

34,669

Current income tax provision

6,488

6,050

649

605

Deferred income taxes

13,468

13,121

1,347

1,312

Other assets

97,680

71,008

97,680

71,008

358,057

350,071

214,834

210,043

6,596,661

5,318,975

5,293,222

4,519,176

Loans and receivables to customers, net
Financial investments available-for-sale
Financial investments held-to-maturity

Off balance sheet items
Contingent loans
Total risk-weighted assets

Amount

Ratio

2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

2008

2007

Concept
Basic Capital

483,307

472,217

7,33%

8,88%

Effective Equity

573,390

512,258

10,83%

11,34%

The ratio presented in the financial statements dated December 31, 2007 for basic capital and effective equity was 8.91% and 11.26%, respectively. These ratios differ with respect
to those presented in the table above. This is due to 2007 balance sheet and income statement reclassifications as detailed in Note 2 of these financial statements.
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NOTE 13 Maturity of Assets and Liabilities
A. Maturity of financial assets
The following details the main financial assets grouped according to their remaining maturities, including accrued interest until
December 31, 2008. Financial assets and investments for trading or available-for-sale are included at their fair value within the
period in which they can be sold.
As of December 31, 2008
Due within 1 year
MCh$

Due after 1 year
but less than 3
years MCh$

Due after 3 year
but less than 6
years MCh$

Due after 6 years
MCh$

Total
MCh$

Concept
Trading portfolio financial assets
Investments under agreements to resell
Derivative financial instruments
Loans to banks

85,105

-

-

-

85,105

44,244

2,664

2,062

1,544

50,514

171,940

11,486

12,988

13,068

209,482

37,671

-

-

-

37,671

Loans and receivables to customers (1)

2,241,929

892,548

787,415

865,090

4,786,982

Commercial loans and others

2,035,699

657,879

588,585

370,567

3,652,730

Mortgage housing loans

30,357

62,826

100,443

488,379

682,005

Consumer loans

175,873

171,843

98,387

6,144

452,247

Financial investments available-for-sale

221,568

29,252

124,900

200,758

576,478

-

-

-

-

-

Financial investments held-to-maturity

(1) Excludes amounts whose maturity date has already passed which in 2008 amounted to MCh$84,893.

As of December 31, 2007
Due within 1 year
MCh$

Due after 1 year
but less than 3
years MCh$

Due after 3 year
but less than 6
years MCh$

Due after 6 years
MCh$

Total
MCh$

Concept
Trading portfolio financial assets

166,450

-

-

-

166,450

Investments under agreements to resell

60,372

-

-

-

60,372

Derivative financial instruments

26,758

3,705

6,521

102

37,086

Loans to banks

90,070

-

-

-

90,070

Loans and receivables to customers (1)

1,896,089

722,037

769,928

822,820

4,210,874

Commercial loans and others

1,669,368

478,057

542,360

402,556

3,092,341

Mortgage housing loans
Consumer loans
Financial investments available-for-sale
Financial investments held-to-maturity

25,948

52,436

84,056

404,291

566,731

200,772

191,544

143,513

15,973

551,802

41,798

326

2,924

-

45,048

-

-

-

-

-

(1) Excludes amounts whose maturity date has already passed which in 2007 amounted to MCh$36,547.
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B. Maturity of financial liabilities
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The following details the main financial liabilities grouped according to their remaining maturities, including accrued interest
until December 31, 2008.
As of December 31, 2008
Due within 1 year
MCh$

Due after 1 year
but less than 3
years MCh$

Due after 3 year
but less than 6
years MCh$

Due after 6 years
MCh$

Total
MCh$

Concept
Investments under agreements to repurchase
Time deposits and savings accounts (1)

351,471

-

-

-

351,471

3,042,357

250,371

46,580

1,355

3,340,663

Derivative financial instruments

158,162

11,345

15,095

11,006

195,608

Borrowings from financial institutions

478,415

14,191

-

-

492,606

36,018

255,463

161,959

311,732

765,172

Debt issued
(1) Excludes time deposits of ThCh$ 10,079 in 2008.

As of December 31, 2007
Due within 1 year
MCh$

Due after 1 year
but less than 3
years MCh$

Due after 3 year
but less than 6
years MCh$

Due after 6 years
MCh$

Total
MCh$

Concept
Investments under agreements to repurchase
Time deposits and savings accounts (1)
Derivative financial instruments
Borrowings from financial institutions
Debt issued
(1) Excludes time deposits of ThCh$ 10,685 in 2008.

108,985

-

-

-

108,985

2,321,020

177,459

114,858

1,305

2,614,642

27,723

3,315

6,116

131

37,285

364,437

23,558

2,502

-

390,497

67,442

266,754

171,599

259,147

764,942
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NOTE 14 Related Party Transactions
In accordance with the General Banking Law and the Chilean Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions, individuals
and companies that are related, directly or indirectly, to the Bank or management are considered related parties.
A. Loans granted to related parties
Loan granted to related parties as of December 31, 2008 and 2007 are as follows:
Current loans
Concept

Past-due

Total

Guarantees (1)

2008 MCh$

2007 MCh$

2008 MCh$

2007 MCh$

2008 MCh$

2007 MCh$

2008 MCh$

2007 MCh$

Operating companies

49,971

41,029

-

-

49,971

41,029

19,919

2,793

Investment companies

2,477

2,320

-

-

2,477

2,320

524

975

Individuals (1)

2,036

1,388

-

-

2,036

1,388

1,514

834

54,484

44,737

-

-

54,484

44,737

21,957

4,602

Total

(1) Only includes guarantees permitted by Article 84 of the General Banking Law for purposes of establishing individual credit limits. Guarantees are valued in accordance with
instructions set by the Chilean Superintendency of Bank and Financial Institutions.
(2) Includes debt obligations that are equal to or greater than UF 3,000 indexed-linked units of account.

B. Other transactions with related parties
During the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007, the Group had the following transactions with related parties for amounts
exceeding UF 1,000 indexed-linked units of account.
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Balance Asset

Income

(Expense)

(Liability) MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

2008
Transbank S.A.

Credit card processing

Inmobiliaria Edificio CorpGroup S.A.

Corporate office rent and building costs

CorpGroup Interhold S.A.

Management advisory services

-

-

2,957
2,529

-

-

1,729

Operadora de Tarjeta de Crédito Nexus S.A.

Credit card processing

-

-

1,733

Redbanc S.A.

Automatic teller machine administration

-

-

472

Recaudaciones y Cobranzas S.A.

Office rent and credit collection

(4)

366

Empresa Periodística La Tercera S.A.

Advertising services

-

-

263

Inmobiliaria e Inversiones San Francisco Ltda.

Financial advisory services

-

-

167

Asesorías Santa Josefina Ltda.

Financial advisory and management services

-

-

160

-

-

Compañía de Seguros CorpVida S.A .

Brokerage of insurance premiums and office rent

Fundación CorpGroup Centro Cultural

Donations

101
67

Promoservice S.A.

Advertising services

-

-

56

Inmobiliaria e Inversiones Boquiñeni Ltda.

Financial advisory services

-

-

55

SMU S.A. Rendic Hermanos S.A.

Prepaid rent for space for ATMs (1)

24,640

-

-

(1) See note 9 of the financial statements.

Effect on income

Company

Description

Balance Asset

Income

(Expense)

(Liability) MCh$

MCh$

MCh$

2007
Transbank S.A.

Credit card processing

Operadora de Tarjeta de Crédito Nexus S.A.

Credit card processing

CorpGroup Interhold S.A.

Management advisory services

Inmobiliaria Edificio CorpGroup S.A.

Corporate office rent and building costs

Empresa Periodística La Tercera S.A.

Advertising services

-

-

509

Redbanc S.A.

Automatic teller machine administration

-

-

416

Recaudaciones y Cobranzas S.A.

Office rent and credit collection

-

70

347

Inmobiliaria e Inversiones San Francisco Ltda.

Financial advisory services

-

-

169

Asesorías Santa Josefina Ltda.

Financial advisory and management services

-

-

161

Promoservice S.A.

Advertising services

-

-

119

Fundación CorpGroup Centro Cultural

Donations

-

-

109

Inmobiliaria e Inversiones Boquiñeni Ltda.

Financial advisory services

-

-

39

These transactions were carried out at normal market prices prevailing at the date of the transactions.

-

2,704

-

-

1,988

-

-

1,536
1,126
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NOTE 15 Foreign Currency Position
Assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies or indexed to changes in exchange rates are summarized below:
Payable in
Foreign Currency
2008
ThUS$

Chilean Pesos(1)
2007
ThUS$

2008
ThUS$

Total
2007
ThUS$

2008
ThUS$

2007
ThUS$

Assets
Cash and due from banks

50,425

61

-

-

50,425

61

Items in course of collection

74,071

23

-

-

74,071

23

3

0

-

-

3

0

21,280

12

-

-

21,280

12

Trading portfolio financial assets
Investments purchased under agreements to resell
Derivative financial instruments

41,191

5

-

-

41,191

5

1,121,950

930

37,546

41

1,159,496

971

1,308,920

1,031

37,546

41

1,346,466

1,072

Current accounts and demand deposits

52,908

30

-

-

52,908

30

Items in course of collection

40,655

16

-

-

40,655

16

Investments sold under agreements to resell

23,512

36

-

-

23,512

36

728,019

599

1

-

728,020

599

42,833

5

-

-

42,833

5

687,754

649

218

-

687,972

649

Loans and receivables to customers and banks
Total Assets
Liabilities

Time deposits and saving accounts
Derivative financial instruments
Due to financial institutions
Other financial obligations
Total Liabilities

436

1

13,737

13

14,173

14

1,576,117

1,336

13,956

13

1,590,073

1,349

(1) Correspond to operations denominated in foreign currencies and payable in Chilean pesos or operations that are indexed to changes in the exchange rate.

NOTE 16 Contingencies, commitments and responsibilities
A. Pending lawsuits
As of December 31, 2008 and 2007, there were lawsuits pending against the Bank relating to loans and other matters. In the
opinion of management and the Bank’s legal counsel, these lawsuits should not result in material losses.
B. Contingent loans
The following table details the Bank’s contractual obligations and related allowances for loan losses:
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2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Sureties and guarantees

17,898

Letters of credit

31,278

24,077

37,230

Performance bonds

314,916

282,625

Amounts available on lines of credit and credit cards

621,910

232,433

1,941

158

980,742

583,724

Other
Sub-total
Allowances established for contingent loans (Note 10)
Total

(775)

(1,220)

979,967

582,504

C. Responsibilities
The bank and its subsidiaries hold the following responsibilities under the normal course of business:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Notes under collection

77,273

29,450

Financial assets transferred to and managed by the Bank

62,383

13,572

Third party resources managed by the Bank

327,841

398,964

Securities held in custody

260,918

272,839

728,415

714,825

Total

D. Guarantees
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Assets provided as collateral

6,618

18,536

Total

6,618

18,536

E. Other obligations
CorpBanca is authorized to pass on to its customers any obligations related to deferred customs duties originating from imports of
assets for leasing, which are transfers that materialize prior to National Customs Service authorization. As of December 31, 2008,
the Bank has transferred a total of MCh$92 (MCh$186 in 2007) in deferred customs duty obligations to its clients.
As of December 31, 2008, leasing contracts signed, but for which assets have not yet been delivered, amounts to MCh$45,827
(MCh$19,974 in 2007).
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Pursuant to Articles 30 and 31 of Law No. 18,045 (Securities Market Law), Corp Capital Corredores de Bolsa S.A. has provided
a guarantee from Compañía de Seguros de Crédito Continental S.A. for UF4,000 that matures April 22, 2010, designating the
Santiago Stock Exchange as depository and custodian of this policy.
On June 30, 2008, Corp Capital Corredores de Bolsa S.A. took out an employee fidelity insurance policy with Chubb de Chile
Compañía de Seguros Generales with coverage of US$10,000,000. The policy expires June 30, 2009.
Corp Capital Corredores de Bolsa S.A. maintains fixed income securities in the Santiago Stock Exchange to guarantee transactions
for the Securities Clearing and Settlement Systems (SCL), which amounted to MCh$742 in December 2008 and MCh$679 in
December 2007. Shares delivered to guarantee simultaneous transactions, in the amount of MCh$5,876 in December 2008 and
MCh$17,857 in December 2007, are also included in this category.
To comply with Article 58 d) of DFL 251 of 1930 which states that “Insurance brokers, in their business activities, must comply
with the requirement to contract insurance policies as determined by the SVS, to correctly respond and fully comply with the
obligations of their business and especially for damages that could result for insured parties that contract their policy through a
broker”, the Company has contracted the following policies with Consorcio General de Seguros S.A. that took effect on April 15,
2008 and expire on April 15, 2009:
Policy

Insured item

4245816

Civil liability

10005671

Guarantee

Insured amount (UF)
60,000
500

On June 30, 2008, Corp Capital Administradora General de Fondos S.A. took out an employee fidelity insurance policy with
Chubb de Chile Compañía de Seguros Generales S.A. with US$ 10,000,000 in coverage, maturing June 22, 2009.
On January 9, 2008, Corp Capital Administradora General de Fondos S.A. renewed its general fund management insurance policy
to guarantee faithful compliance of its obligations as a fund manager, management of third party funds, and compensation for
damages resulting from negligence, in accordance with Article 226 of Law No. 18045, expiring January 10, 2009.
The aforementioned policies were renewed with Compañía de Seguros Mapfre Garantías y Crédito S.A. CorpBanca was designated
as the beneficiary of these policies.
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Fees and income from services and the related expenses for the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007 are summarized as
follows:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

A. Income from fees and services
Lines of credit and overdrafts

6,975

6,366

Letters of credit and guarantees

2,595

1,972

Card services

7,956

7,282

Account administration

4,730

5,078

Collections, billings and payments

8,771

9,034

Management and brokerage commissions for securities

4,696

1,228

Investments in mutual funds and others

6,835

7,559

Insurance brokerage

6,672

6,731

Financial Advisory

1,126

1,066

Other

4,509

2,469

Total

54,865

48,785

Credit card transactions

(5,223)

(5,116)

Debit card and ATM transactions

(1,992)

(1,594)

Brokerage

(3,411)

(1,304)

(231)

(10)

B. Expenses from services

Transaction processing
Foreign trade

(192)

(330)

Other

(1,764)

(76)

Total

(12,813)

(8,430)

Fees earned on mortgage instrument operations are included on the income statement in the line item “Interest revenue”.

NOTA 18 Net trading and investment income
Net trading and investment income is recorded on the statement of income as follows:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Trading instruments

1,949

4,388

649

403

52,019

(6,274)

Sale of loans and other receivables from customers

218

741

Net result from other operations

162

-

54,997

(742)

Income from investments in mutual funds
Derivatives held-for-trading

Total
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NOTE 19 Other operating revenues
The detail of other operating revenues is as follows:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Revenues from sales of investments in other companies(1)

1,707

-

Revenues from sales of assets received in lieu of payment

1,657

364

Other revenues from leasing operations

1,357

1,741

Revenue from termination of contract for collections

1,233

-

Property tax benefit related to real estate assets leased to customers

1,122

-

Recovered property tax benefit related to real estate assets leased to customers

183

-

Other

574

360

7,833

2,465

Totales
(1): Corresponds to the revenues received due to the sale of 87,529 Class C Series 1 shares in VISA INC for MCh$1,707.

NOTE 20 Other operating expenses
The detail of other operating expenses is as follows:
As of December 31,
2008 - MCh$

2007 - MCh$

Concept
Charge-off of assets received in lieu of paymentv
Collections

2,617

721

960

914

Other provisions for contingencies

906

625

Technical business reports

431

328

Stock exchange fees

332

215

Transactions losses related to external fraud

231

182

Other operating expenses relating to leasing

227

88

Third party bank expenses

215

228

Credit card operating expenses

209

95

Transaction losses due to process failures

199

109

Maintenance costs for assets received in lieu of payment

124

224

99

65

3

176

Bond placement operational costs
Provisions for assets received in lieu of payment
Other
Total Other Operating Costs

310

391

6,863

4,361
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In the Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on February 26, 2008 and February 27, 2007, the Bank agreed not to pay any
remuneration to the Board of Directors, except to members of the Directors Committee and the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of
the Audit Committee, who earned fees amounting to MCh$216 (MCh$227 in 2007). Additionally, during 2008, the Bank paid
per diems of MCh$3.

NOTE 22 Subsequent events
There have been no subsequent events between December 31, 2008 and the date of the issue of these financial statements that
could materially affect the financial statements.

Raúl Recabarren Valderas
Assistant Manager - Accounting

Mario Chamorro Carrizo
Chief Executive Officer
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The undersigned declare themselves responsible for the veracity of the information
contained in this Annual Report for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2008.

STATEMENT OF
RESPONSIBILITY

Name

Position

Carlos Abumohor Touma

Chairman

Chilean Taxpayer
Identification No.
1.535.896-3

Álvaro Saieh Bendeck

First Vice Chairman

5.911.895-1

Jorge Andrés Saieh Guzmán

Second Vice Chairman

8.311.093-7

Fernando Aguad Dagach

Director

6.867.306-2

Julio Barriga Silva

Director

3.406.164-5

Ignacio González Martínez

Director

7.053.650-1

Carlos Massad Abud

Director

2.639.064-8

Francisco Rosende Ramírez

Director

7.024.063-7

Jorge Selume Zaror

Director

6.064.619-8

Hernán Somerville Senn

Director

4.132.185-7

Arturo Valenzuela Bowie

Director

3.955.249-3

Juan Rafael Gutiérrez Ávila

Alternate Director

4.176.092-3

Mario Chamorro Carrizo

Chief Executive Officer

7.893.316-k
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